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Rates of Advertising : One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$150 per square, daily first week: 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square,three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head ot “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for $1,00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 ce ots per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
POKiLAND PUBLISHING CO.

WORKS,

91 & 93 Commercial St,

eod3m

Mason and Builder,
227

Street,

Congress

Agent for the Pettengill Iron Chimney Cap. Orders for all kinds of Masonry promptly attended to.
All work done by me wairanted to give satisfaction.

AN

who has had two years experience and can
tarnish good leterences. Apply to
P. O. BOX 1897.
aug30Jlw*

ONE

Wanted
A tew gentlemen boarders at 339
Good board and
Congress St.

pleasant

apr24tnovl

BUILDERS.

WASTED.

and will carry
Builders, at

SEPT.

3,

business

on

as

Carpenters

or

Lost.
the foot of Union and

n. H. PITTEE.
G. TVM. DOUGHTY.

March 11th, 1878.

case

LOST AND FOUNH

and

Hear of Sager’s Stable, Oak St.

Leaving Portland Pier at 2.15, p. m., and touching
at all the landings going aud coming.
sc3
dlt

to sell Teas for us on
A fine double
thirty.six (36) superior samples for
to
dollars
five
($5)
agents.
New England Sample Tea Company.
Milk
No, 103
street, Boston, Mans.
d3m
je7

unemployed persons
liberal commission.
ALLsalary
with

Douglity

Flttoo eto

Yarmouth

dlw*

Girl Wanted.
To do general house work at
330 DANFOUTH ST.
dtf
aug2!

sample

The undersigned have this day associated them
selves together, under tne firm name

rooms.

aug29

JAMES CUNNINGHAM.

Portland, April 23, 1878,

THE STEAMER META

TO-DAY,

Boston.

■

augl7

TO YARMOUTH.
to

Wanted.
experienced nurse girl to take eare of a young
child. Call at No. 6U3 Congress street on
Tuesdays and Thursdays, between 2 aud 4 o’clock,
or address MRS. W. T. HOLT, Oak Hill, Maine.

Drug Clerk Wauled.

CABLE

*marlldly

Locket Shell. If the finder
BETWEEN
at 29 Free
ho will bd
a

suitably rewarded.

st,

same

Tyng streets
will leave the

autu

uvi
~~

John

P0TL1ND & WORCESTER LINE.

Counsellor at Law,

REDUCED RATES
-TO-

New

Room

—

at

TO LET.
To Let
PLEASANT, sunny, front room, furnished
unturnished, at 217 Cumberland Street.

A
au26

or

<12w*

For Bent

PORTLAND, ME.

Jy15

—

13, Fluent’s Block,

No.

Fair

England

winship,

o.

dtf

WORCESTER,
3d,
4tli,
September
5th, and 6tb.
Round trip tickets, including admission to Fair,
good only Sept. 1st to 7th inclusive.

No. G Free Street Block. (14) fourteen
rooms. Itesirable for a Lodging or Boarding
House. Kent reasonable. Apply at No. 28f> Conin}7codtt
gress Street.

HOUSE

TOLET.

@4.30.

One or (wo pleasant rooms, with
board. Suitable lor gent and wile
or two gentlemen, in private lauiily. Address
“BOOMS,” Press Office.
dlw*
aug31

Trains leave Grand Trunk Depot at 7 30 a. m., and
J. M. LtJAT, 8upt.
Gen. Ticket Agent.
aa3idiw

I. 00 i). m.
J. W. PETERS,

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

To Let
ulcasant, and convenient house, 21 Winter St.

suitable for
THE
out children

STATE OF MAINE

City

ot

one or

two families.
Those withat No. 19.
dtf

preierred. Enquire

aug30

TO THE ELECTORS

To Let.
NICE rent of six (6) rooms, ready

about Sept.
1st, corner State and Sherman streets, with
modern improvements. Call at 260 State street.
au29
dtf

A

—OF THE

Portland.

To Let !

to warrants from tlie Mayor ami Aldermen ot the City ot Portlaud, the duly qualified Electors of said city are hereby notified to meet
in their respective Ward Rooms on the

PURSUANT

MATT

Constable

Second Monday ol September Next,

YACHT L. T. DAVIS

ADAMS,
for

Portland,

For further particulars apply
parties.Haskell
on board, or

lor pleasure
to Capt. Nathaniel

E. W.

jy6eod2m

No. 25

CONLEY,

Commericial Street.

AHD

Being the 9th Day of Said Month, at 10
0 clock in the Forenoon,

Coroner

for

Cumberland

County,

51 1-11 EXenilVGE STREET.

then and there to give in their votes for Governor,
Four Senators and Five Representatives to the State
Legislature, one County Commissioner, County
Treasurer. Sheriff, Clerk of Courts, and a Representative te Congress.
The polls upon such day of election to remain open
until four o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall
be closed.
The Aldermen of said city will bo in open session
at ihe Aldermen’s Room, in City Building, from nine
to twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from two to
five o’clock in the afternoon on each of the four secular
days next preceding such day of election, for the
purpose ot receiving evidence of the qualification
ot voters whose names have not been entered on
the lists of qualified voters, in and for the several
Wards, and for correcting said lists..
Per Order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Con
fidential advice given, and services rendered in Ike
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.
dtf
Jan8

OUR

THREE storied Brick House, 264 Cumberland
Street, in good repair. Gas and Sebago. Partially furnished or unfurnished. Fourteen rooms.
dtf
au2G

A

To Let.
HO

108

house No. 14

Hooriis to ILel,
gi»wl»8suites, unfurnfBfcfx*; wtttinnt fumri*:
men and their wives; also, famished rooms to gentlemen* Table board may be obtainol next door.
au8dtf
Apply at 37 HIG H STREET.

IN

A

To Let.
THREE-STORY Brick house, No. 299 Cumberland street,—12 rooms, hard aud soft water,

bath tub, gas &c. Will be let on reasonable terms.
Apply to S. W. ROBINSON, 191 Middle St, au8tf

HALL TO LET,
as

STEPHEN

Book, Job and Card

—

Printer,

oUMJVlJliK JtHSOKTB.

ORCHARD

OLD

Ocoan

20 Cts. Per Skein!
$1.50 PER POUND.

Fabvan House, White Mountains.
L
House
thoroughly renovated. Low rates for season boarders
Will open June 15th.
jel2TTh&S3w

DITSON

■

street.

Rent

MUSICAL RECORD.
NEW MUSICAL WEEKLY

anti downright

the first

‘•Parlor Cabinet”
AND

“Cottage Piano.”

will be an impartial paper. The firm publish for all
composers, and have no motive to favor one at the
expense of another. All music teachers and musical amateurs are invited to support this, which is,
in a special sense, their paper, and to send on all interesting items of inlormation in their respective
districts.
Subscription price. $2. per year, in advance. No
Free List. Premiums for lists ot subscribers. More
than Three Hundred Pages ot Music per year giveu
Teachers’ cards (brief) inserted one year for $5., in
advance.

& Cr.’a

PATENT BAR ACTION.
They received the highest award of New England
Fair. 1877, and Maine State Fair, 187(5. Endorsed by
our first citizens.
Prices to suit lb^ Economist*.

3

Free

Thurston,

street

jylC

Block,

Specimen copies sent free on application.
Subscribe now aud get two extra numbers.

Portland.

OLIYER DITSON & CO.# Boston.
eodly&w

dtf

uo24

Livery and Hack Stock
For Snlo,
-whig to the near expiration oi
niy lease ot Hie Congress Street

AT

Stable, 1 will sell In lots to suit
customers, the whole or any part
Livery ami Hack Stock,
Among the horses may be found
some of file best family and driving horses to be louud iu the state,

Cabriolets,

4md any one intending to buy,
would do well to call and see
them.
My carriages comprise
Top and Open Buggies, Phuctons,
Jump-Seats, Carryalls, Park Phaetons, Cnrbiolcts,aud all the carri-

StJREET.
Phaetons

of the most desirable rents on Congress St.,
opposit tho park, No. 335. Apply to L. TAYjesdtf
High stret Wharf.

ONE

LOR,

sale presents

tunity

Not

State.

surpassed

in

style or quality and finish

in

the

Prices Low to suit Times.
je‘22

buy

an

unusual

an2dtf

efSce.

For Sal© 2
The new and thoroughly built
house 8 'Ellsworth St. Very pleasautly situated; in the healthiest
part ot the city. The best bargaiu
iu the market this season.
Apply on the premises.
J. It. AVERILL.
dtf
Ju!y3!

MOne

or

FOR SALE.
both of the elegant Brick Dwelling

Houses on the corner of Pino aud Carlton
Streets, in this city.
are now being finished and are open for
inspection.
For particulars apply to
V. II. FASSETT, Architect,
Centennial Block, Exchange Street.
auSdtf
Portland, Aug. 5,1878.
The Houses

first class Real Estate
V
-ASecurity, in Portland, or vitaxes
Rents
paid, &c. on Comcinity.
collected,
mission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
nol8dtf
Real Estate, 3791 Congress Street.

eodtf

Pui

S

c

their stock are
HI HE undersigned having increased with
pure milk
X prepared to furnish customers
in

©

any part of the
at G etui** per quart, delivered
city at any time. Parties desirous of obtaining pure
milk can address
G HIDDEN & LIBBY,
Woodiord’s Corner, Decriug, Me.

*
£
H

£

a

*St

mgr__dim

V.V
cm

Merchants, acnd your
orders for Job Printing

£

PRTJSSING’S

VINEGAR

A S!*L3’..M>in ARTICLE,

Made tram pure Juice of apples. Celebrated for is
pur Up, strength uutl flavor. Warranted to keep pickles.

Housekeepers wishing

an

All Bran<1n mid Price*, for sale by

I

H
Hi
W*

o.

u%7'.&rsr

c&j

00.5

Cor. Mirlie & funs bet land Sts.
decli
eodly

Aii Opportunity

m

to young
ot good character and
IS ottered,
ability, to learn the Wholesale Dry Goods busia

©
©

ness.

i

au29

man

Address BOX 1073. Portland, Me.

dlw*

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Cartl certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent onr
onmal.

lyliidim

CORNS S
1>R. CABLTOV is permanently located at MS Market Square for the
treatment of all diseases of the
feet.
Corns, Bunions, Ingrowing Nails cured
so that the boot can bo

immediately. All op
orations perlormed without pain.
Examination
free and prices low. People can bo treated a t their

worn

residence when desired

mylleod6m

HORSES.
SALE
81

STABLE,

FRANKLIN

II IJ F II S

GOVERNOR,

FOR

SELDEN CONNOR.
Krprraentative* to CongressFirst District—THOMAS B. BRED.
Second
WILLIAM P. FRYE.
Third
STEPHEN D. LINDSEY.
Fourth
LLEWELLYN POWERS.
EUGENE HALE.
Fifth
Cor Senators.

Androscoggin, RUFUS PRINCE, of Turner.
J. L. H. COBB, of Lewiston.

Aroostook..JOHN S. ARNOLD, of Caribou.
Cumberland. .WILLIAM W. THOMAS, Jr., of Port-

land,

WARREN H. VINTON, of Gray,
ANDREW HAWES, of Deermg,
DAVID DURAN, ot Casco.
Franklin.JAMES MORRISON, Jr., of Philleps.
Hancock.H. D. COOMBS.
WILLIAM GRINDLE.
Kennebec.J. MANCHESTER HAYNES, of Au-

mSsESS.

MAYIIEW. of Mt. Verncn.
*
Knox. JOHN S. CASE, of Rockland.
Lincoln.ANDREW R. G. SWEET, of Whitefield.
Oxford.FRANCIS W. REDLON. of Porter.
WILLIAM W. WAIT, 01 Dixueiu.
Penobscot_E. B. N EALLEY, of Bangor.
D. F. DAVIS, of E. Coriutb.
L. W. DRAKE, of Springfield.
S. W. MATTHEWS, of Hampden.
HASSELL, of Sebec.
..JASON
Piscataquis.
Sagadahoc....WILL!AM ROGERS, of Bath.
SomoiBut.NAHUM TOTMAN, of Fairfield.
LEWIS WYMAN, of Palmyra.
Waldo.ELISHA OAKEY, of Wiuterport.
Washington. .AUSTIN HARRIS, of East Machias.
ALDEN BRADFORD, ol Kastport.
York.WILLIAM F. MOODY, of Kennebunk port.
JOHN F. FERGUSON, of Sliapleigh.
JAMES M. ANDREWS, of Biddeford.
Far Nhcritl.
Aroostook.FRED BARKER, of Presque Isle.
Cumberland WILLIAM 11. DRESSER, Portland.
Franklin.ZACCUEUS A. DYER.
Kennebec.william II. LIBBY.
Knox.SAMUEL E. SHEPHERD.
Lincoln.JAMES E. MORSE.

Oxford.WILLIAM DOUGLASS, of Waterford.
Penobscot....G. W. WHITNEY, of Bangor.
Piscataquis. .S. D. MULLETT, of Milo.
Sagadahoc.... PATRICK K. MILLAY.
Washington. .ISAAC WILDER, of Cutler.
Waldo.FRED SWAN, of Belfast.
York.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.
For Trensurer.
Androscoggin.ALCANDER F. MERRILL,
Aroostook.LEWIS B JOHNSON, of Houlton.
Cumberland. .LEWIS McLELLAN. of Gorham.
Franklin.DAVID H. KNOWLTON.
Hancock.LUTHER LORD.
Kennebec ....MARK ROLLINS.
Knox.M. A. ACHORN.
Lincoln.J. A. FOYE.
Oxford.GEORGE H. WATKINS, of Paris.
Penobscot., ..H. J. NICKERSON, ol Bangor.
Piscataquis.. WILLIAM BUCK, of Foxcrolt.
Sagadahoc... .WILLIAM B. TAYLOR.
Somerset.ALBERT R. SMILEY, of Skowhegan.
Waldo.GEORGE D. McCRILLIS, of Belfast.
Washington _.P. SARGENT, of Machias.
York.RICHARD H. GODING, of Alfred.
Far Canmuiiaier.
Androscoggin.E. M. SHAW, of Lisbon.
Aroostook.ALBERT A. BURLEIGH,of Houlton.
Cumberland. .LEANDER E. CRAM, of Baldwin.
Franklin...-,. JEREMY W. PORTER.
Hancock.WILLIAM P. WHITE.
Kennebec.E. G. HODGDON.
Knox.R. H. COUNOE,(short term.)
CHAS. R. MALLARD, (long term.)
Lincoln.W. W. KEEN.
Oxford.GEORGE T. HAMMOND, of Paris.
Penobscot. ...IRA D. FISH, of Patten.
Piscataquis...WILLIAM G. THOMPSON, of Guil
ford.
ROBERT

P. OAUR.
Somerset.GEORGE FLINT, of Anson.
Waldo.ORRIN LEARNED, of Burnham.
Washington ..A. B. GETCHELL, of Baring.
Yotk.,. JAMES F. BRACKETT, of Limington
For Clerk of Court*.
Androscoggin J. W, HANSON, rd Poland.
Cumberland. .ALVAN A. DENNETT, of Portland.
Oxford.JAMES S. WRIGHT, of Paris.
For County Attorney
Androscoggin WALLACE H. WHITE.
Franklin.ELIAS FIELD.
York.HORACE H. BURBANK, ofSaco.
For Register of Probate.
Lincoln .HENRY C. ROBINSON.

Sagadahoc

Piscataquis' .*. ELJAS^.^IlaleJ^t' rroxc^rt?^'

STREET.

It MO.

STATE

QUARTERLY

CONTENTION

OF THE

REFORM

OF

CLUBS

MAINE.

The quarterly Convention of the Reform Clubs ol
Maine will be held at

The several Conventions holden under the auspices
of the Reform Clubs of this State have been exceedingly beneficial in their results, and we trust that
this one, which is soon to convene in the Queen city
of the East, may not only awaken a new interest in
the temperance work in the old county ot Penobscot,
but may be instrumental in forwarding the grand
mission of reclaiming men throughout the length
and breadth of the Pine Tree State. With this object in view, we trust the various Reform Clubs in
this State will send full delegations to the Convention and thus aid in “rescuing the perishing” and

elevating humanity.
The following arrangements

have been made with
the railroads and steamboats for the round trip
One and one-tiftli fare on Maine Central and its
branches. One fare on Grand Trunk and branches
to Danville and Yarmouth Junctions. One fare on
Portland & Ogdensburg, Portland & Rochester R. R,
and Bangor and Machias Steamboats.
Delegates on M. C. and G. T. R. R. will enquire tor
reture tickets. The Secretary will furnish return
checks on the P. &. 0. and P. & R. R. R.
Per order State Committee.
B. S. KELLY, Winthrop, President.
G. W. MURCH, Portland, Secretary.

“Capital

may b9

produced by industry and

accumulated by economy, but only jugglers
will propose to create it by legerdemain tricks
with paper.”—Thomas Jefferson.
A paper currency is a

great

to any
to the laborer
curse

people and a particular curse
of any country, for its depreciation always
falls upon the laborer.—Andrew Jackson.
“Paper cmi.sion. by

Ibe government are
liable to abase, I may lay
so certain to be abased, that the wisdom of
the government will b« shown by never
trusting it.eif w ih so seducing and dangerous a power.”
ALEXANDER HAMILTON.

ot

a

nature

«o

It (paper money) tends to aggravate the
inequality of fortunes', to make the rich richer
and the poor poorer, to multiply nabobs and
paupers, and to deepen and widen the gulf
which separated Dives from Lazarus.—Thomn. Benton.

Irredeemable paper money *■'converts the
business oi society into n mere lottery; and
when the collapse comes, as Come it mast,
it casts laborers out of employment, crushand merchants and
es
manufacturers
ruins thousands of honest,
industrious
citizens.”
JAMES BUCHANAN.

“Such a medium (irredeemable paper money,) has always been liable to fluctuation. Its
value is constantly- changing; and these
changes, often great and sudden, expose Individuals to great loss, are the source of ruinous speculations, and destroy all confidence
between man and man.”—Chigf Justice Marshall.
specie payment* nl the curlipossible period compatible with due reto
all
interests
gard
concerned, should ever
be kept in view. Fluctuations in the value
of currency are always injurious, and to
“A return to

est

reduce these fluctuations to Ike lowest possible point will always be a leading purpose in wise legislation.
Convertibility,
ptompt and certain convertibility into
coin is acknowledged to be the best and
surest safeguard against them.
A B RAH All I.IAC01.N,

tf

Choice Flowers
For Parties and.Funcrais.at lowest iates.
Witt, most TON & MON,
150 Exchange Ml
Greenhouses at Allon’s Corner, Deering. my28tf

Vaults cleaned
out at short notice, from
f 1 to f G
4 ND taken
Jt cord or $3 a load, by addressing
A,
LIBBY
nov24dtf
& (J.J., Portland, P.,0.

As

"The loss which America has sustained, since
the peace, from the pestilential, ejects of irredeemable paper money, on the necessary confidence between men, on the necessary confidence in

thepublic councils,

on

the industry and morals of

and on the character of republican government, constitute an enormous debt against the
States chargeable with this unadvised measure,
which mu t remain unsatisfied, or rather it is an
the

people

accumulation of guilt which can be expiated no
otherwise than by a voluntary sacrifice on the alar of justice of the
power which has been the instrument cf it.—Janies Madison,

1878__TEEMS $8.00 PEE ANNUM,

very important source of strength
security, cherish public credit. One
method of preserving it Is to nse it as
sparingly as possible; avoiding occasions
•f expense by cultivating peace, but re,
membering also that timely disbursements
to prepare for danger frequently prevent
much greater disbursements to repel it;
avoiding likewise the accumulation of
debt, not only by shunning occasions of
expense, bnt by vigorous exertions in time
ef peace to discharge the debts which unavoidable wars may have occasioned, not
ungenerously throwing npon posterity the
bnrden which we onrselvcs ought to bear.
a

cloth, exchange it for two potatoes?
The Government could only dispose of its
surplus potatoes at their value for food. It
could only get their real worth.
So with the silver dollars. After the supply of those coined comes to exceed the sums
needed for the payment of duties they will
sink to their bullion value. They have a
factitious value now, as the demand notes,
which the Greenbackers so frequently mention, had. The notes of the veriest bankrupt
in the country would, under similar circumstances, have as great value. Suppose a man
owed a million dollars. Suppose that half
this debt, the evidences of
which were
printed on green paper, could be collected,
and the other half, printed on white paper,
could not. Would there not be an eager demand for the green notes, and would they
not be worth their face? Would not any
creditor be glad to get hold of them ? But it
the whole amount was in green notes and
the assets of the debtor only half-a-million,
what would be the value of the notes? Or
suppose a man owed a thousand dollars, and
had his notes out for that amount but had
nothing more except a thousand dollars
owed him. Would not his debtors be ready
to take those notes in payment of services
and then discharge their debts with them?
But if he owed two thousand and could Collect but one what would his notes be worth ?
That is the case with the Government.
As long as it issues notes limited in
cotton

and

GEORGE WASHINGTON.
--

“The very man ot all others who has the
deepest interest in a sound currency, and
who suffers most by mischievous legislation in.
money matters, is the man who earns his daily bread by his daily toil A depreciated cur
rency, sudden changes of prices, paper money
falling between morning and noon, and falling still lower between noon and night, these
things constitute the very harvest time of speculators, and of the whole race of those who are
at once idle and crafty. * * * A disordered currency is one of the greatest political
evils. It undermines the virtues necessary for
the support of the social system, and encourages propensities destructive to its hnppiness.
It wars against industry, frugality and economy, and it fosters the evil spirits of extravagance and speculation. Of all the contrivances for cheating the
laboring classes of
mankind, none has been more effectual than
that which deludes them with paper money.
■

Thin

rsi

the. mnnt.

amount

eftprfii.nl nf invent ions tn fer-

tilize the rich man’s fields by the sweat of the
*r*yr man’s brow. Ordinary tyranny, oppression, excessive taxation, these bear lightly upon the mass ot the community, compared with
fraudulent currencies and the robberies committed by depreciated
paper.”—Daniel

Webster._
THE OFFICIAL AUTHORITIES.
Five years ago [18G1] the bank note circulation
of the country amounted to not much more than
two hundred million dollars; now the circulation,

bank and national, exceeds seven'hundred millions.— Pres. Johnson’s Annual Message to
Congress, Dec. 1865.
Without including seven and three tenth notes,
many of the small denominations of which were
in. circulation as money, and all of which tend in
some measure to swell the inflation, the paper
money of the country amounted, Oct. 31s<, 1865,
to the sum of $731,218,038. —Sec. McCulloch’s
Retort, Dec. 1865.
Not more than five per cent of the legal tender
interest-bearing notes, [first issue of 7-30’s] are
circulation

in

as

currency.—Comptroller

Clark’s Currency Report, Dec. 1865.
HOW TO GET GOOD

TIMES.

Pennsylvania paper sets up the following
guide-board as showing the way to good times:
Curse the capitalists; frighten them all you can.
A

Do not let them go into business. If they show
any diposition to do so, call a meeting; get up a
set of rules and regulations for managing the
business so as to break them up as soon as possible, and threaten those who will not go in under

rides, until they gather up their money and
leave the country, as they have already begun to
do. Nothing helps times so much as to let men
know that if they get more by working hard than
the

you do by idleness, you will compel them to divide. They will work all the harder for such encouragement. Go right ahead with your ComAll that is necessary is to
munistic speeches.
follow up, and we will soon be all on the grouud

floor, all equal—allpoor.
SOLON

ON SPECIE
CHASE
MENTS.
thin

PAY-

specie payments can be
resumed at .'nee, anil the prsmise that is
written on the face of the greenback to pay
the dollar, made good. This would give
Bill a good dollar for his work, and the
wounded veteran good money for his pens
“With

Hiitu

kion. which in onli in at ire nnd fnir dIrt

mu MMUtewiaam;lhn<
would

work

lor

Hold

■*

to

Hil1—« •■»«»

ivagro

aa

■»*-

buy bis goods
and
al
save
thereby
prices,
gold
another large item of the $45434 that
out
ol
bint
is
annually
pressed
(SPECIE PAYMENTS 18 THE ONE
THING NEEDFUL IN OUR PRESENT
CONDITION, AND W ILL CURE US OF
MANY FINANCIAL ILLS. The moment
yon hare got specie payments, Pendleton’s
and Butler’s theory of paying the bonds in
greenbacks, which means neither more or
less than more and meautr money, becomes obsolete. If Congress in its blundering*, did not agree to pay the principal
ot tbe bonds in gold, it ought to hare
agreed to, and specie payments will make
the agreement what it ought to be. The wit
of man cannot derise any scheme that will
bring about specie payments other than re-

dors

absolutely pure vinegar

tbould not fail to try this. For Sale by all Grocers.
E. L. I’Rt SSIMl Jt fflO- Chicago.

aprll

W M

H*

on

Plants of every description very tow.

to the DAILY PRESS
JrU Prluting Houi>o
Satie&ct ion guaranteed
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to loan

a

Jersey Milk.

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not nsed.

as

oppor-

horse or carriage.
The slock will be sold on favorJ. F. LIBBY,
able terms.
511 Congress Street.
(ltt
au2
lo

TUESDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 3.

Rouse for Sale,
Western part of city, a New House containing
the modern improvements. Inquire at this

IN all

ages usually loimd in a well apAlso, it good
pointed stable.
Hack teams in good order, also 1
This
Barouche in good order.

BOX BUGGIES,

sun-

Situated in the western central part oi city. Address L. E. T., Daily Press Office.
dtf
Jel2

ot my

ROBINSON S.N
23 GREEN

second floor; plenty of

Stable To Let.

irn XT 17>

CARRIAGES

on

oue room on

PAPER,

number to appear September 7.

Ditson & Go’s Musical Record

Cabinets have the great modem improvement, Bil-

Samuel

of rooms

SUITE
light, air aud water. Heat and gas furnished.
third floor. Reierences exchanged.
Also

real~estate.

It will bo under the able editorial management ot
Mr. %V *1. ML. €liAKk£.ani will be a true musical News-paper, its frequent appearance enabling it
to give the late^ news from all parts of the country
au<l of the world, with reports of Conventions,
Music-Schools, Festivals, Ac., and with bright, clear,
interesting articles on all subjects pertaining to musical progress.

‘•Cabinet 13 rand,”

iugs

PLEASANT ROOMS TO LET.

A

em-

moderate. Will let one or both.
AUG. E. STEVENS & CO.

To Let.

& CO’S

Upright Pianos,

most reasonable

Offices to Let
t'ltWO good counting-rooms, over 151 Commercial

House!

JOHN LINDSEY, Proprietor.
It. BARNES, Jr., Clerk.

St., Cor. Brown.
Congress
dtf
au3)

good ones,
bracing tbc

ME,

BEACH,

Mr. L. for the past 5 years proprietor ot the

BULKY,

on

for Lectures, Concerts, Sociables, Meetings,
Suppers, Fairs. &e. Apply at the Hall, opposite
Casco Engine House.
K. M. BARTON.
aplGeodtf

je28dtf
ARE NOV/

will bo let

terms

STREET.

I*~o. 37 PLUM

Floss

by tbe undersigned,

BERRY,

FRESa

and Thursday, Sept.
Bangor, Wednesday
WI.
mill

HILL, Williams’ Block, (formerly
“Arcana Hall,) having been leased

known
MISSION

Wool

&

Maple St.

Fourteen rooms
iimiice order; gas, Sebago, hath room and furWin accommodate two small families. Rent.

orsted

OWEN, MOORE

NEWBURY STREET.

House lots and by tbe acre, at the pleasant village
of Cumberland Mills, only live miles from city.
WM. H. JERHIS.
Terms very easy.
aul4d3w
Real Estate Ageut.

GERMANTOWN

Shetland

Enquire

$300.

Qualities

—AND

Sebago
clean, cheap, with

street.

good
auglStf

BRICK

F3R

Shetland

Six rooms,

Newbury
HOUSE
water, good repair, quiet,
references.

nace.

PRICES

Best

To Let.

House to Let and Lots for Sale.

ang2I-til

MORNING. SEPTEMBER 3.

A

aug30-tf

CHAIN

STANDARD

EXCURSION
excursion

ROPE

Wanted.
GENTLEMAN who will loan employer lour
hundred dollars, can secure a pleasant and
profitable situation. Money well secured. Apply at
once.
Address
EMPLOYER,
Press Otfioo.
au28d6t*

(of Liverpool, England.) Proprietors of

ENTERTAINMENTS.

an

WIRE

WORKS,

Residence

will make

—

WARRINGTON

THE

_WANTS.

Fearing & CO.,

H. L.

At 109 Exohaxcie i t., Portlahd.

TUESDAY

_RORTLAND,
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now,

but

would

deeming greenbacks with gold; that is,
somebody else hare some good money

let
be-

sides the bondholders.—SOLON CHASE’S
“POOR MAN’S TRACT,’’ OF 1871,

Silver and Paper Dollars.
The Greenback papers are exulting over
the tact that the trade dollar, containing 420
grains of silver, is received in trade for only
ninety cents, while the legal tender dollar,
containing but 412} grains of silver is receivable for one hundred cents; and they triumphantly cry out, in proof of their theory of “flat
money” that the Government stamp makes
the difference and confers upon the Bland
dollar a value considerably beyond its intrinsic worth.
The assumption in plausible. Let us examine it. The claim that 412} grains of silver have a greater value than 420 grains is of
course absurd, for that would be saying that
a part is greater than the whole, and thus he
contradicting one of the self-evident truths of
mathematics. It would be like saying that
three pecks of corn are worth more than a
bushel, or 120 pounds of flour worth more
than a barrel. There is no reason why this
self-evident truth should not apply to money
as to all other things, for money is, and
should profess to be, but an equivalent for
the commodities for which it is exchanged.
The farmer who parts with a ton of hay, the
grocer who sells a pound of sugar, the tailor
who disposes of a suit of clothes— these all
expect to receive something ot value equal to
the goods with which they parted. Otherwise they would decline to sell, for they
would not put themselves to the labor of cultivating crops, or the trouble and expense of
building or renting and rnnning shops and
buying material if they were not to be recompensed, were not to get back all they expended and something for their labor. For
*1_

_..14

_i_u.__

behind” and soon be reduced to nothing.
The faim would be run out and the shop
depleted. The farmer, if required to give as
much hay for one suit of clothes as it would
cost him to buy two would think he was
cheated. The tailor if required to make two
suits of clothes as cheap a3 he makes one,
would think he was cheated. Both wonld
refuse to labor or sell under these conditions.
How is it then that both the farmer and the
trader will part with more commodities for a
lesser weight of silver than for a greater ?
The answer is simple enough. The legaltender dollar will pay duties on imported
goods as well as the gold dollar, while the
trade dollar will not. As the amount coined
is not sufficient to pay duties the nominal
value is maintained. If the Government
should promise to take potatoes, at a hundred cent3 each, for duties instead of taking
dollars, each potato would be worth a dollar
the
as long as the supply did not exceed
amount of duties to be paid. But after that
who would give a dollar for a potato ? What
would they bo worth beyond their intrinsic
value as food ? What farmer after that
would exchange a ton of hay for twenty potatoes ? In what situation would the Government be ? It might pay off its servants in
potatoes, requiring them to take two or three
or four or live potatoes, as tho case might be,
for a day’s service; but could it engage servants on a new contract for another day?
Would the man who could exchange his
labor for two bushels of corn or ten yards ot

I

to

the

taxes

it

collects

those

notes may be worth their
face.
But
when it exceeds that limit what are the
notes worth?
The idea of JefiersoD, so
often quoted by the Greenbackers, “treasury
notes bottomed on taxes,” is this plan and
nothing more. But when the notes exceed the taxes, unless it is believed they will
be paid in some commodity equal to their
nominal value, they will be worth nothing.
The Greenbackers propose issuing a billion
more, at least, of greenbacks. In order to
keep those notes good we must impose a
billion more taxes, increase the government
expenses that amount. How do the people
like that prospect? Do they care to be taxed
a billion more ?
They must part with something valuable in order to get these notes.
The whole expense eventually falls upon
them.
It is true that the legal-tender silver dollar
passes for more than the trade dollar. So if
the Government should say, “We will take
the five cent nickel in discharge of five dollars
worth of taxes, but we will not take five
trade dollars,” the nickels, were they limited
in amount to the taxes levied, would very
likely pass for more than the trade dollars.
But how would it be if the supply exceeded,
the demand? Would the trader then sell a
barrel of flour for five nickels? Would he
sell twenty-five pounds of coffee for five
nickels, knowing that it would take at least a
hundred nickels to buy another twenty-five
pounds to replenish his stock ? Suppose the
Government collected its taxes in bushels of
corn, and said “In the payment of taxes you
must use my bushels, containing only three
pecks each.” Would not three pecks be as
good as four for the man who had taxes to
pay? But would the man who wanted corn
to grind into meal give as much for three
pecks as for four? Would the surplus alter
the taxes are paid, command more than its
real worth ? The case of the trade and the
legal-tender silver dollar is analogous.
But there is this advantage that the silver
dollar possesses over the irredeemable “absolute” paper dollar proposed by the Greenbackers. There is in each silver legal-tender
dollar coined eighty-eight cents of metal
worth that to-day in the markets of the
world. In the paper dollar there is scarcely
a cent’s worth of paper.
The present superiority in current value of the legal-tender dol■wruwi mu1 tnum uuiin ■wunm suuws aw

distrustful that property is as secure,
that vested rights are as inviolable, that there
is as little danger of acts of disturbance and
tumult under the government of the many
as of the few.
most

The people of Maine have the opportunity
this week to listen to two men of national
repute, Gen. Garfield, who has rendered his
country eminent service in the field and in
halls of legislation, and the Hon. Galusha A.
Grow of Pennsylvania, a man whom the Republican party delighted to honor in its
youthful days, and who was Speaker of the
National House during some of the most tryThese
ing years of the nation’s existence.
gentlemen are peculiarly conversant with the
financial question. Gen. Garfield has won a
reputation not bounded by the country by his
wise, broad and statesman-like treatment of
economic subjects, and is one of the foremost
Mr. Grow Is a gentleman
of the nation.
whose labors in the anti-slavery and Union
cause brought him hearty and deserved recognition, and whose speech recently delivered in Pennsylvania shows him to be one of
the soundest political thinkers we have. The
opportunity to hear them is one not to be
missed.
Tiie attention of the Arr/us is respectfullv
called to the latest report of the Comptroller
of the Treasury; the comptroller says that
the national banks of the country paid the
previous year taxes as follows:—
To National Government.$7,076,0*7
To Municipalities.9,701,732

$16,777,819
The comptroller says that these taxes averaged three and four-tenths per cent.; on
the capital of the banks (#301 783,070);
and as their circulation was a little more
than three fifths of their capital, (#322,000000), that the tax on banks averaged five
and a half per cent, on the circulating notes
furnished them—all of which they are obliged to redeem on presentation either in
greenbacks or coin. As tho capital of the
banks is invested in U. S. bonds, this large
fair

_

now

upon

its fourth

page about two columns of standing matter,
mostly made up of misstatements and misrepresentations. The attempt is to show that
there has been au enormous contraction of
legal-tender currency since 1865. In no less
than five distinct items is the assertion made
that the 7-30’s, amounting to $830,000,000,
The Era well knows that
were legal-tender.
not a dollar of the 7-30 notes was legal-tender.
The statement that they were has been officially disproved, and in repeating this statement the Era is making a deliberate attempt
to deceive its readers. It quotes in substantisunstanuauon it

ation—tne only attempt at
makes—from a letter written by Mr. Spinner
in 1876, but it disingenuously suppresses any
mention of his letter dated this year, in which
ho denies that the 7-30's were legal-tender.
One good thing the New Era has done. It
has ceased to quote a report of an interview
with Jay Gould as an editorial opinion of the
New York Tribune. But it must have done
this act of honesty by mistake.

The Shoe and Leather Reporter well says:
The American people have one imperative
duty yet to perform before they can expect to
reap the full reward of the valor, patriotism
and self-sacrifice of which they furnished the
world such maguifieent examples while they
were upholding the flag of the Union.
They
have shown their prowess by feats of arms
that challenged the admiration of mankind.
Their love of liberty, their faith iu free institutions have been manifested In a manuer
that can leave no doubt of the sincerity of
their devotion to the principles of self-government, which is the very corner stone of
the llepublic whose Contennial they lately
celebrated with so much unction and pride.
The thing which remains to be done now is
to give such an expression of fidelity to order
and respect for law, as shall convince the

cltmiM

Ka

It is rather distasteful to be compelled to
repeat, day after day, the first lessons, the
very primer of finance. But it is necessary;
for the error of the Greenbackers is radical,
their mistake one in elemental principles.
The nature of exchange, the interchange of
equivalents, must constantly be kept in mind
If we wish to avoid errors in the consideration of finance.
Tue Representative ticket nominated by
the Republicans yesterday is a thoroughly
good one. A majority of the names on it
are those of business men who understand
the needs of a commercial city better than
auy other class can and who can be trusted
to look out for them. It will command sue
cess becanse it deserves it.
Gen. Andeisson Is going about the District comparing the Administration of James
Buchanan with the Republican Administrations which followed it, greatly to the disadvantage of the latter. The verdict of history
on James Bnchanan has been passed and it
is rather late in the day to glorify him.
Ails:
ers

The Ncut Era lias

1 tanka

three of soft m >ney and one candidate whose
This is not a allowing for
views are in doubt.
a great party to bs prond of, and
probably no
man is prond of it unless it be Mr.
Emery of
the Bangor Commercial, who flies Qarcslou’s
uams from the head of his editorial page, and
works against him with all his might, or perhaps the Argus of this city, which is a most
successful straddler. Conut Maine as certain to
send four hard rnoDey men lu the next House.

beyond a very limited extent, confer value by
its stamp. As long as the number of legal-

crats.

if IHa

Tue Boston Herald concludes a summary
of the political situation in Maine, sent from
this city, speaking of Congressmen, as follows:
Altogether, then, it will beseeD, the Democrats are supporting one hard money mao,

are

The Argus may skip round the subject of
the appropriations as much as it pleases, but
it cannot get over the fact that they have
been increased over $24,000,000 since last
year. No jugglery with figures can hide that.
Democratic houses have set up a false claim
to economy and have attempted to mislead
the people by withholding as long as possible
a portion of the sum essential to carry on
the government. Now the bills can no longer
be deferred aud so the deficiency bills are
passed. Thus is proved what the Republicans asserted, that the vaunted retrenchment was a fraud deliberately contrived and
planned to deceive the country, and that the
pretended saving was not a real reduction,
but merely a postponement of payment. It
is a suggestive fact that the deficiency bills of
the present year alone are greater than
for the last four years of Republican control in the House taken together. This
truth proves that the Republicans honestly
and promptly met all of the public requirements, while the Democratic managers, in
order to make up a false claim of economy for
a political campaign, refused to meet the
just necessities of the government and put
them off to a future time.
Another fact
shows the difference between the two parties.
While the Republicans had control, they
steadily reduced expenditures. In the last
year of a Republican House the appropriations were $16,000,000 less than the year before, and in the last two years the reduction
amounted to $26,000,000. On the other hand,
Democratic rule is marked by a rapid increase.
As already stated, the appropriations for this
year are $24,000,000 more than two years ago.
This contrast is an argument as strong for
the Republicans as it is against the Demo-

liA Inal,
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surcuiy oi ins claim mat a uoveinmeat cau,

tender dollars does not exceed the amount of
taxes to be paid they may be receivable at one
hundred cents. But when that limit is
passed they will sink to their bullion or entrinsic value.

wnnld

we

to

sehoilW summer? Roses
their shoots again, garden-

nave a

putting forth

say, and many other forms of vegetation
This is a season of miracles.

renewing their life,

IN ADVANCE

to the extent of a million. These transactions
he covered by the use of bis $250,000 by bis
notes for a like amount, and by bonds secured
by mortgage on all bis possessions for the remaining half million. If be made any sales at
a profit he didn't employ the receipts in reducing his liabilities, but boogbt more land. He
valued tbe property for which he bad paid a
million dollars at a million and a half at the
very least, and by that figuring made himself
out to be worth three times as much as he
Of course be lived in a style comwas.
mensurate with bis supposititious means, and
his personal expenses made a serious draft
upon his store. When the reaction came he
found himself weighed down by exactions
which he had no income to meet. His credit

really

gone; heconldn’t pay the accruing Interbis mortgages; even his tax bills be was
unable to take care of. He was involved bewas

est

on

yond extrication, and it

was only a question of
time when the remnant of his estate must reiw tuo

uumciB ui

«uo

murigages

rest be swallowed up io tbe
age.

general

miu uio

shrink-

This is tbe history of a considerable number
of men who have in time past enjoyed the reputation of being affluent Toe mania for
on real estate is a periodical one and
rages at times quite as fiercely as tbe craze of
slock speculation. Bjtta have engulfed tbe
savings of innumerable victims. Tne operator
in stocks comes to »rief sooner than the adven-

trading

wbo traffics in laud.

turer

But

a

great majoror by

ity of those wbo deal in either on credit,
hypothecation of margins get stripped of

every

thing in the end. The sufferers undoubtedly
are objects of commiseration just as everybody
ia wbo ia overwhelmed by reverses.
l!ut there
ia no ground for regret that the events have
occurred that

precipitated

these individual ca-

lamities.

Tbe decline in tbe prices of property
is a benefit to the community at Urge. The
effect of it is to make rents lower and living

cheaper, and in that way whatever is taken
from one person Is distributed amcng many.
It acts like a sort of automatic principle of apportionment to the people, diffusing wealth bat
not diminishing it
it is a paradox that baffles all attempt of solution, why any laborer or profdssed friend of
the laborer shonld take the least exception to a
state of things, whioh is so ohvionsly and effectively contributing to the improvement of his
condition. Inflation if it were practicable,
which fortunately it is not, ocald by no possibility benefit any class except those wbo

owe

money, and the masses cannot be included in
this category. If the wildest demands of the
advocates of an irredeemable and Illimitable
currency were to bs realized, ibe resalt would
be that the opulent would be relieved for a
while of taxation, and thus would reap all the
advantage that coaid accrae from sach a false
system of finance. When the day of reckoning came, the poor wonld be oompelled to bear
their fall share of tbe penalties involved In a
departure from the established teuets of a wise

politicsl economy. I certainly onght to require no argument to elucidate this proposition.
Before tbe panio, the dwellers in cities, whose
were ma.nly dependent on other peoples toil—who produced nothing—added nothing to the wealth of tbe nation—derived a far
greater proportion of gain f-om their pursuits
than those who were aiding to augment the

resources

store by industry In the field and workSince the panic these conditions have
been reversed. The laborers have not been exempted from loss to be snre. The interruption
of business deprived many of them of opporNevertheof
tnnities
earniog money.

general

shop.

not
been
have
less
depleted
they
to
anything like tbe same extent that
the tradesmen and manufacturing employers
have. Great numbers of the latter are absolutely destitute to-day. They have got to begin life anew. Tbe fntnre looks promising and

many of them, no doubt, guidsd and instructed
se sad experieoces will recover and beBut if so the laboring
come well-to-do again.
classes will participate fully in their recruited

by th

fortnnes.

There can be no return of prosperidoes not carry with it

ty to tbe country that

the assurance of abundant and juatly requited
occupation to every man withiu its limits who
is able and willing to work. Tne Idea that
capital can thrive rvhUe \abor is languishing or
that there can be antagonism betwee n them
without detriment to both is m otriaroioai notion that can find no lodgement in tbe brain
of any man who has ever thoughtfully considIt isn’t
to the other.
at all necessary that there should be any prethat
in the solicitude
tense of

ered the relatiou of each

Onr New York Letter.

philanthropy

Nearing the End of Onr Troubles—The
Fallacious Estimate of Wealth—Dow

Paper

Fortunes

Collapsed—The

Obliter-

ation of Debt—Onr Industrinl Development—The Republic and its Fnntre.

New

Yoke, Sipt. 2,1878.
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getting through.

hundred of them will be opposed
by siDgle creditor. They will simply get rid
of debts which they have no means to
pay or
compound, and wiV» be free to enter upon a
fresh career of eudeavor.
Through tbpublicity given to the recotds of
the Bankruptcy Courts the
public get interesting revelations of the magnitude of the great
wreck which has been the natural and inevitable seqnence of the panic.
Imaginary fortunes, counted by merely reckoning the difference between
exaggerated valuations of property and actual indebtedness incurred in the
acquisition of it, have vanished. The property
remains; the debts are extinguished. The
most striking
examples of the illusions that
have arisen from these fictitious estimates of
wealth are found among the speculators in real
estate, whoee operations in this city have been
characterized by the proverbial recklessness
which is generally the offspring of infiatiun
and the precursor of collapse. There are hundreds of men among ns who have purchased
unimproved lauds at high prioes, mortgaged
them for all they were worth, and in many
cases a good deal more, and held
them, at an
one

in

a

a

oi>8t Ol intoroet, taxes ami aaSt’SSthe chance of selling them after a
while at figures that would bring them a profit.
As long as property continued to advance these
euoraioUM

meats,

parties
Bat of

on

perfectly confident of success.
was
morally certain that the
tide would ebb sooner or later, and yet none of
them seemed to have the slightest apprehension
of that danger. Even after the revulsion began, instead of unburdening themselves as far
as practicable they strained tbeir credit to the
utmost to raise funds to bridge over their diffiwere

coarse

it

It does not seem to have ever occurted
to them that things might grew worse instead
of better. If they had made forced sales at the
culties.

outset, many of them would no doubt have
transferred their incumbrances to stronger
shoulders and escaped without the utter saorifice
of all they imagined themselves worth; at any
rate they would have got
years earlier and without
inanliffmf'v

Micawber,

Tint,

and

thing to “turn

t.hov

disentangled

several
the mortification of

vrp r«

ns

hnnofnl

continually looked for
up.” They wanted more

bad wit enough to accamnlatshort-sighted as to d'

as

some-

paper
That was the panacea on which they
chiefly based their expectations of succor.
Meantime tho outgoes were continuous and
heavy, and there was no income whatever.
Natural causes deepened the depression. Capimoney.

v

who ever

money coaid be
anything to diminish

s}

The country is neatiog the, end o( its tronbles
aud with the advent of autumn there will as
suredly come a marked change for the
j
the condition of
people.
to
,Mt
hour of the fin'^ day of the existanea at *i.a
bankrupt la-*, there was a rush of peuoiless debtors to rid themselves of
liabilities
through, this convenient process ol liquidation.
Few of them possess any assets. Their embarrassments date a great ways back. Their
appeal for discharge is a mere formality.
Many
of them have been obliged to borrow
moDey to
pay the fees required to effect their release.
They will have no difficulty iu

Not

every intelligent man mast feel that work
shonld be olenty and wages liberal Self- nterest is an all sufficient motive for the a-’
oversality of that sentimeot. Nobod-

the earning pow■«* of his fellow
not againsf
beings. It is
■"
those who labor bat only against
the
■ninerants who seek to infuse into the
minds of the multitude a distaste for labor and

disposition to organize crusades to despoil
frugal and thrifty for the benefit of the
prodigal and inert that the voice of the frienda
a

the

of order is lifted in honest denunciations.
The obliteration of the large amount of nominal debt that has been cleared off In the ex-

piring hours of the bankrupt law, will materially help to prepare the way for the revival of
business.
The individual liabilities of our
citizens were never relatively so small as they
are at present. The national
obligatioaa are
not so excessive but that they are manageable.
They are now nearly all held in the United
States, and that takes away the terror of their
being retarned hither in such quantities as to
interfere with the balance of trade between
Europe and Amerioa. Oa general principles
it would not be a matter of gratulation that
the security of our Government found so little
favor with foreign investors that they sent tour
fifths of what they once held back to os. But
the other hand, it is a source of gratification that four-fifths of what they have sent
have merely gone to pay for the commoditiee
on

they have been buying of us. Ordinarily,
when affairs here are in their normal oondition
we can find use for a very considerable amount
of transatlantic capital. Bat if we establish
our ability aud our determination to make resumption a “fixed fact” there is no danger bat

that their money will come as soon and as fast
as we Deed it.
Lenders are always ready to
trust those who have shown conclusively that
there is no appreciable risk in trusting them.
Thus far the bonds that have been sent boms
have represented the difference in o nr favor
between our exports and our imports. By and
by, ana nor very long Pence, tbrse differences
will have to be paid iu coin. From preset,*
appearances there is every reason to expect
that we shall not have to wait long for this re-

flux. We are already sending abroad • variety
of commodities that formed a few years ago
an

i

mnitrfanf. alamaitfc

Besides

rtf

nns

mmtvfatinna

breadstuff*,

iu the production of which
we are excelling all tbe world, aod cotton, the
growth of which has resumed Us wonted abun-

dance,

we are shipping fabrics made of ootton,
iron and steel, and a great many other thing*
that are rapidly bringing wealth to the nation.
In the eloquent language of the greatest of
English speaking statesmen, Mr. Gladstone:
"The development which the Republic has
effected has been unexampled iu its rapidity
aod force. While other countries have doubled
or at most trebled their populatiou.she baa risen
during one single century of freedom in round
numbers from two million to forty live. A* to
riches, it is reasonable to establish from the
decennial stages of tha progress thus far
achieved, a series for tho future, and reckoning
upon this basis, I suppose that the very next
census, iu the year 1880, will exhibit her to the
world as certainly the wealthiest of all the
nations.
The huge figure of £1,000,000,000

which may be taken roundly as tbe annual inof the United Kingdom has been reached
surprising rate; a rate which may perhaps
behest expressed by saying that if we had
started forty or fifty year* ago from zero at
the rate of oar recent annual increment, we
talists who would have bongbt ground in de- should now have reached oar preseat position.
But while we have been advancing with this
sirable localities at a fall of twenty five per
portentous rapidity, Americs is passing ns by
cent, in 1871 wonldu’t touch it at a fall of fifty
Yet even now the work of search'
iq a canter.
per cent, in 1877, and latterly no rate could bo
ing the soil and the bowels of the territory and
named that would tempt them.
opening out her enterprise through Its vast expanse is in its infancy. The Eaglaud and the
It is worth ones wbilo to look into tbe modus
America uf the present are probbly tbe two
operandi by which paper ftrtuues were ac- strongest uatious uf tbe world. But there can
quired iu that era of tinsel and gaud which hardly bo a doubt as betweeu the America aud
the England of tbe futu'e, that tbe daughter
numerous sophists look back upou with some
at some uo very distaut time, will, whether
such emotious as must have moved the Israel- I faireror less
fair, bo unquestionably jet stronger
tbau the mother.”
ites to sigh for the leeks and onions of Egypt.
This is a glory iug but not an extravagant picMr.-, for example, acquired by the purchase and sale of real estate a capital of say
ture of our Republic and its futnre. \\ hat
$239,000. There was a time perhaps when he puerility, imliecility and cowardice there would
could have sold out and realized that sum.
be iu staying its coarse towards socb a go»l of
But instead of pocketing his gains and quitting
affluence and power by stopping to listen to the

the business he bought lots in all directions

come
at a

remonstrances of

pigeoc-heartod

doubters who

TUESDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 3.
fear lest if we undertake to
redeem our promises we shall fail in the effort.
Resumption will take place, no matter who
opposes it, and anybody who stands in its way
now will be certain to encounter obloquy and
derision when redemption becomes an obviare

trembling with

faot and proves to be
the harbinger of a restored

as

ous

it oertaiuly will

prosperity.

Best & Belcher.23
Bullion... .10&
Consolidated |Va.llj{

MARINE NEWS.
Two British Vessels Lost.
San Francisco, Sept. 2—(Per steamer Oceanic. )—The loss of two British vessels is reported, the ship Lord of the Isles, Australia to
Manilla, and the hark Queen of Singapore to
the Island of Polos. Crew of the Lord of the
Isles have arrived at HoPg Kong from Manilla.
The captain and eight or nine of the crew of
the Queen were drowned.

1073; new 4|’s. 1051; 10-408, at 1081; Etie 14J; preierred at 32.
Liverpool, September 2—12.30 P.M.—Cotton is
dull and easier; Middling uplands jtf 6 9-1 6d; do Orleans at 6ll-16d; eales 6,000 bales, including 500
bales for speculation and export.
Futures 1-32 cheaper; Septembor delivery 6 15-32;
October 6 15-32.

Mexican.28
Belle. 94

Northern

Overman.19}
California.12g Ophir....42
Cbollar.34
Raymond & Ely. 5
Confidence..,*. 9} Silver Hill. 4
Caledonia............. 4
Savage.13}
Crown Point.10} Seg Belcher.
Exchequer!. 5g Sierra Nevada.71}
Gould & Curry.lOfr Union cod.324
Hale]& Norcrosa...... 9g Yellow] Jacket.22
Imperial.
Eureka.con..40}
Julia consol’id’td.... 8} Grand Prize. 6}
Justice.10iJ jjAita.....24
—

Kossuth.

}

Yarmouth.
The Tennessee Illicit Distillers Anxious

Compromise.
Information has
Washington, Sept. 2.
been received by the Commissioner of Internal
to

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.
Canapmeetiag
The Rockland
Demariscotta, Bept. 2.
District campmeeting commenced a six days
session on the grounds at Nobleboro today,
The
Itev. J, W.
Day, presiding officer.
prospects are favorable for very interesting and
Not much besides
largely attended meetiDg.
preparations to-3ay. Wednesday and Thursday are the great days.
—

Gen. Garfield

Lewiston.

Lewiston, Sept. 2.—Hon. J. A. Garfield addressed a large audience at City Hall tonight.
In oonsequence of the heavy rain this afternoon
Gen. Garit was composed largely of voters,
field’s speech was an argument for hoDeat
money,

substantially

the same as

previously

re-

ported.
Senator Blaine

at

Revenue from Tennessee that many illicit distillers are anxious to compromise with the government and conduct the business in a lawful
There are several hundred of such
manner.
persons. They are willing to come into court,
plead guilty and be sent home under sentence,
but not to be disturbed unless detected in illicit
transactions.

Total...*....

HOURS.

Mianeapolis.

Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 2.—Senator
Blaine reached Minneapolis at i o’clock this
afternoon and was received by the city author,
ities and a vast concourse of citizens, who,
headed by a band of music, escorted him to the

?
Officer, Washington, D.C.,
Sept. 3, (1 A. M.)l

WHICH

INTEREST HAS
MATURITY.

70,000

00

14,070,000

00

CEASED

Principal.$
Interest.

For New England

In this city, Sept. 2, of paralysis, Maria F. Colby,
wife ot Albert Colby, aged 50 years.
In West Buxton, Sept. 1, Miss Hattie N.. daughter
of Daniel (i. and Mary A. Bradbury, aged 18 years

20

377,721 59

7

luttdscity, Aug. 31, Jos. H. Gill, aged 27 years 8
monttaB 7 days.
.....
In Bath. Aug. 31, Mrs. Mary J., wife ot Horace
Curtis, aged 48 years.
In Hope, Aug. 26, Col. Asa Payson, aged 94 years

Total principal.$ 456,572,834 10
Total unclaimed interest.
8,677 03

5 months.
In Hope,

TOTAL DEBT.

Principal.$2,301,216,984
Interest
27,890,917

Arkansas State Election.
Little Rock, Sept. 2.—The election today
passed off very quietly. The Democratic state
The Greenback la
ticket had no opposition.
bor party had a ticket in this (Pulaski) connty.
No returns have been
The vote is very close.
received yet and it is impossible to anticipate

Total.$
DEBT LESS

CASH

IN

Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool.—Sept

390,002,881 51

August 1st, 1878.2.035,580,524
Sept. 1, 1878..$2,029,105,594
Decrease of debt during month.
6,475,504
Decrease of debt since June 30, 1878.$
6,681,811 75
BONDS ISSUED TO PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANIES
INTEREST PAYABLE IN LAWFUL MONEY.

dressed about 6000 people, mostly workingmen,
Park this evening.
He spoke

at the Military
an hoar and

Principal outstanding.$ 61,623,512
Interest accrued and not yet paid.
646,235

three-quarters.

repaid by the transportation of
mails, &c. 10,241,749 CO
Balance of interest paid by the United
States.
29,503,290 86
The following are the balances in the treasury:
2,122,171 97
Currency.$
Special fund for redemption of frac-

EUROPE.

Mechanics.
Boston, Sept. 2 —The 13th exhibition of the
Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association was formally opened today. A procession
was LULUieu

v>uj

at

ju.au

uuuei

tut? eouuit ui

ones.
_

NEW YORK.
The eastern House Commission.
New York, Sept. 2.—The custom house
commission, of which Fernando Wood is chairman, met this afternoon in the naval office for
business.
Only Messrs. Wood, Banks and
A motion that all the
Gibson were present.
be
meetings
public until otherwise decided by
the committee was passed. Mr. Wood submitted a letter from Secretary Sherman stating
that he regarded the inquiry so important to
tbe publio service that be hoped to personally
attend some time during the meeting of the
sub-committee with a view to promote in every
way possible the completeness of the work proposed, also offering to tbe committee all the
information within hiB department, and finally
directing the customs officers at New York to
furnish the committee every facility for carrying on the investigation.

YELLOW FEVER.

v

Grenada.

New York, Sept. 2.—Specials
from
the
South say that Dr. Woolfolk of
Paducah,
Grenada
has
arrived
at
to
render
Kentucky,
He never had the fever and was
assistance.
urged to return, but insists on remaining, saying it is his duty. Woolfolk is the Democratic
candidate for Lieutenant Governor of Kentucky, running without opposition. Bev. Drs.
Hall, BaptiBt, and Campbell, Presbyterian, at

Grenada,

are

dead.

At Memphis.
Memphis, 8ept. 2.—To-day opened dead and
warm. The little force of workers are nearly

without
exhausted.
The fever continues
abatement. The undertakers report 48 yellow
Tbe indications
fever interments up to noon,
are that tbe death
list will be as targe as
yesterday. A number of negroes, some drunk,
assembled before the c ommissory depot this
morning and becoming riotous made a rush for
the door. They were kept back by tbe colored
militia on guard, but a second attempt being
made the guards fired killing one negro. The
doors were then closed, and General Luke E.
Wright spoke to tbe crowd restoring quiet for
the time being. The cammittee is doing all in
its power to supply the people with food, hut
of the uegroea
manner the rations
aotno

dlaatfeflcd

aro

issued

are

with

tire

and further

trouble is feared.

Bev. George Harris, dean of St. Mary’s
Episcopal cathedral, is sick. A man who
called to secure Dr. Hodge’s services, on opening the door fonnd Hodge lying helpless Irom
But for this discovery he would
the fever.
have died without attention. Two cases have
broken out at the Father Matthew aid oamp,
six miles from the city, one of tbe cleanest and
A number of cases is
healthiest localities.
also reported at Fort Pickens, which has been
exempt from tbe epidemic since 1857 when the
fever depopulated it.
The fever has taken
entire possession of the city and its suburbs,
AndidAfld

hnriiAfl

n/intinna

in

ha

fnnnrl

Hna

was found yesterday in the upper story of the
library building, so decomposed that it was
impossible to ascertain whether the victim was

white or black.
The saw mills and lumber
dealers having closed, it is thought that the
will
all
lumber found to be conmayor
press
verted into coffins for the pauper dead.
The
impression prevails that all the whites will he
attacked. If the fever makes as great drafts
on the working organizations during the coming ten days as the past ten days, nobody will
be left to direct the efforts of the nnrses and
the distribution of supplies.
The doctors,
nurses, undertakers and even grave-diggers are
broken down. It is a common occurrence for
two or three dead bodies to be found in the
same house.
The applicants for relief increase daily.
is becoming difficulty to
It
maintain ord-r, among the mob at the relief
and
the
office,
supplies are nearly exhausted.
The board of health records show 84 uew
cases and 53 deaths for the 24 hours ending at
6 p. m. Alf WaisoD, tbe negro shot by tbe
gnard at tbe commissary depot and reported
killed, is not (load bat is badly wonnded. Fears
of tronble are allayed tonight.
Some negro
Bgitators have been talking to the colored peoand
to
create
ple
attempting
trouble, but by the
prompt action of Mayor Willis and the members of the citizen’s rule committee they were
arrested this afternoon and put in the station
house, and there are no fears of any farther
tronble. Great difficulty is experienced in getting carpenters to make coffins for the panper
dead, bat so fsr all the dead have beeu buried
promptly except in cases wbere poisons died
unattended in sickness and tbe corpses were
only discovered through the efforts of the
health officer and assistants, as has been tbe
case in several instances.
N. D. Menken died
this evening.

Washington, Sept. 2.—A despatch
Memphis says that nurses with yellow

from
fever
experience are urgently needed.
Twelve
ladies and two gentlemen have already volunteered. Saturday a delegate from the Soldiers’
Home offeree his
services and those of 05
other soldiers to the Howard association at
Memphis, to serve in any capacity without pay.
At Baton Bongc.
New Orleans, Sept. 2.—Weather ciear and
warm. The following was received from Baton
today by the agent of the Aeeo-

ilouge^La.,

“Eleven deaths from yellow fever occurred here, *
in tbe la9t 24 hours. Many are down sick and al*
business is stopped. Our financial resources are insufficient to relieve the distress and we are compelled
to ask the country to aid us. Our people are meeting
the situation with great firmness.
Leon Dastremesski.
(Signed)
At New Orleans.
New Orleans, S-pt. 2.
The number of
deaths today are 88, and new cases 209.
The weather was
cloudy this afternoon,
threatening rain. From noon to 0 p. m. 20
deaths were reported to the Board of Health.
Total deaths to date are 1090, including 401
children 11 years of age.
Aid to the Sufferers.
Washington, Sept. 2.—Mr. Ellis of Louisi—

nnn

ia huso

nitrl

hoe

a„

O___

Wat for relief for the suffering poor of New
Orleans. The Secretary requested Mr. Ellis to
inform him fully as to the necessities of the
sufferers and has promised relief. There is co
law to permit the issue of rations in snch cases,
bat upon the representations of Mr. Ellis the
Secretary will assume the responsibility of relying upon Congress to Bastain his action. The
Secretary expressed the warmest sympathy
with the sufferers in the South.
The Southern relief committee of the New
York Chamber of Commerce had received at
noon yesterday subscriptions amounting to $2
9b5, including $500 from Wm. H. Vanderbilt
and $500 from Wm. Astor. Total to date
$4!),*
637.
The amount of conti ibutions received by relief committee of Brooklyn yesterday was $1
252. Previously acknowledged $967.
Collections by the police Saturday and Sunday wero

$657.

Bobert Bonner has given $1000 to the yellow
fever snfferers.
Subscriptions in Philadelphia amount to

$13,555.

An

Appeal

Hie tiarernment.
New Orleans, Sept. 2.—The
following was
sent to the Secretary of War:
New Orleans, Sept. 2.
Bon. Secretary of IVar:
We would most respectlully urge the
issuing of
rations through the Peabody Holier Association. The
distress is terrible. Immediate relief is necessary.
Contributions thus far are inadequate.
(Signed) Geo. L. Smith, Colieetor ot Customs; A .IS.
Hodge, Postmaster; Al. Marks, Collector ot internal Heyemm; B. F. Flanders, hirst Treasurer.
ToHon. Geo. McCrary, Secretary of IVar
We
respectfully request that you will authorize
the subsistence
department ot the army here to issue
rations sufficient to relieve the
present distress,

(bignod)

HcliouvnloflT to be Promoted.

London, Sept. 2.—Several St. Petersburg

iuo

fourth battalion, and marched to the new buildings erected by the association on Columbus
avenue, where the opening ceremonies took
place in tbe presence of about 1000 invited
guests. At tbe conclusion of the speeches,
Gov. Bice started the monster engine, and with
The
it the machinery of tbe entire building.
exhibition bids fair to surpass any previous

The Situation iu

_

to

j. mapison Wells.

Tups. C. Amiehsqh.

tional currency.
Special deposit of legal tenders for the
redemption of certificates of deposits

papers report that Schovaloff is about to be appointed chief of the new ministry of police,
including the whole gendarme and police administration hitherto noder control of the minister of the interior. Prince Orloff,ambassador
to Paris, will succeed Schouvaloff at London.
Nanvakoff, ambassador to Vienna, will go io
Paris, and Prince D’Oabril, ambassador at
Berlin, will go to Vienna.
The Barbarities of War.
Constantinople, Sept 2.—According to authentic information direct from Bosnia and
Herzegovina, the Austrians are acting with
with great energy but with moderation and
Nevertheless reports are
perfect discipline.
circulated that the army of occupation has
bteu guilty of many excesses and cruelties.
These e ccusations bear a singular resemblance
to the charges brought against the Russian
This exarmy in Bulgaria aud Roumelia.
plains perhaps the change which was recently made in the attitade of the Christians in the
Rhodope commission. Tillja few days ago the
Au trian delegate gave his active co-operation
in preparation of the report, but Dow to the
surprise of his colleagues seems indisposed to
I have conversed with
sign the document.
Todleben and other leading
Russian officials
about the report, and they say that the investigation was evidently made in a biased spirit,
and the commission instead of studying serionBly the question of how the refagees might
be temporarily assisted and ultimately reestablished in their homes, ocoupied itself almost
exclusively with collecting ex parte statements
for indictments against the Russian army.
They declare that the dignity and self-respect
of the Russian army ana government prevent
them from giviog serious attention to such
transparent calumnies.

On account of Navy.
On account of Interior, Indians and Pen-

296,618

61

Total.$12,379,457

49

Yobk, September 2—Evening—Cotton is
unchanged and quiet; sales 641 kales; forward deliveries quiet and 4 points lower; ordinary up. lOJc;
ordinary Alabama at 101c; ordinary New Orleans
at 10|c; ordinary Texas at 103c; ordinary stained at
103c; middling uplands at 12 3-16c: do Alabama at
12 3-lGc; middling New Orleans at 12 7-16.; do Texas
12 7 1-6; middling stained 11J.
Floor—513 bbls;
market unchanged with a moderate inquiry, mainly
low extra; Bales 17,000 bbls; No 2 at 2 50 ® 3 25; Superfine Western and State at 3 30 @4 00; common to good extra Western and State at 4 05 @
4 30; good to choice Wostern and State at 4 35 @
5 75; common to choice White Wheat Western extra at 5 80 @ 6 50: Fanev White Wheat Western
extra at 6 55 @ 7 60; common to good extra Ohio
at 4 00 ® 5 30; common to choice extra St Louis at
4 00 @ 6 75; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
6 25 @ 7 25; choice to double extra 7 25 @ 8 50, including 700 bbls City Mills extra at ,4 10 to England, 5 26
@ 5 30 to West Indies; 3200 bbls low grade extra at
4 05 @ 4 25; 4800 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 4 25 @
6 00; 3100 bbls Minnesota exra at 410 @ 8 75, market
closing quiet. Southern Flour is steady; sales
600 bbls extra at 4 75 @5 75; choice at 5 80 @ 6 50.
Rye Flour is dull at 2 50 @3 30. Comment is
firm aDd quiet; Yellow.at 2 40 @ 2 75; Brandywine
2 95.
Wheal—receipts 246,500 bush; less active and
}c lower, though large business imported: sales 828,000 bush, including 471,000 bush on spot;' 1 21 for No
1 Milwaukee in store; 97c @ 114 for ungraded Ked;
110 @ 112 for No 2 do; 1121 @ 1 13 lor No 1 do; 1 09
for steamer No 2 do; 1 03 @ 1131 for ungraded Amber; 1 09J @ 1101 for No 2 do; 1121 for No 1 do; 1 06
@ 1 21 for ungraded White; 1121 @ 1121 or No 2 do;
119 @ 1 ldlfor No 1 do; 121 @ 122 for lor extra do;
116 (o> 117|tor steamer No 1; 1201 @ 1 22 for White
State; No 2 Spring for September at 105 bid, 1 061
asked; No 2 Winter Bed seller September at 110 ue
1 104, closing at 1 104 bid, t 101 asked; No 2 Amber
1 093 fr£> 1 10k.
New

The sub-committee of the VVays and Means
Committee of the House, appointed to investigate matters connected with the New York
custom bouse, were to have be pun tbeir labors

closing ut 1 09 bld.l 11
September
asked; 1 20 for NO 1 White first hfin September .it y©
firm; 10,000 trash at 56 @ 57c for ungraded; 64c for
State; 61Jc for No 1 Western. (Harley is nominal.
Hurley Mall steady. Corn—receipts 63,480 bush;
shade firmer and moderately active; sales 284.000
uusu, mciuumg lDb.uuc ousu on tne spot; 45 ® 50*c
for ungraded; 49c for No 3; 49 @ 494c tor steamer;40j
@ 50c for No 2; 50 @ 50jc for Kansas; steamer for
September at 49 g) 494c, closing at 48jc bid, 50c asked; No 2 lor September 50c, closing at 50c bid, 501c
for

■

At the Thames international regatta yesterday, for champion fours, the Tyne crew beat
the Thames and Putney crews by two lengths.
The Thames crew came in second.

FINANCIAL AND CORHHERCIAL

asked.

Portland Wholesale Market.

Monday, September 2—The markets are genersldull and unchanged to-day. Sugars are in lair demand at 9|c lor granulated and 9}c for Extra C
Flour is dull and the recent advance in price is
scarcely sustained. Pork and lard sell slow and in
Molasses is
small quantities at the rnliug prices
dull and unchanged.
FREIGHTS—There is little improvement to note
in freights. We quote the following charters: Schr
Wm. A. Morrill, Carver’s Harbor to Albany, with
Stone, at $20 per M feet; Bark Edward Cushing,
hence to Mobile, iee at $3 75; Schrs David Pierson,
Kennebec to Savannah, ice at $2 ton; Eva May, do
Baltimore, at 70c, and Sarah Bruen,do to New York,
at 75c; J. W. Drury, hence to Philadelphia at 60c; D
S. Williams, Kennebec to Philadelphia at 90c; J. Yf
Fish, do at 75c, and Elizabeth McGee, Hariiogton to

Philadelphia at

80c.

Clearing House Transactions.
Portland, September 2.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction ot business as follows to-day:
Gross Exchanges...$101,763 29
Net Balances. 11,769 12
Foreign Exports.
BARRINGTON, NS. Schr Lightfoot—50 bbls of
flour, 2 do meal, 2 do beans,5 do pork,376 box sbooks,
5 casks nails, 5 packages tin.
Daily Domestic Receipts.
By water conveyance—1000 bush corn meal to G
W True & Co.
Boston Stock Market.

[Sales of the Broker’s Board, Sept. 2]
First Call.
5.000 Eastern Railroad 3}s, 1906.
110 Eastern Railroad.
Boston & Maine

73
15

Railroad.107}(g 107}

Second Call.
$10,000 Eastern R. new 3}, 1900..
25 Eastern Railroad.

73
,,

13|

New York Stock and Money Market.
Nkw York, September 2—Evening.—Money at 1}
@ 2 per cent, on call; prime mercantile paper 3} @
4} per cent. Sterling Exchange quiet at 483 for long
and 438 for short sight.
Gold sold at 100| throughout; loans at * @ 1 per
cent. The clearings were $5,196,000.
The customs
receipts to-day were $411,000. Treasury disbursements $210,000 for interest and fc$ 157,000 for bonds.

Govmments are firm.
The transactions at: the Stock Exchange to-day
aggregated i3c,ooo stores. including 40,280 snares of
Northwestern, 28,200 shares St Paul, 13,200 shares
Lake Shore, 29,765 shares Erie, 5,200 shares Delaware
6 Lackawanna, 2,900 shares Western Union, 3,900
shares Union Pacific, 1200 shares New York Central,
1,800 St Joseph.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 6s, 1881 reg.108i
United States 6s, 1881, coup. .108*
United States 5-20s, 1865, new, reg.102S
United States 5-20s, 1865,coup.102&

United States 1867, reg.105*
Unite States 1867, coup.
105§
.•

•....•»•.XU

2

United States 1868, coup.
1074
United States 10-4Us, ..1062
United States 10-40s,eoup,ex.ic6|
United States new 5*s, rcg.„.106$
United States new 5’s, coup....1064
United States new 4$'s, reg..103|
United States new 4$*s,coup,ex
103f
United States 4 per cents, reg.1004
United States 4 per cents, coup.10U3
Pacific 6s 95s.120
The followy*g were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Morris & Essex.
83
Western Union Telegraph Co....
93$
Pacific Mail.
17$
New York Central & Hudson UK.
.111$
Eric. 13$
Erie preferred. 28
Michigan Central.
68$
Panama.126
Union Pacific Stock. 64$
Lake Shore. 65$
Illinois Central..... 80
Pittsburg R. 80$
Chicago & Northwestern;. 34
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 61$
New Jersey Central.
33$
Rock Island.116$
St Paul... 27£
St Paul preferred...
65$
Fort Wayne.
91$
Chicago & Alton. 81
Chicago & Alton preferred.
1004
..

Ohio &

Mississippi. 7J

Delaware & Lackawanna. 534
Atlantic & Pacific
Telegraph...26$
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st, oftcrul. 24
Guaranteed, offered....
!!..., 22
Central Pacific Bonds.‘* ...*1951
Union Pacific.* j
^5?
Laud Grants.i! 106*

Sinking|Funds,ex...***,* 991
Bar silver,
currency..111$
Bar silver, gold.!.W ll4
Do

Coin.•..$(&!$ discount

California Minins Hlocb*.
San Fbancisoo, September 2.—The following fare
closing official prices of mining stocks to-daj :
Alpha.14| Kentuok. .6$
the

Belcher

.154 Leopard....

c|

I

Oats—receipts 04.8T9 bush; J@jc better
and fairly active; sales 119,000 bnsh: rejected at 25*
® 26Jc; No 3 at 26c; No 2 at 30 @ 30jc; No 2 White
at 31 @314c; No 1 at 32c; Nol White 39c; Mixed
Western at 254 @ 3)c; White Western at 25 @ 38k;
Mixed State at 334c; White State 30 @ 384c- XIalien
quiet and steady; 36,910 bags Kio arrived per City
Janeero. Sugar is tirnt; sales 1200 hhds Cuba at
7 3-16; 1100 do Centrifugal 8|; lOCObags do 8J; fair lo
good reilning 7 3-16@7Sc; prime 74; refined quiet.
Molaaoeo dull and unchanged. Bice is dull aud
heavy. Peirelaum unchaoget]; 45,000 this united
at 91i @ 94Jc; crude at 6: refined at log.
Tallow
is firm at 7.
Naval Stores—Rosin is steady.
Turpentine is steady at 28c. Pork is lower and
dull; 500 bbls mess on the spot at 1015; quoted at
10 10 @ 10 25 ; 75 bbls family mess at 12 00.
Beef is
dull and unchanged. Cut Meals dull; clear bellies
6|; middles lower; Western long clear 64; city do at
6J. Card is lower and more active; 870 tcs prime
steam on spot and next week’s delivery at 7
30; 1000
tcs for September at 7 30; 5750 for October at 7 324;
70 tcs city steam 7 20: 450 tea refined South America
7 75. Butter heavy at G@ 23c. Whiskey is nominal at 1124.
Freights to Liverpool—market is lower; Wheat—
per steam 64 @ 6J.
Chicago, September 2.—Flour is steady and unchanged. Wheat in fair demand; No 1 Red Winter
at 95c; No 2 do at 94c cash or September; No 1 Chicago Spring 90Jc; No 2 Chicago Spring at 88J @ 89c
for cash or September; 89Jc bid for October; No 3
Chicago Spring at 81c. Com quiet and weak at 36Se
for cash; 36|c for September; 37Jc bid for
October;
rejected at 34Jc. Oats dull and shade lower at 201c
cash; 204 @2ojc lor September ;21Jc for October; rejected 16jc. Rye steady andunchauged. Barley is
strong and higher at 110 cash ior September. Pork
in lair demand, lower and unsettled at 9 25 for cash;
9 224 @ 9 25 for September; 9 374 @ 9 40 for October.
Lard dull, weak and lower at 6 uo @ 6 9.4 for cash
and tor September; 7 05 @ 7 O74 for October. Bulk
Meats are easier; shoulders at 5;clear rio at 6J; clear
Bides 64. Whiskey active and firm at 1 07.

Freights—Corn

to Buffalo at-lt.
Receipts 6,000 bbls flour, 191,000 bush wheat, 402
300 bush com,159,000 hush oats, 21,000 bush rye,34,000
hush barley.

European market*.
London, September 2—12.30 P. M.—Consols 04 II16 for money and 9113-16 for account.
London, September 2—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 67s, 1026; news’s, at

SAVANNAH—Sid 31et,
RninBaMplr

oron

sch
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StlTB, CITY & TOWN BONDS,
“Called’’ Roreroment Bond, cashed or
exchanged for other security.
au7dtl

I

8 per cent Bonds,
Issusd for Water Works. Due 1898. Interest Jan.
1st, and July 1st, payable in New York.

FOR FARE BY

Woodbury & Moulton.

|

Peru is the county seat of Mirami County, Indiana.
It was laid out in 1834, incorporated by act of the
legislature in 1847. and organized as a city under the
general law of the state in 1867. Since its incorporation it* population has doubled. The
interest on its bonds has always been promptly met.
The city has been steadily reducing its debt
for years past, and has anticipated the payment of about one-fourth of its total indebtedness, a very favorable showing when
compared with the too prevalent tendency
of cities lately to inciease rather than reduce their indebtedness.

jy3

sntt
_

am

n

rb>"

(has been reported cld

lor

Portland)

Adam?,Cardiff

SPOKEN.
July 9, lat 2 37 N, ion 2911 W, shin Ivy.
y Lowell
°weti.
from New York tor San Francisco,

m

mar wmn

UCill JL.

The best first-class Office for

a

TAIL-

ORING ESTABLISHMENT IN THE CITY
second Story, Corner of Middle and
Temple Streets. Apply to
N. 8. GARDINER.

snti

European

Novelty

HUNYADI JANOS.

YATCH

RAY!

Will be let by the day

or

week, under

competent management. Enquire

at

LEWIS, WHITTEN & CO.S,
Portland Pier.

u'**

sndtf

C. I\

Hathaway’s

Unlaundried Shirts.

ble1”
PROFESSOR BAM RE RR E R,Vienna
‘I have prescribed these Waters with remarkahln

Address

Something New In the Hat Line.
Small, Low Crown Derby* anil
Lots
the New Stlft Bulge Hat.
of other Fall Styles Jiut Out.

A. H. ABBOTT, PBiscrpAi,.

eod&wlmJJ

School,

Place

33 O S TO N

Merry,

•

character for

of

THE

SIGN OF THE IJOI.D HAT.

Patten’s

Engineer of

VBIEU.MANK

PROFE88OB SCANZONI, Wurzburg.
“I prescribe none but this.”
PROFE88WR LADDER BBDNTOIV
M. D.. F. R. 8*. I.oatton.—’'More pleasant
than its rivals, aDd surpasses them in efficacy.”
PROFEMSOK A1TKEN. M. D., F. B.
8., Royal Military Hospital, Net ley.—“Preferred to Pulma and Frledrichshall.”

Wineglassful

SOB

MEN AND BOVS.

GENTS’
“

C

SHIRTS

B
A

“

••

85.

$1.00.

“

1.50.

The manufacturer of these goods. Mr. C. F. Hathaway ot WatervUle, Maine, having been in this busifor twenty years or more, needs no other
putt. An examination and trial solicited.

ness

VICKERY &
431 AND

433

BRASS

dispensble to the T reeling Public.
Every genuine bottle bears the name of The ApolUb'AHis Co. (limited), London.
In

SYMONDS

RUBBER

and Class-

New Douse lor Sale.
double House No. 770 Congress Street,
now completed and ready tor
occupancy. Said house
is first class in every respect, liiuing room,
sitting
room, bath room and hitebeu finished in bard wood.
Plumbed for hot and cold water.
White marble
mantles, grates, &c, &c- Cemented cellar anil
everything first class, and will be sold at a very low
A. M. SMITH,
price. Enquire of
anlOsneodtf
End of Portland Pier.
Onc-half ot

STREET,

__8ii2w

CAUCUS.
Yarmouth.
The Republicans of Yarmouth arc requested to
meet at Masonic Hall on Wednesday, the 4 day of
September, at 74 o’clock p. m., to nominate a candidate tor Representative to the Legislature.
PER ORDER.

great MUSICAL NOVELTY !
p.

33.

New York Boots.
M. R. PALMER, 230 Middle Street, has a
completo line in all widths and is the Only Au<
tborized Agent for My Roods in the city oi
Portland, Maine.
EDWIN C. BDRT,
New York,
Aug. US, 1878.
addition to the abovo I have tbcEXCL CSIVE
SALE of

Rencral Rebellion.

of

a

Great

Discovery.

I'he public has rebelled against Cauterizing Hair
Dyes. Fashion has foresworn them. A sagacious
community has adopted in their stead,

CKISTADORO’S IIAIR DYE,

s.

September

N o, 6
aug30

—

Carlton St,

MILITARY

if

E.

reasonable

price.

M,

O.

PALMER.

aug30

dtf

•Jflllifft

CLARK,
STREET.

FURNITURE.
We will fell Common, Medium and tine Furniture,

now and throughout the season as low as can be pur*
chased in New England, ami keep a stock two oi
three times larger than can bo fotiud in Port laml to
select trom. Furniture made to order and repaired.
Drapery and Decorative Work mule in the most satisfactory manner. Don’t buy till our goods ha to
been seen and prices obtained.

the
Broadway
Young Tien.

LEADING STYLES

d2w

FORMERLY I.EAVITT & DAVIS,

NOW WITH II. G.

PALMER,
Street, Portland,

Solicits the patronage of <lieir old customers and
others in want of Boots and Shoes.
se*2dtt

and for these reasons: It embrowns and blackens tho
hair, not tho skill. J t is a regetable emollient, not a
burning fluid, it does not burlesque uaturo with
blooming metallic tinges, but produces her own livMortgages Negotiated and Insuring hues. Its cooling ettect is lasting. It defies deance Secured. $10,000 TO LOAN.
fection. Its results are uniform. It never fails
W. II. WALDRON,
Manufactured by J. CIUSL'ADOKO, No. 93 Williams Apply to
Office ISO Middle Si., t’p Stoic.
St, New York. Sold by all Druggists. Applied by 1
»u20
d&WLf
\li Hair DUSgere
auociiCod&wlmK

mourn;v loay f.b».~~

28 FREE STREET.
Jit

mat

398 CONGRESS ST.

Flats

is where

In all the leading Styles.

E. N.
245

PERRY’S,

middle

Street,

opp. foot of Free St.

aug31

eodtf

WATCHES
Mainsprings
Case springs

for
Warranted,
“
«•
“

“

$1.00

i

ate

VERT

1

that 1 have

aiior, or hairdresser—over tho book store, corner of
« longress and Oak
Sts Apply to WM. H. JEKIUS,
1 leaf Estate Agent,
augntidlw *

tor ilie
at 12 1-2,

ON. MIDDLE ST.
jy26

KTo. 263. (ltl

H. H. HAY «&

d2w

1. S. STAN WOOD.

shown

nxrEsXjiSoivr.

EOKTEAXU.

(Joed Business Locution.
A M) dwelling of six room,, combined.
Gas and
r\. Seliago.
Good location tor a dressmaker,

ever

Special bargains

20 and 23 cents.

S. BROWN,

myio-eodti&w

Jtf

prices.

forlew of h's customers’watches with me. Theowneis aie requested to pay for renairing on or befoie Sept. 14tb, as I
shall dose up his business here on that day.

OTIIE subscriber wishing to make a change in bus1
ine«s otters his stock and stand situated in No.
Yarmouth, Me., near *‘Waluut Hill.” The stock
.ousists ot the usual variety kept in couutry stores.
further
For
particulars enquire ot CliAS.
dcLAUOHLIN & CO 84 Commercial St., Portland,
>r the subscriber on the
remises,

PRICES.

HAiBUBGS

a

Stock and Stand for Sale.

'pOWEST

purchased ami slaull put
upon iny counters to day the finest
line ot

n o tic e.

au27

selling at ,tlie

I have

AI.EXANDEII, AValch Maker,

MU.mtrly in my store, tins left

of

SWIMS & MERRILL.

Clock* and Jewelry ot nil kind, repaired
wry low price*.

au28

large variety

JySO

1.00
,75

Opposite Preble Haase, 4(2 Congress eodtf
St

a

Hainbnrg
Edgings

at

AM fllAKKET SQIARE,

PREBLE DAVIS,

Walter Corey & Co.,

iu Soft and Stiff Hats, High aud
low crowu Derbys, SATIN LINED,
the little curl brim Derby, the nob>
blest Hat out.
Blue and Bluck
Soft Pocket Hats, j

OKildron’s

nil

colors.

them in ibis stale.

FALL STYLES.
lor

Clipper*.

Children's Boots, eery One.

M. G-. Palmor.
lulKdl£_

Assisted bv Miss MARY E. BLAIR, will reopen her
School for Young Ladies at loo Charles Mi reel
Boston. September 25, 1878.
je21eod3m

received

lot

Large lot Ladies’ Slippers, eery low.
Also a fine lot of Ladies’ Broadway Button and Long Branch Slippers, new
and nobby styles, none like

aug23_eodtf

Xj.

230 Middle

Large

Miss ABBY if. JOHNSON,

Cleaned and
YARDS all wool
CASHMERES,
all
wVvV the best shades
NAVV BLUE, SEAL,
BRONZE, BOTTLE
BROWN,
GREEN, ETC., AT 50 CENTS.
THESE
GOODS
ARE
WELL
WORTH 75 CENTS, AND ARE
SOLD AT THIS LOW TRICE TO
GIVE THE FIRST CUSTOMERS
OF THE FALL TRADE A GOOD
BARGAIN. SAMPLES BV MAIL.
RINES BROS.
sep2

Hid

preferred) by

Eir’Refers to Prof. Ducom and Dr. Sauveur.

Just

LOTS,

45 Pairs Men'n hand icwrd, Law Shota
for $4.00 per pair.
400 Pairs Aliases’ and Children’s Colored
Boots.
45 Pairs Jlisse*’ and Children's French

English Branches,

782 CONGRESS

Boots,

GOODS,
a

CLOSING OTJT ODD

Private Lessons in French, Latin

Randolph Boynton.

suited for

BOOTS Ail SHOES HP!

lor Girls,
by Miss Sewall. The next year will
begin Sept. 1G. For circular address the Principal, 18 Winter St.jyl3W,F&M

LOW PRICED RELIABLE
he

jy27iltf

Day School

Formerly Burnell’s,

can

493 Congress Street.

men lor
year beBoard and tuition per annum $350.
METCALF, A. M., Superintendent.

gins Sept.
C. B.
jnl3SM&Wl’m

WOODMAKSEE & GARSIDE’S

that every customer

Charles Custis & Co.,

ACADEMY

Worcester, lUnao., fits boys anil young
college, scientific school aud business. Sid

H.

$1.00 EACH.

These Shirts are nicely Lanndried, and are much below .the
usual price. They cost 91.33 each
to make.

dtf

jail__eod3m

MISS

131-3 to 10.

FHOM

PRICE

Apply at

1st.

A

the

—

b7 perry,

Ladies* hand sewed, and several other sunerior manuiaetures xor men, women and children,
together
with a large stock of medium aud

so

SIZES

THE MAPLES.

HIGHLAND

OF

SHIRTS!

FAMILY SCHOOL for Young Ladies, Richmond Hill, Stamford, Conn. For circulars,
apply to Miss M. G. A. FESSENDEN, Principal,

for men,

a

A

ACADEilI V.

Also all the

ROBINSON

remarkable invention at his Piano Rooms, 5
auSsndlm
Myrtle St. Call and see It.

MRS,

Style Silk Hat

BURT’S

Banipter & Tichenor’s Newark

Another Job Lot

_dtf

(at the pupil’3 residence,

FOB SALE BY DEALERS, GROCERS
AND DRDGGI8TS,
The Label on every genuine Bottle is printed on
BLUE paper.
au27sneodeowl4m

In

Personal attention given to work in town or conn
infMlK
try. Estimates Free.

will receive pupils in Drawing and Painting after

41 & 43 Warren 8t., New York.
Sole Agents far United States and Canadas,

HOSE,

Steam Gauges,Water Gauges,Gaoge Cocks
STEAM RADIATORS,
Force Pniupi, Drop Well Ponpi, Cislcri
Pumpi, Drive Well Point*,
Heating by Hot Water or Steam, High or Low Pres*
sure.
Plumbing and Gas Fitting.

DRAWING & PAINTING.

and

GOODS,

RUBBER PACKING, HEMP PACKING,
ASBESTOS PACKING,

COLCORD,

PORTL AND

FBED’K DE BARF & CO.,

FITTINGS,

PLUMBERS

CONDUCTED

Dose.

LEIGHTON,

CONGRESS

F'airiiicton Block, Selling Ainu..
au24

has

n

PVMPS,

WATER PIPE,
STEM, KASIM)
AND IRON

Fall Term begins Hepfemler 2d, at Room
No. 7, Brown’s Block, corner of Congress
and Brown Streets.
The usual course ot
fw
ot
sexes.
French lessons by Prof. Masse. Elocution t aught
Mrs.
Cunier.
by
For farther particulars enquire of
ETTA A. FILES. Principal.
au3d3m
43 Brown Street.

11.

IMKCTORI,

and dealer in

143 Pearl Street.
_Jan24_,

ACEMT ('OK

KNOWLES’ STEAM

CAY, Sept. 19th.
Applications may be made and circulars obtained
at the residence of the Principals,
NO.
PINE STREET.
au!4dim

W.

P£MKELL,
Heating and Ventilation.

Meliarg Steam Trap, Ljdie Steam Boiler.

their School for Young Ladies, THUUS-

English

eoiltf

W. II.

Principal,

MISSES

Street,

au31

for pupils of both sexes will begin the next school
year SEPT. 2, 1878. The course includes the usual
English branches, Latin, Greek, and the Modern
l.auguages, and combines class and personal instruction. Thorough preparation also tor the best Colleges. Able and experienced assistants will be employed.
Applications may be made and information ob-

will reopen

middle

337

MRS. CLARA BARNES MARTIN

13.

HATTER,

THE!

References—Rev. F. H. Hedge, D. D., Mr. Henry
W. Longfellow, Prof. Oliver Wendell Holmes,
novl
ddfcweowly*

nccess."

ALSO

Plain and Twilled Night Shirts

Janos.—Baron

Liebig affirms that its richness in aperient salts surpasses that of alt other known waters.”
THE RRITlin iKEDIEAL JOCJKIV A I, .—“Hunyadi Janos.—The most
agreeable, saist, and most efficacious aperient water.”
PROFESSOR
VIRe MO W, Berlin.“Invariably good and prompt success; most valua-

au26sntf

Triumph

[Latest by European steamers.

n*>

I V»

prev to

Ar at Bordeaux Ang II, Lilian. Strout, New
York
Ar at Brouwer»liaven Aug 19,
Hermou, Dingle Pa‘
belion de Pica.
Sid tm Flushing Roads Aug 19, Mary C Hale
Hie
gins, tor New York; Sarah E Frazer, Sherman]
1
a0*
Austria, Ulllmore, Kio Janeiro.
off
Sarah
Aug 21,
Seaford
E Frazier, from Ant
werp lor New York.
Cld at Rotterdam Aug 20, Priscilla,

Great

A

M B Mahoney, from Port Johnson for Portsmouth; Ellen Perkins, do tor Salem.
Passed through Hell Gate 1st, barque Archer, from
New York for Portland: scbs Am Chief, do for Belfast; D Sawyer, do for Newburyport; Mansfield, do
for Boston; J C Rogers, Amboy tor Hallowell.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 30th, sch A B Perry, Look, fm

ton, Coalwell, Calais; 26th, Lucy Hammond, Robinson, and M J Laughton. Hallowell, New York.
Cld at St John, NB, Aug 31, ship Wm McGllverv
Nichols, Liverpool; sch Addie L Perkins, TboniDson’
*
»
New York,

U

fHEi I,A1YC1KT.—“Hunyadi

Boston;

Sid July 30, barque Loreua,
Blanchard, for United

The

Congress St

The Best Natural Aperient,

do for Belfast; schs Alpine, from Weehawken for

York611168*

Family School, if.".

Little Bine, Farmington, Maine.

J.

Railroad Ronds, Rank Stock, &c.

Gilimore, Smith, Philadelphia.
Passed through Hell Gate31st, barque N M Haven,
from New York for Londonderry; brig Benj Carver,

btates.
In port Ang 10, ships San
Joaquin, Drinkwater
and Harry Morse, Hooper, unc;
Leonora, Patterson’
do: barque Patella, Poole, do.
At Cow Bay Aug 26, barque Clias Ii
Lewis, Race
lor New York.
Cld at Windsor, NS, Aug 23:1, lch» Ueo D Perrv
Plynn. and Zeila, Hallowell. New York; M L New-

NOBBYSTYLES

jy25deod«2few2m

ical Studies

534

<ltl

j,2T

reg..llar

Instruction in

au20

CASH and f ;r IO I*A V H

NO. 1 ELM STREET.

have org Anized an
the accoui».noJat,oa
pursue a thoroa8h

wo

in the common or higher English studies,
either separately or in connection witli our
The fall term will comuiea.'-0
Business Course.
September 2d, and continue 13 weeks.
For further information, call at the office, Mechanics* Hall, corner Congress and Ca«co streets, or seud
L. A. GRAY, Pi incipal.
for catalogue.

HARMON.

Government Bonds,

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 30tb, ecb Helen A Ames,
Endicott, Kennebec.
Ar 31st, ship Riverside, Bleb, Bristol, E; scbs Mary Stewart. Coombs, Wilmington, Del ; Jennie E
SimmoDS, Young, Charleston.
Ar 1st, scbs Cora Etta, Pendleton, Gardiner; Annie S Murch, Woodward, Boston.
Cld 31st, scbs Annie Whiting, Cox, St Johb, NB;
B L Eaton, Grierson, and Virginia. Armstrong, do.
Also cld 31st, barques Miriam, Parker, Yokohama;
Ada F Crosby, Croshy, St Nazaire; brig Eliza Morton. Leland, Queenstown; schs E Arcularius, Hall,
Allyn’s Poiut; Mary Stewart, Coombs, do; Jos F;sh,
Gilchrist. Bath; J H Dailey, Long, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 31st, snips Merom, Lowell. Liverpool 40days; Florida, Curtis, Rotterdam 41 days;
barque Albert, Erskins, Iquiqae: John L Hasbrock,
Cobb, London; brig Emma L Hall. Periy, Cardenas;
schs Hattie Haskell, Cassidy, San Bias 23 days; T B
Witherspoon, Shepard. Sagua; Mattie Holmes, Gilkey, Brunswick, Ga; Mabel Hall, Titus. Richmond;
Emma Arey, Hall, Alexandria; J B Gilkey, Gilkey,
Baltimore; Corvo, Tyler, do; Annie H Martin, Hand
Kennebec; Belle Brown, Hunt, Spruce Head; Westerloo, Whitaker, Ellsworth; LM Stewart, Perkins,
Bangor; D M French, Chiids, Hurricane Island; Geo
W Baldwin, Lewis, and Thomas Hix, Hall, from
Providence.
Ar let, scbs Louisa V Chaples, Chaples, Jacksonville ; Victory, Moon, Ellsworth; Mary Susan, Snow,
Boothbay; war Steed,Gookin, Saco; Billow, Haskell.
Rockland; Rachel Jane, Cushman, Gardiner; Fannie Butler, Warren, Kennebec; Tangent, Robinson,
New Bedford.
Ar 2d, barque Addle E Sleeper, Sleeper. Lisbon;
brigs L Staples, Stowers, Seville; Sarah E Kennedy,
Nichols, Cadiz; Caroline Gray, Pease, Matanzas; sch
J P Robinson, Libby, Samana.
Cld 3lst, ship WR Grace, Black, San Francisco:
barque Jos R Lopez, McDonald, Bayonne; sch J S

lins, New York.
Sid lm St Helena Aug 9, barque Chalmetto, Waite
(fiom Manila) for Boston.
Ar at Cadiz Aug 26, brig Goodwin, Googins. from
New York.
Sid lm Bremen Aug 39, barque Yilora H Hopkins
1
Hopkins, United States.
Sid fin Hamburg Aug 31, ship Alert, Park, Delaware Breakwater.
Sid fin Havre Aug 31, ship Northampton, Murphv
United States.
Sid fm London Aug 31, ship Levi G Burgess, Starrett. United States.
At Buenos Ayres July 31, barques Annie
Lewis.
Morse, for New York; Bristol, Foasett, for Rasario
and Boston; Woodside,
Montgomery, from Portland
ar
^5th; Martha P Tucker.Tucker, unc; brigs Henrv
k°riD2> from Portland, ar 21st; HarryJ
C
Smith, Weeks, unc.
At Montevideo
July 3F, brigs Acelia Thurlow, GalGipsy Queen, Chandler, unc; sch
l^V°jHavre:
Lila M btorer, Wade, tor
England.
Arat Rio Janeiro July
28th, ship Martha Cobb.
Greenbank, Cardiff; 31st. barque Hosea Rich, from
Al'S
brI* F 1 Merriman» I^craw, New

that

37 High St., corner of Hpring Ht.
au8dtt

Eastman Bro’s,

r

(Formarly Leavitt & Davis,)

No.

We would call especial attention to the Numbers we sell at

a

—

SCHOOL FOB 10UNG LADIES.

Exchange Street,

32

Nuriomrts

Hong Kong
Aug 31, ship Southern
Cross, Hughes, Cardiff.
Sid lm Iloilo July 18, barque Francis B Fay, Rol-

THE

tained at the residence of the

YARD !

PER

obtain them

cm

A. 0. LEAVITT,

GRADED SCHOOL

37 cents to $1.25

Jlaots

course

X>.

PRICE, § 1.30.
receipt of price.

&

OF

may

price from

H.M.PAYSON&CO.,

UUOtUlli

Ar at

on

The above oiler is 1
031.1.

given to private popiU by the anbwritai.

Johnson, Santos; Alfred
Keen, Henderson, Port Spain; G B McFarland, At

barque

ranging

in

lino

Medium Grades Lower limn anywhere else iu the City.

MAINE,

hereby
WE English
Department, for
wish to
of all those who

A

lumbers,

wanting

very low prices.

PORTLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE.

ang30end2w

Ar 1st. ship Occidental, Dunplijr. Dublin.

VJLI11,

—

SHORT

LORING,

Cld 3lBt, sch C H Macomber, Googins, for Port au
Prince.
Ar 30th, BCh E G Knight, Pratt, Rockland.
RICHMOND—Sid 31, brig Jennie A Chenry, Arey,
Rio Grande.
GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 28th, brig Gambia, Cousins, St Pierre.
BALTIMORE—Ar 30th, BCh Cora S Vangilder,
Brown, Kennebec.

riuueu; twguum,

Fifteen

C-A-S-n

FOR TRE NEXT TEN DAYS !

SCHOOL
the highest
young
ladies. The course of study prepared for the
Harvard Examinations lor Women.
A pleasant home under careful supervision is
provided for boarding pupils.
Terms including all school Instruction and board
9300 per year. Address the Principal,

Connseilor at Law,

HAMLIN,

Sent postpaid

—

Notes of Decision,

by

NOW READY.

Prescott Hazeltine,

Hakodate: 15th, Josephus, Rogers, Cardiff;
Albert Russell. Carver, Newcastle.

;

CHARLES

WltM&GToS; NC-Ar 27th, seh Helen, Dickson,
Boston.

cm sotb, tfrn* nr k
load for Trinidad.
Cld 31st, echs LF Warren,

and
—

Edwards, Mil-

from Nagasaki.
Ar at Shanghae Jnne 28, ship Carrie Clark,
Storer,
New York
Ar at Hong Kong July 14, barque Dirigo, Stanley
mewciusuo, mow ; 10m, amp simmer k. jvicau, Dixon

Detroit, September 2.—Wheat easy; extra White
Michigan at 1 08; No 1 White Michigan at |1 074 (eg
1 071 cash; 1 071 seller September; *No 1 Amber Illinois 974c.
Receipts—115,000 bush Wheat.
Shipments—14,000 bush Wheat.
New Fork. September 2.—Gotten linn; Middling

12c._

Q

21th, sch

WITH

—

Form*, Rules,

—

erer

The lot comprises

entf

THE INSOLVENT L1W OP MJIMi

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 3lBt, ship Wm G Davis,
York. Havre.
JACKSONVILLE—Sid 28th, sch Rookie E Yates,

Yates. St Pierre
ST MARYS, GA-Ar
ler, New York.

goods hare

been sold.

STORE!

301 CONGRESS ST.

aal3

I’-O-K

English Department

Otis
same

splendid garden.

DRUG

AT COST

__eod2w

auS

SCHLOTTKEBKCK’S

MEMORANDA.
Sch Louisa Smith, Webber, from Boston for Bansea
31st, grounded on East Boston
gor, on going to
flats. Sue floated off on flood tide, and the waicli
afoul of a coal shed and carried
drifted
being asleep,
awayjibbom, headgear, and foretopmast. She proceeded next day.
Sch Etta & Josie, of Calais, before reported lost at
sea, was struck by a heavy squall Aug 3d. in lat 6 N,
ion 30 30, when the spars were ail carried away by
the deck. Tbe captain and crew were taken off on
the 6th by a German steamer and landed at Bahia.

Boots and Shoes

I,. SMITH, Principil.

D.

LOWER PRICES

new

OPEN ALL NIGHT!

shall sell all ot my Sumner stock of

Persons

Portland, July 24th,

au28sntfGorham.

tons, built at Portland in I860,
Francisco for about $32,000.

fOBEIGN POUTS.
Sid fm Yokohama July 19, barque Mary Goodeil,
Eames, San Fr&ucisco.
In port July 30, ships Clarissa B Carver, Dow, and
Henrietta, Blanchard, unc; narques Fannie Skolfield, Dunning, unc; Wealthy Pendleton, Blanchard,

113.

Baltimore, September 2.—Cotton—Middling up-

Trinidad.
Ar at New York 2d, barque Addie E Sleeper, from
Lisbon: brig L Staples, Stowers, West Indies; sch J
P Robinson, from Swansea.

Ship Majestic,
has beea sold at San

a

PreBusi-

School and

FIMILV SCHOOL,

aug27

Abbott

handsomest villages in the county. Terms of payN. S. GARDINER,
ment easy. Apply to
Centennial Block, Portland,
or, J. M. PLUMMER,

rFROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 1st, brig Sullivan, fm

Cld 3lst, sch Iodine, Littlefiold, Portland.

Provisions are quiet and tirm ;Mess Pork
quiet at 9 50 for cash and September. Lard—prime
steam at 74.
Freights—Wheat to Buffalo at 5.
Receipts—5,000 bbls flour, 45,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—7,000 bbls flour, 105,000 bush wheat.

lands

Odell. Winslow, Biddeford, to load for New
York-J B Dodge.
Sch

1170

in the market and at

Beautifully situated on
the best stieet in the village, close to Churches, Normal School, Post Office and Depot. Streets on three
sides. Will be offered until Oct. 1st at a bargain to
any one looking lor a pleasant home in one of the
making

Freeman.

Portland.

Milwaukee, September 2.—Flour quiet and unchanged. Wbeat opened iirm, declined 4c and closed
quiet; No 2 Milwaukee at 93£c; seller lor September
93|c; seller October 93|c; No 3 Milwaukee at 81c;
No 4 at 641c; rejected 52c. Corn is
lower; No 2 at
36gc. Oats active and easier; No 2 at 201c. Rye fis
steady and in good demand; No 1 at 47c. Barley is
higher; No 2 Spring at 109; September at 110; Oc-

lands at 11c.

delphia—E

BEST MAKE OF THESE GOODS

hall frescoed. Nice stable with cellar and hennery.
Hard and Boft water in kitchen and stable.
Plenty
of thrifty Apple, Pear and Plum trees, just beginning to bear. Currants, Raspberries. Strawberries
and Grapes in abundance. Over 30,COO feet in lot,

W & CR
Swin, Barrington, NS
Milliken.
Sch Ohio, Dorr, Orland—S W Tbaxter.
Sch Commerce. Gray, Belfast—Kensell & Tabor.
Sch Excel, Jackson, Rockland—Kensell & Tabor.
Sch Hector, Higgins, Kennebec, to load tor Phila-

—

No 2 Amber Michigan at 96jc; No 2 Red Winter on
spot at 99k > seller September at 95J; October at 98c;
No 3 Red at 94; No 2 Dayton and Michigan Red 984;
rejected Wabash at 84c; Western Amber 98Jc; No 2
Amber Illinois 1 024. Com is dull; High Mixed at
41c; No 2 on spot aud seller September 405c; No 2
White 45c: rejected 39jc; damaged 37e. Oats dull;
No 2 at 224c ;Miehi*an at 22*c: rejected 19jc.
Receipts—000 bbls 'flour, 124,000 bush wheat, 82,000
bush com, 12,000 bush oats.
Shipments—00000 bbls flour, 300,000 bush Wheat,
71,000 bush corn. 0,000 bush oats.
The market closed with Wheat dull: Amber Michigan held at 99c; No 2 Red Winter seller September
at 98c; Western Amber
98Jc; rejected 84c. Corn is
dull; No 2 at 40*c bid;rejected at 39*o.
Sr Lams, September 2.—Flour easier ulouble extra
fall 3 80 @ 4 60; treble do 410 @ 4
25; family 430®
5 40.
W neat higher; No 2 Red Fall at 895c cash; 898c
seller September; 9l| @ 92c seller
No 3 Red
October;
Fall at 85* ® 86c cash. Cora is
active; No 2 Mixed
at 343 @3igc for cash aud September:
361 ® 361c lor
October. Oats are dull and lower at 20 ® 204c cash;
214 @21|c for October, ltje iaaetive and lower at
464 *S 46|c. Whiskey unchanged at 1 07. Pork dull
at 10 10 (at 10 20. Lard nominally
unchanged. Bulk
Meats dull aud nominal. Bacon dull; shoulders 5 80
@ 6 8241 Clear rib 6 874 i clear sides 7 10 @ 7 124.
Receipts—10,000 bblsifiour, 121,000 bush wheat. 38
000 bush.eorn, 21,000 hush oats,10,000 hush rye, 20 000
bush barley.
Shipments -10,000 bbls flour,39,000 bush wheat 37
000 bush com, 00,000 bush.oats. 0.000 hush rvn. n min
ousu uariey.

uplands at 12 3-lGo.
Memphis,September 2.—Cotton nominal jMiddling
uplands 111c.
Galveston, September 2.—Cotton lower jMiddling
uplands 10 go.
Norfolk, September 2.-Cotton—Middling uplands at 114c.
Wilmington, September l.—Cottoa lower; Middling uplands at 11c.
Savannah, September 2.—Cotton is qu’ct and
steady; Middling uplands at 10J.
CiiAHLESTON.September 2.—Cotton dull and easy;
Middling uplands at lljc..
New .Orleans, September 2—Cotton—Middling
uplands at 111c.
Augusta, September 2.—Cotton lower; Middling
uplands at 10|c.
Mobile, September 2.—Cotton quiet jMiddling up

Casco streets.

eodlm

announce

and thoroughly finished
Buildings
nearly
in modern style. House ha9 ten rooms; Parlors and

—

do not hesitate to say
offer the

we

than the

For Sale in Gorham.
all

I

ADAMS ACADEMY,
QUINCY, MASS.
The next school
Fits boys for our best Colleges.
11. 1878. For catalogue anil inforSept.
begius
year
mation, address the Master, or Jf. ■*. Worden,
Quinc'7, Mass.
WILUAM EVERETT, Ph. D., Master.

examined

BROCK.
sml I w.vwt

Desirable Residence

with

Sch Ellen Morrison, Orne, Salem.
CLEARED.
Steamship Eleanora, Johnson, NewVork—Henry
Fox.
Sch Georgia Sheppard, Richards, Philadelphiamaster.
Sch Ligbtfoot,

turers,

258 MIDDLE STREET,
over H. H. Hay's Drag Store.
snT,Th&S2w

au24

carefully

samples from different manufac-

J. D. CHENEY & CO,

...

Baltimore.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 31st, sch Emma L Gregory,
McLane, Rockland.
Ar
VINEYARD-HAVEN
30tb, sch Convoy,
French, Port Johnson for Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 31st, schs Purest King, Tinker, Ellsworth; Ann Parker, Jackson. Rockport.
Cld 31ft, sch Mary Helen, Jelli6on, Hayti
Ar 1st. schs Eben Fisher, Reynolds, Philadelphia;
H Curtis, Greenlaw, Weehawken.
Sid, ship John Watt; barque Eliza White.
Ar 2d. sch Aneroid, Talbot, Ponce.
Cld 2d, barque Norena, Nichols. Goree; scbs Northern Light, Chapman, Hayti; S W Perry, Look, Harbor Grace, NF.
SALEM—Ar 30tb, sch Abner Taylor, Dodge, from
Port Johnson,
Ar 1st. scbs Chas Comery, Creamer, and Stephen J
Watts, Watts, Port Johnson; Danl Wobster, Winslow, do.'
Cld 31st, sch Annie Lee. Look, Rockland.
BANGOR—Ar 31st, sch George & Albert, Babbidge

Shipments—6000 bbls flour.313,000 bush'wheat 429
000 bushj ecru, 135,000 bush oats, 57,000* bush rve
r'
6,500 bush barley.
Toledo, September 2.—Wheat steady; No 3 White
Wabash at 1 05; No 1 White Michigan at 106*; No 2
White Michigan 1 02; extra White Michigan at 1 074;
Amber Michigan on spot 99c; seller October at
98*c;

tober

a

sets reeds, 8 stops, $65.

5 octave, 2

Rondeut, (ar 1st)

ST.,

PUOCTKK, No. 1*3 E.cbaaa*

Change of Prices.

Monday, Kept.
iidf IN7M. Admission at any time.
Private instruction at reasonable rates.
For further intormation address CYRUS B. VARNEY, A. M., Principal, Stevens Plains, Me.
aulO
eodlru

TOP.SDAM,

Haring

$65 ORGANS $65.

Monday, Sept. 4,
arrived.
Steamer City ot Portland, Piko, Boston for Eastport and St John. NB.
Sell Minnie Still, Jennings, Baltimore, with melons
to Hodgdon Jt Soule.
Sch Addle Jordan, Leavitt, Philadelphia—coal to
Malno Central UR.
Sell B ram hall, Hamilton,
cement.

Domeslic Market*.

robbery.

J

1,516,514

Chicago Cattle Market.
Chicago, September 2.—Hogs—receipts of 10,f00
head; shipments 6500 head; market quiet and weak;
Philadelphia at 4 60 @ 4 75; Boston at 4 30 @ 4 50;
light at 4 20 @ 4 25; mixed and rough 4 00 @ 4 20.
Cattle—receipts 4700 head; shipments 2000 head;
few natives here; salesshipping Steers at at4 00;@
4 50; butchers shade lower ;Cows at 2 60 @ 4 00; Bulls
2 00 @ 3 00; Western Cattle firm at 2 40 @ 410 ; Texas
steady at 2 70 @ 3 15.
Sheep—receipts 600 head; shipmepts 660 head;
some European demand at 3 15 @ 5 25.

James Bennett, a professional gambler of
St. Paul, Indiana, was shot ai d iustantly killed
in Cincinnati Sunday by J. D. Arnold.
Joseph Glaser, an old farmer residing near
Detroit, was found murdered in his room Sunday. A grandson, aged 17, now missing, doubtless committed the crime for the purpose of

FARRINGTON

PORT OP PORTLAND.

The above does not include payments made on account of interest or principal of publio debt of United
States.

prices.

'-«-—

49,160,000

00
57
00
06

of Cumberland and

CORNER
pares for College, Scientific
Fourth year begin*

Cashmere ! Hi.UN

Black

Leighton,

431 & 433 CONGRESS

ItSTEWg"

MAlRUNTE

78

sions.

The Parliament of Victoria has passed a resolution asking separation from the Dominion.
The Philadelphia Coal Exchange has determined to make no change from last mouth’s

7--

00

Founded 1818. Confessedly one of the best fetna’e
seminaries in N. E- Most excellent advantages in
Music, Elocution, <X:e. Send for Catalogue to Rev,
H. R. GREENE, at Jamestown, R. I., till September 10th.
jyl3eoa2m

ness,

of

we can

&

Vickery

Prsciicsl U.wmo

Beal Estate Agents.
JOHN C.
Sireel.

Commences Wednesday, Sept. t8, 1878.
For particulars send 10* circulars.

It would he impossible to enumerate. Any one seeking good bargains can Cud them in our stock,

BUhiir Almanac.September 3.
Bon rises.
.5.25 I High water....... 315 PM
Ban sets....6,33 I Moon sets—10.01 PM

Coin. 238.420,709
Including coin certificates. 44,017,850
Outstanding legal tendeis.$316,671,016
Payments from the Treasury by warrants during August were as follows:
On acccount of civil and miscellaneous. $ 4,670,805 39
On account of War. 3,245,588 71

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Schr. Hattie V. Kelsie, Capt, Randall, is
ashore at Montank.
Gen. Lew Wallace has been appointed Governor of New Mexico.

J--d

10,000,000

the Importers

CHEAP !

Scythia.New

CO
12

Interest

Massachusetts Charitable

Different Varieties of Goods

4
5
5
7
Mississippi.Quebec.Liverpool-Sept 7
York.
.Liverpool. ...Sept 7
City of Chester.Now
Devonia..New York. .Glasgow.Sept 7
York..
java.New
Antwerp.Sept 7
Montana.New York. .Liverpool.Sept 10
York.
Russia.New
.Liverpool,..Sept 11
St Laurient.New York. .Havre.Sept 11
Cityol Montreal...New York .Liverpool....Sept 12
Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool.Sept 11
Britanic.New York. .Liverpool... .Sept 14
Anchoria.New York .Glasgow.Sept 14
Wisconsin.New York ..Liverpool.Sept 17
York. .Liverpool.Sept 18
Ciicassian.Quebec.Liverpool... .Sept 21
Moravian.Quebec.Liverpool.Sept 28

85
78
78

Kcaruey at Newark.
Newark, Sept. 2—Dennis Kearney ad-

We have just made direct from

com pleted taking account
ol stock we have marked

Algeria.New York..Liverpool.Sept
Canadian.Quebec.... Glasgow.Sent
Adriatic ..New York..Liverpool.Sept

TREASURY.

Horae Shoeing.
VOCNG A CO.,
Hhoeni. 70 Prnrl Hi.

by S.

SCHOOL,

Having

Aug. 23, Acksah Chase, aged 79 years 11

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
Nevada.New York .Liverpool
.Sept 3
Santiago do Cuba...New York. .Havana.— Sept 4

Coin.$238,420,709 57
Currency.
1,122,171 97
Currency held for the redemption of
fractional currency. 10,000,000 00
Special deposit held for the redemption
of certificates of deposit as provided
by law. 49,460,000 00

Street-

of

auI5

CASH IN THE TREASURY.

A. -.(CINCV, Room II, P»l*l«r»’
Kxcfai.u«e, No. Ill KxchuuKr St.
S.VIAI.I. A SHACHFOBO, No. 33 Pl»s
Will.

OREAD INSTITUTE 'VSZZ.’SSZ*

LARGE PURCHASE

CHEAP.

months.

36
25

Total. .$2,329,107,901 61

_

Variety of
Dry Goods

DIED.

Old demand and legal tender notes .$ 346,743.256 01
Certificates of deposit.
49,4G0,000 00
Fractional currency.
16,351,728 10
Coin and silver certificates. 44,017,850 00

A Kariahtr Lynched.
Baltimore, Sept. 2.—On Tuesday last Mike
Green, colored, aged 35 years, committed rape
in Prince George
on a young white woman
connty, and on the same day was arrested and
Marboro.
About 1 o’clock
in
at
lodged
jail
this morning 25 men entered the jail, took
Green and hanged him to a tree on the pnblic

OF

~~

1

«

Book Binders.

Boston,

Technology,'

■

--

ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL

Portland
1 No cards.!'

8INCE

11,973,650

COURSES

Brown of

ing.

IJKO. O. COD T1AN,—OBIco No. 1*1 *• lator-lilljiJu
dle Street, Conlaiul.

Instruction in Civil. Mechanical and
Mining Engineering, Chemistry, Metallurgy,
Architecture, Science and Literature, &c. SCHOOL
Enof Mechanic Aets. lor manual instruction.
trance examinations Sept. 25 aud 28, at 9 A. M.
SA M U E L KN KE LA N L), Secretary.
WILUAM B. ROGERS, President.
au!7<12aw4w

Black Cashmere.-

*

DEBT BEARING NO INTEREST.

partly cloudy weather, possibly occasional rain,
variable winds, mostly southerly, nearly sta-

residence of Hon. W. D. Washburn, whose
guest he will be while in the city.

MASSACHUSETTS.

ON

DEBT

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal

highway.

Doyle

Accountant anil Notary Public.

MUSIC & | f? at tlie New England
|A/C
l^*"lfg««a> for^ 11)
( ouNcrv •lory,
Music Hall; the largest mnsie school in the world.
Open all the year. 75 eminent professors. 18,000
students since 18*57. Situations secured tor its graduates. For prospectus, address E. ToUBJBB, Music
llall, Boston.
Je27eod2n»

Mass. Inst,

SALE

AT DEDUCED PIIICES!

2, by Hev. Dr. Carrnthers, Leroy
‘“intwfdty’s*PL
both of Winthrop
J llutcbius anil Mary (J. Mcllroy.
fr. K. Gibbs, Geo. if.
In DM.i “sept 1. by Hev.
and Miss Susie I. Patrick of Deer,

BEARING INTEREST IN LAWFUL MONEY.
pension fund at 3 per cent.
14,000,000 00

Interest.

j

Sew and Frcsli,

lb}nCtiu
city. Sept. 1. by Eev. A. S. Ladd, Holland
Mrs. Carrie A. Housot Boston. Mass., and
A.

DEBT

Navy

schoolbooks:

R. Day, Wm. F.
In this citv Auk. 29. by Rev. J.
C. T. Robinson of
Shaw ot Boston and Miss Hattie

Total principal.SI,818,670.500 00
Total interest.
27,434,418 63

_

Eastman Bros.’

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Latest Editions,

BEARING INTEREST IN COIN.
Bonds at 6 per cent .*.$ 723.553.8.50 00
Bonds at 5 per cent.
703,266,650 00
Bonds at 4} per cent.
250,000,000 00
Bonds at 4 per cent.
141,850,000 00
DEBT

METEOROLOGICAL.
INDICATIONS FOB THIS NX XT
TWENTY-FOIB

10b

gress Yeast Powder without distressing them.

Public Debt Statement.
Washington. D. C.. September 2.—The following
is the recapitulation of the public debt statement issued to day:

tionary pressure and temperature.

POLITICAL.
at

—

_

“Congress,” the oldest and largest selling baking
powder in New England, owes its success to its purity, and the good luck that every cook has when
using Congress in baking.
Dyspeptics can eat warm biscuits made from Con

—

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

EDUCATIONAL

J

CO.,

tiuctiou of Free & middle 8t*., Punlaad.
8ELL8 JOnNMTON'ft

F'luid. Beef
In uho iu the British and French Hospitals and
Asylums. Prescribed by Sir Henfy Watson, Qteeu
Victoria’s physician ami by every medical ucntleConsult your famiman who h:i» t€H»ed its merits.
ly Doctor, ho will recommend it.
Tina Me, 0«c, 91.00.
au2«
dim*

Itooiih to
Over my Shoe Store. Two Front
Pal lors with a Bedroom to each.
31. u. Pn.nrH,
aul2eo(ltf

THE

United States Circuit Court.

PEESS.

BEFORE JUDGES

Gilman vs. Artemas Libbey.
Bill in equity to set aside a deed which plaintiff alleges was wrongfully obtained by deleudant. In
December, 1859, Nathaniel Gilman, a native of the
State of Maine, but for mauy years a merchant in
the Swamp, in New York, died at his country residence, this State, leaving property then estimated at
§1,500,000. He had been twice married and bad by
both wives ten children surviving, among whom his
estate was to be divided, share and share alike.
By
the second wife there survived three brothers and
one daughter, Anna K. Gilman.
Mebmers of the
older branch of the family had the principal management of the estate, although Miss Gilman was
also an executrix under the will, and she and her
younger brothers have ever since claimed that they
have kot been fairly dealt with in the distribution of
the estate, and that a large amount which should
Lave been part of their shares has been unlawfully
wasted iu litigation, and in some instances misappropriated to a large amount, and that no satisfactory account has ever been rendered to the younger
children. In respect to that all fixation is now pending in the New York conrts.
In her pleadings submitted to the court, Miss Gilman charges that in May, 1867, she arranged with
Judge Libbev to aid her as counsel, tne understanding beiog that he was not to ask any pay until the
money was realized from the estate. With this undeistanding, she says, he proceeded until 1872, when
she asked him to present a bill, so that it might bo
submitted to the Surrogate in New York and allowed by him out of the estate. A bill was then
presented for §563. About a year after defendant attached the property in question, claiming an accumulated debt of $900, and, finding Miss Gilman temporarily in this State, served her personally with
process.
This he did, according to what be told her,
to protect the property against other parties, and
said all be would do would be to protect his security,
and would take no advantage. Belying on that, she
says she went to New York and dil nothing lurther
in the case, and the result was that ho entered judgment against her individually, had the 'property sold
out and bought it in for the amount of his judgment,
taking a deed of it from the sheriff. It is to set aside
this deed and all the proceedings on which it is based
that the prestnt suit was brought in the United
Monday.—Anna K.

TUESDAY MORNING, SEPTEMBER 3.

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

ADYERTIMEnENTN

TODAY.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Excursion—Steamer Meta.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
M. C. M. A. Stated Meeting.
Taxes for 1*78—City of Portland.
School Books— Loring, Sho;t & Ilarmon.
Caution—Tburstin l’ingrce.
Watermelons—llodgdon & Soule.

Crash—Studley.

Girl Wanted.
To Let—Thns. Edwards.
Buxton and Hollis—Show

and Fair.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Real Estate at Auction—F. G. Patterson.

Hon. T. B. REED
will address the citizens of

Deering and Vicinity,
AT TIIE

—

NEW KILL,
—

—

W00DF0RDS’,
ON

—

Wednesday Evening,
SEPT. 4,
At 7

1-2

1878.

O’clock. !

Chandler’s Band will lie In Attendance.
Ladies

arc

invited to be Present.

The Carjr Concert.
packed last night on the
occasion of the concert given by Miss Annie
Louise Cary.
Not a seat was to spare and
even standing room was difficult to find.
Miss

Letter train a War Democrat.
Mb. Editor:—I am an eld JeffersonianJackson Democrat, a hard-money Democrat
and temperance Democrat and that is not all.
I was daring the war of 1812, although not old

Cary ought to feel highly gratified at so great
a house. It was a tribute to her merits as a
singer, an evidence of the admiration w ith
which her great gift is regarded of which any
artist would have abundant reason to be proud.
It seems to be a fact that each sue reeding Cary
concert draws larger and more eager audiences
than any of its predecessors.
The programme, though pleasiug and well
arranged to draw ont the best qualities of the
artists who appeared, was insufferably long,
and added to in performance by the impatient
importunity of a portion of the audience, and

enough to vote, and through out great rebellion

City Hall

CLIFFORD AND FOX.

of
in that branch
of musical composition in which she has made
her great reputation and won her most decided
triumphs. In the second act of “Martha,” the
and
merry spinning scene, she was arch
sprightly, and sang with spirit and force. In
the second act of “II Trovadore,” where as

An Honest

individual, and not as an executrix, and that he
never agreed to wait for his fees to be allowed out ot
he estate. He also denies, substantially, Miss Gil-

man

an

Currency for the People : Equivalent

to Coin and Redeemable in Coin.

man’s statements as to the representations made to
her after her suit had been commenced. He commenced such suit, he says, to secure himself against
a claim of one Baker lor $1600, and it was his
purpose to allow her to redeem her cjuity within the
time provided by law. In respect to a claim made
by the plaintiff that the defendant rendered the
judgment under which the property was sold alter
he was elevated to the bench he says,though the judgment was rendered at a term held by him, he was
not sitting on the day ou which the judgment was
rendered.
The case was heard last Thursday, and to-day the
opinion ot the court, concurred In by Judges Clifford
and Fox, was announced, dismissing the bill with
costs for respondent. Both judges expressed themselves convinced that the evidence removed all
shadow of doubt of the uprightness and legality of
Judge Libbey’s acts in the matter.
Mr. Seward of New York appeared for Mrs. Gilman, the other counsel on that Bide being Judge
Vanderpool and W. W. Gago of New York, and Hillard, Hyde and Dickinson ol Boston. Mr. T. T.
Snow of Portland appeared for the respondent.

Hon. Thomas Russell,
OF MASSACHUSETTS,
will address Hie

CITIZENS OF PORTLAND
—

CITY

IN

—

HALL,

Wednesday Evening, Sept, 4,1878,
AT 8 O’CLOCK.
CHANDLER'S RAND

WILL

from
could
me
nothing
prevent
voting the regular Democratic ticket, but
Gen. Andersou’s political
character through
tho war for the Union, aud his record daring
that time, together with the death of my son
in a rebel prison, has done the work
and I

ESr'Gallery reserved

for

Ladies.
PER ORDER.

Brief Jotting*.
The Grand Jury will be in session today.
There will be a temperance prayer meeting

Hou. Galuslia A. Grow,
of Pennsylvania,
WILL SPEAK AT

Batb, Tuesday, Sept. 3.
Limerick, Wednesday, Sept. 4ib,
flnraTiimr

Tlinrailuv

Wont-

in Chestnut street vestry this evening.
Representative Reeed will speak at

ford’s Corner Wednesday evening.
Steamer Meta goes to Yarmouth today, leav.

2 p. m.

K

tier wnarr at z.io p. m.
John Colton of Holyoke, Massachusetts, will
address the citizens of Portland this evening at

log

Brunswick, Saturday, Sept. 7.

Hon. Thomas Bussell

Congress Hall,

under the auspices of the Independent Club.
The Cumberland Farmers’ Club will hold
their annual cattle show and fair on their
grounds at West Cumberland, September 25th

of Boston,
WILL NPEAK AT
Portland, Wednesday, Sept. 4.
Wateryille, Thursday, Sept. 5.
Skowhegan, Friday, Sept. 6.

Lewiston, Saturday, Sept.

and 26 th.

7.

General James A. Garfield,
Olio,

of

WILL NPEAK AT
Biddcford, Tuesday, Sept. 3 7J p. m.
Damariscotla, Wednesday, Sept, 4, 2p.
Hocklaud, Thursday, Sept. 5, 2 p. m.
Belfast, Friday, Sept. 6.
Bangor, Saturday. Sept. 7.

WILL NPEAK AT
Barh, Friday, Sept. G.

p. m, Persons intending to
for tickets today.

Portland, Saturday, Sept. 7.

A.

Strout

WILL NPEAK AT
Falmouth, yestry of FirBt Parish Church, Thurs-

day,

at

71

p.

Clarence Hale, Esq.,
WILL NPEAK AT

Biidgton, Tuesday, Sept. 3, 71 p.
Kajinond, Wednesday, Sept. 4.

m.

Heed, M.C.,

WILL NPEAK AN FOLLOW’N
North Windham, Tuesday, September 3, 2 p.
Gotham, Tuesday, September 3.7j p. m.
Limerick. Wednesday afternoon, Sept. 4th,
Woodlorl’s Corner, Wednesday, September
p.

:
m.

4, 71

m.

Freeport, Thursday, September 5th, 7} p.
Bridgton, Friday, Sept. 6, 7J p. m.
Saco, Saturday, Sept. 7,71 p. nr

m.

twisted away from Ford, but the doctor
As the
tained his hold aud tripped Ford.
ter fell he threw up his feet aud kicked
doctor severely in the side of the head, but

Lewiston,

WILL NPEAK AT

Shuplcigh Corner, Friday evenieg, Sept. Gth.

Biair,

of New Hampshire,
WILL NPEAK AT
New Gloucester, Tuosday, Sept. 3d, 2 p.
Kt mulish Corner. Wednesday. Sent. 4lb.

in.

71 n.

m.

Saco, Thursday evening, Sept. 5th.

Bridgton, Friday, Sept. Ctb,

H.

2 pm.

L. Piper

WILL SPEAK AT
Kittcry, (Trefcthreu’sHal)] Tuesday evening, Sept
3d.
Soulh Barsonsfield, Thursday evening, Sept. 5th.

lion, W. H. Vinton
WILL SPEAK AT

Ligonia, Thursday, Sept. 5.

Hon. Wm. W. Thomas, Jr.,
WILL SPEAK AT
North Gorham, Thursday, Sept. 5, 7£ K. iJr
Ferry Village, Friday, Sept. 6, 7J p. m,

Hon. Josiah H. Hrunimond
WILL SPEAK AT

Bridgton, Tuesday, Sept. 3,7J P.
Kaymoud, Wednesday, Sept. 4.
Kcnnehunkport, Thursday,

m

j

Sept.j^

^

*#.

GREAT MERIT.
All tire fairs give the first premiums and
special awards of great merit to Hop Bitters
as the purest and best family medicine, and we

heattily approve of the awards for we
know they deservo it.
They are now on exlii.
bition at the State Fairs, and we advice all to
test them. See other column.

most

sep2_d&wlw

CITY AFFAIRS.

Sheri Sessions of the Two Rasrils.

Last evening was the time for the regular
monthly meeting of the City Council, but
owing to the attractive programme offered in
another part of the building tie attendance
was small and the business transacted light.
In the npper board orders were
passed

accepting Fletcher and Orchards street which
have been
laid out through land of T. C.
Ilersey on Danforth street.
Petitions of J. D.
Decelle for a sewer
between Mur joy and Lafayette streets, and of
Walter Cox for permission to erect a wooden
baiidiogonthe corner of Middle and Hampshire streets were referred to the appropriate
committees.
The sewer
was

changed

assessment of Morris Wheeler
from
Washington to Monroe

streets.
The Mayor appointed aud the hoard confirmed Aaron W. Lovejoy and Daniel Towle
special policemen without pay.
Iu the lower board there were only eleven

re-

out cf the twenty-one members present. The
board was called to order by Mr. Wade, the
clerk, and an adjournment wa9 voted without
the transaction of any business.

lat-

the

“Otto."—This is what the Boston Post says
of the play of “Otto” to be given at Mnsic
Hall next week:

Help

Hosiery, plain dark colors with
check, boot patter uu aud stripes. These goods
are heavy cotton Merino finish.
Very band'
the next
some stylte, and just the weight far
H. I. Nelson & Co,, 443
two months’ wear.
au3ld3t
Congress street, Farrington Block.
All kinds of school books for sale at the
lowest rates by T. I’. McGowan, 422 Congress

sep2d2t
___

Fbom and after this date wo shall sell first
at
quality Germantown and Shetland wools
Port20 emta per kein and $1.50 per pouud.
443
land, Aug. 31, 1878. H. I. Nelsou & Co.,
au31d3t
Congress street, FarriDglon Block.
truth Aian sobebhess.
WLut is the best family medicine in the
v
rid to regulate the bowels, purify the blood,
remove coaliveness aLd bi iousuess, ard digesiou aud stimulate the whole system?
Truth and soberness compel trs to answer,
Hop Bitters, being pure, perfect and harmless.
sep2dlw
See "Truths” in another column.

Carriers’ Delivery.—The following shows

during

DELIVERED.

Letters
59,960
Cards. 20,930
50,016
Papers.

130,936
collected.
Letters.

71,370

Cards. 21,537

Papers..

.*....

11,232

__107, U5
Tub Case of the Fmb'ezzlkrs.—Mr. Tilton, attested in Xew York state last week al
some

accomplice to Weslej
$(100 from Howes,
Hilton & Co was releasi d from custody las
night, and it is understood that Haines will b<
released this morning. The case has beet
expense

as

Haims, who itule

an

some

Personal.
of the

Special agent Bingham

Treasury De-

partment, was in towu yesterday.
Baruabee, the humorist, was at the conceit
last evening.
The oldest peiaou iu Harringtou, Mrs. Annie
Masb, wife of the late Deacou Uriah Mash,died
on the 15th ult. aged 88 years.
Independent Bally.—John Colton, Esq.
of Holyoke, Mass., will address the citizens of
Portland at Congress Hall this evening, umlor
the auspices of the Independent Club, upon the
questions of the day.
>

—

Caovhniu.

The Bepublicans have nominated Edward A.
Hasty for Bspreseutative, aud chosen the folLewis McLellan, G.
lowing town committee:

To Charles B. Hall, Cashier:—
Circular enclosed in yours of yesterday, is forgery,
warp and woof; nothing of the kind has emanated
from the American Bankers’ Association.

tents.

of tbe afternoon tbe last chilwas held at the stand and
was
largely attended and very interesting. The
chalk-talk was on “The Resurrection,” at the
finish of whioh elder Waite bade tbe children

good bye.
The afternoon service

be

believed

at the Btand

was

and

Prayer was offered by
elder Isaac C. Wellcome ofj Yarmonth, Me.
was

largely attended.

Another very able, powerfnl and, as elder
Stockman expressed it, tremendons discourse
was preached by elder George R. Kramer of
Wilmington, Del., from John 11:3, on “'Christ
will come again in person.”
At the close of the sermon an excellent
hymn, “'Bless God, the time is coming,” was
sung by Mr. John C. Shorey of East Rochester, N. H., after which President Couch, in
behalf of the executive committee, in some
excellent remarks thanked the people for their
good order, kind attention, &o., during the
camp-meeting, and he then pronounced the

benediction.

Memphis.
Portland, Sept. 2,1878.

going

in which he was assisted by Elder
Waite, who illustrated the discourse on the
blackboard.
At 3J o’clock six persons from different sections were baptized in the lake near the railroad shops—five by Elder Waite and one by

Restored,”

Elder Ross.
At 41 o’clock, at the stand, Elders Hastings
and Waite held another service, similar to that
of the afternoon, which was largely attended.
The subject was “Bible Temperance.”
The closing services of the camp-meeting,
which partook of a social nature, were held at

iu il

wsajjivcu

uy

a

^ouuauiau

bad been furnished it in printed form, and who
It proves to
supposed the document genuine.
have been concocted and printed by some reckless demagogues in Massachusetts engaged iu
stirring up class feeling for political effect
This unscrupulous forgery gives us some idea
of the reckless and unscrupulous character of
the men who are trying to arouse the passions
and prejudices of the poor, to get their votes to
help them into office.
The Seventh Day Adventists.
it is not generally known in this
State that the city of Battle Creek, Michigan,
is the headquarters of the section known as
the Seventh Day Adventists and we think the
readers of the Press will be interested to

Perhaps

know some facts relative to what this
are

people

doing.

In 1849 Elder James White of Balmyra, Me.,
started a paper called the Advent Iteview and

Sabbath Herald at Paris, Me., and after
several removals set it up in Battle Creek in
1853. In 1861 a legally incorporated associathe
name of Seventh Day Adventist Publishing Association, was formed in
that city and a large two story brick building
erected. The. business increased rapidly and
soon a second building was called for, and then
a third, and now a fourth is soon to be erected.

publishing

houses
are the largest in
Michigan, and their publishing business comwith that of the American
pares favorably

Their

Tract

The different periodicals

Society.

Adventists but are found on every continent and
missionaries are sent every year to distant
lands. Their tracts and books are distributed
by thousands of hands all over the world, for
interest in the
every chnrch takes a special

Portsmouth toot, which was the last to cloie,
and thus terminated the 16th annual
camp-meeting of the Adventists at this plaoe.
The meeting has been one of the bast attended,
most orderly, interesting and beneficial ever
held. A great maDy Christians have been

They have large publishing houses in California and Switzerland and issue tracts, etc in
six different languages. As a people they are
strictly temperate.
They have one ol the finest medical and
surgical sanitariums in tbe United States.
The grounds occupy 15 acres and the building
cost $100,000. Thousands of
invalids from
all parts of the country have been successfully
treated within the last few years.
They also
publish a health journal which has the largest
circulation of any
similar
publication in
America.
Near
the
Sanitarium is their
College which has about 300 students in attendance.
is given
Instruction
in Hebrew,
Swedish and Danish languages in addition to
the usual college course. The increase of the
denomination in Battle Creek has led to the
erection of three meeting houses in that city

closed,

strengthened, professors brought into the
"higher life,” backsliders reclaimed, and Binners converted, and unquestionably it will be a
long remembered season.
In conclusion the reporter wishes to return
hearty thanks to Messrs. Cyrus C. Pickering of
Lowell, Mass., and George W. Lane of Chelsea,
Mass., aB well as to several of the executive
committee, and several of the preachers, for
favors kindly given by way of information
during the meeting._
Carter’s Grove Camp-.Meeting.
Notwithstanding the rain there was a good
attendance Sunday, over one thousand being
present at the afternoon service. Today the
morning service will be conducted by the Rev.
0. C. Covel; afternoon service by G. B. Ilsley,
15th pastor of tho Baptist church, Yarmouth;
eeening service by the Rev. J, Pollard.
Meetings will be continued through the week
closing with the usual services, and adjourn to
White Head, Cushings’s Island, Portland harbor, to meet next next Tuesday, September 10,
at 10.30 a. n. Further particulars will be published. It is sufficient to say that maBy prominent speakers from different parts of the state
will be present.

Reported —The following are
failures reported in this state:
Davis & Cushing, manufacturers of shoes,
are in voluntary bankruptcy.
Oliver H. Briggs, apothceary, Freeport, is in
voluntary bankruptcy.
Merviam, Fuller & Co., general store, Rockport, have made an assignments.
Henry W. Briggs, general store, Hudson, is
in voluntary bankruptcy.
Henry W. Briggs, general store, Hudson, is

Freeport,

J

Higgins, tailor, Damariscotta, is
in voluntary bankruptcy.
Francis W. Buxton, grocer and provisions.
Portland, reoortdd failed.
Charles E. Atwood, grocer, Portland, is reported failed.
Melville JohnsoD, general store, South Molrenkus, is reported assigned.
Josiah Brnce, lumber manufacturer, Somerville, is reported failed.
John H. Douglass, hote', Bar Harbor, is in
voluntary bankruptcy.
Wm. Hazeltine, spool manufacturer, Lovell,
reported failed.
It. S. Webster, clothing, Portland, in bankPhineas S.

ruptcy.

John C. Higgins, photographer, Bath, assigned and offer 25 per cent.
Frank M. Ford, general store, Sebec, report-

ed failed.
Abner Lowell, jeweler, Portland, is in bankruptcy.
O. W. Sbeiman, grocer, Waterville, in bankruptcy.
A. R. Giimore, salt, Turner, is in bank-

ruptcy.

John W. ICilgore, insurance agent, Skowhegan, In banlcru[Ttcy.
Ivory L. Purrington, hats, caps, &o„ Worcester, compromising at 25 cents on the dollar.
Ivory F. Hall, general store and boots and
shoes, Renduskeag, in bankruptcy.
H. A. Pike, millinery, Gardiner, is reported

failed.

/

Petitions in Bankruptcy.
Thirty-four petitions in bankruptcy were filed
with the United States District Court Saturfollows:
Portland—W. H. Motley, W. H. Swett, Jas.
G. Perry, George H. Winn, Benjamin F. Tasker, Daniel K. Reed, H. H. Hatch, James
Uudner, Dennis Tobin.
Cape Elizabeth—Chas. Deering, E. G. Webster, 0. S. Jordan.
Falmouth—T. H. Glidhill.
Lewiston—Peter Parcut. A. Young, F. G.
Ham, T. F. Day & Co., C. F. Dunlap, Day &
Libby, W. E. Pressy.
Deering—J. P. Tyler, T. H. Mansfield, L. S.
Hutchins.
Auburn—J. Merrill & Co.
Gorham—M. W. Moeher.
Cumberland—E. W. Wilson.
North Bsrwick—O. E. Rioker.
Skowhegan—B. H. Eooeiy.
Lisbon—A. C. Webber.
Belfast—H. J. Locke, Woodman & Veras

platt.

& Co.
Molunkus—M. Johnson.
Mnnroe—S. F. Mansur.

RepnblicanMeeting at South Bridgton.
Mr. Editor,—It has been said "that the Republicans of Bridgton do not intend to show
themselves this year for the reason that it
would do uo good as almost every other voter
was a Greeabacker.”
Well, our Greenback
friends here, as well as in other parts of the
state, have not only been deluded on the money
but also

to the number of votes
question,
they would throw. Two weeks ago they claimed in this town 425, last week 313, the first of
this week 75, and Thursday of this week one
of .the leaders in this town said publicly that
the Greenbackers nevtr claimed over 40 votes
and that they were sure of 25, aud that this
made by a Greeabacker to Greenbackers for the purpose of encouraging them.
At the time it was made they needed encour-

agement for they had just returned from a
Greenback meeting disgusted; the Hon. E, M.
been advertised to speak, runners
had been sent to the adjoining towns and
everything done to secure a great rally for the
“man who could lick Jim Blaine was coming.”
He did not come and there was commotion aud
excitement, and the Greenback headquarters
contained anything but a happy family, but as
“all is well that ends well” it is well that our
Greenback friends taste a little disappointment
before they hear the result on Sept. 9th.
The Republicans held their first meeting in
this town last Friday evening at South Bridg-

Boynton had

volute

a

party

uuui

jjnugtuu

ucuuo

wim

the Bridgton brass band came down earl; in
the evening, surprising oar village, for the;
were unexpected, and after a Sue baud concert
by this truly excellent band, the school house
being too small for the audienoe already gat tiered the meeting adjourned to the Cougreg aT he
tional vestry which was at once filled.
speaker, Bon. W. W. Thomas, Jr., talked to
ns for two hours in an able and convincing
manner, showing by facts the fallacy of Greenbackism. From the enthusiasm manifested as
well as the large audience it is safe to say that
the Republicans of South Bridgton intend, to
show themselves, and that their showing will
be on the side of honest money.
Today I feel
confident in saying that South Bridgton will
Greenback
two
over
not throw
votes, and the
chances are that cumber will be reduced onehalf. I have been in various parts of Bridgtou aud I find the Republicans thoroughly
alive. They are to have two or three meetings
next week, and from what well posted members of all parties'tell me and from what 1 can
see and learn for myself, I should say that
there was no doubt about this town throwing a

good Republican majority.

nnhlishin* work

fixed up, and either oi these young men ii
now prepared to accept a situation iu reliabl

M. Parker, Joseph Shackford, Eibridge Wilson, Walter L. Buxton, Chas. E. Files, Bufus
Fogg, J. C. Shirley, Bobie Whitney, Chas. E.

stable and other parties, but in sight only of a
three-year old girl, who failed to clearly make
known the accident, and the body was not
recovered for some three hours. Eddie was 6

business houses.

Emery, Alfred Libby, Chas. E. Douglass.

years old, and a beautiful and

ronfinp.d

tui

nnn

quiet and orderly and
outsiders, who

are

are

given

a

largely attended by
hearty welcome by

those who have charge of the grounds.
This people are becoming somewhat noted
for the artistic ta3te they display in adorning
and
nature’s tabernacles
making doubly
beautiful what is already lovely. Their camp
will be held in one of the
afforded by Dame Nature,
and no doubt large excursions will visit the
grounds, as half fare will be granted on the

meeting this year
pleasantest spots
Maine Central.

OXFORD COUNTY.

Mrs. Betsey Millett, wife of Joel Millett, of
Norway, died suddenly Saturday evening last,
from heart disease.
Although a sufferer for a
long time, tbe event was unexpected by friends
of the deceased.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

Sagadahoc county fair will be held in
ham on the 8tb, !)th and 10th of October.

39 h4 3T Inkaift mi.
0. W, 1U11

Regular sale of Furniture and Uenerml Merchandiee every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. na.
ecSdt)
Consignments solicited
Real Estate at Auction.
Sept. Ttb. at 3 p. m. The two atoty
bouse, No. 57 Alder St II rooms, Sebago, arranged tor two families, good drainage, rents Ibr
8300 per year. Lot 30x60.
Alio the 1J story house No. 55 Alder St., six rooms
Sebago, good cellar and diaiDage, lot 30x60, rents tor
8150. Terms easy. A deposit of 8100 required on
each bouse when sold. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, 37«i Congress St., or F. O. HAILEY Si Co.
Auctioneers, at time of sale.
sep3d5t

SATURDAY,

Not

Precedent

a

For the Future.

Tops-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

TUB PRICES FOR TUB ROODS

Crash !

WE NAME BELOW

An extra bargain in real Russia Crash.
Fruit of the Loom Remnants 7 1-2 cents
or by the piece at 8 cents.
Cotton Flannel Remnants direct from the mills
about half price of regular goods. This is one
of the best makes of goods made, and they are an
extra good bargain.

Take effect Aug. 28th and coatin'
until the several lots named

uc

are closed out.

There

will be

no

at

NOVELTIES
In All Wool Fall Dress Goods in all the
new and desirable Fall shades at 87 l 2
cents. Cheap, pretty and good. Call
and see them.

at any furture

more

lime,

at aim!-

WEEK OR iTIONTII AND THEN
FIND

BECAUSE

FAULT

CANNOT OBTAIN

QUALITY OF

THE

YOU
SAME

«JOODS

Studley
253 Middle Street.

M3

d&wtf

Now, and Now Only,
is the Accepted

Watermelons!
Just

arrived

Cargo

Melons per Sch. “Minnie

Time!

Still,”

Capt. Jennings.

Hodgdon

& Soule.

se3

Sojourner.

Eeportbr.

CITY OF PORTLAND, TitEASUREIt's OFFICE,
September 2, 1878.
Is hereby given that the tax bills lor the
year 1878, have been committed to me with a
warrant tor the collection of the same. In accordance
with an ordinance of the city, a

Discount of Three Per Cent.
will be allowed on all taxes paid within sixty
days from the date of the commitment thereof

has been some time since we had the pleasure
of listening to him and it was therefore a real
pleasure to us to listen to so clear and eloquent
a presentation of the whole financial question.
Mr. Strout held his audience for over two hours,

going

over the whole ground and backing up
all his statements with the authorities.
His
argument was certainly very clear and convincing, and the effect on many of our Greenback friends was plainly visible, one of them
“I do not know now
at the close saying:
whether I am a Greenbacker or Dot,”
Our
Greenback friends seem to be very much ex-

ueciueuiy nervous, prooauiy because
iheir plans do not work. They are ready to do
anything,even to pooling issues. It was only a

days ago that the Democratic town
committee, Greenback candidate for county
tew

treasurer and democratic candidate for clerk
if courts, had a secret meeting in this village.
What they actually did, or whether the two
candidates above named actuallv “pooled their
issues," we cannot tell, but the fact that since
the meotiog some of the Greeubaok candidate’s
strongest Greenback Iriends have stated that
they were in favor of the Democratic candidate for olerk of courts, and the further fact
that some of our Democratic ftiends have said
that they hoped the Greenback caudidate for
county treasurer would be elected and that
quite a number of Democrats would vote for
him, causes us to believe that these two candidates have “pooled their issues1” propose to
look out for themselves and let the rest of their
respective tickets go to the dogs. Truly this is
a selfish world.
Such figuring and plauniug
will not hurt the Republicans at all, and they
cannot but admire each sincerity ou the part of
Lakeside.
other candidates.

Republicans,
ANDROSCOGGIN.

Lowiston—A. M. Jones, Josesh S. Garcelon, L. H.
Hutchinson.
AROOSTOOK.

Merrill,

CUMBERLAND.

Standish—Tobias Lord, Jr.
Oasco—Andrew Libby.
Gorham—Edward A. Hasty.
HANCOCK.

Buxton

and Hollis

from

$3.37 to $3.00, only

$1.50 to $2.00.

Agricultural

Association

will hold their Third Annual

SHOW AMD FAIR
At the Old Berry Hotel, Buxton,
October Ul, 3d and 3d.
se3w4w36

deodftel7to3

Strictly AU

Pantaloons,

colors, which

eost from $3 to $4.37,

Caution.
are

Wool

and dark

light

cautioned against buying
persous
note
ALL101-about
$178-given by the undersigned to
A. C.
a

now

Bachelor, President of the “Forest Lightning
Rod Co,” dated Aag. 24, 1878,—as said note watt obtained by misrepresentation and without considers
tion aud will be contested.
THUR3TIN PINGREE.
Denmark, Sept, 2d, 1878.
sep3dlw«

M.

C.

selling

at

82.30

M. A.

STATED meeting of the Maine Charitable Mechanics Association will be held in the Library
Room, Mechanics Building, THURSDAY evening
September 5tb, at 7.30 o’clock.
R.B. SWIFT. Secretary.
sep2
d3t
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13 DOZEN
Bine and Brown Overalls,

Girl Wanted.
SCOTIA

Swede, well recommended,
to do general house work. Apply to
NOVA
or

sep3d3t*

20 CENTS EACH.

No 62 GRAY STREET.

TO LET.
No. 115 Franklin street.
LOWER
Gas, Sebago and water closet. Apply to
THOS.
Berlin

EDWARDS,

Mills Whart.
dlw*

gep3_

YOUR
Trke your

loug, slim,

narrow

feet up

on

Street and have them properly fitted for
of money.

a

dtf

a

bottom prices.

A Break-Down.
to the lateness of the seaand in consequence ot an
over
stock, we offer our entire
stock ot NECK-WEAR, GLOVES,
STREET.
KID and
in FINE
Also a large line ot best DRIVING
and
UNDERWEAR,
GLOVES.
HOSIERY at prices 23 per cent
less than we have ever show i
them.

Owing

son.

Brown, HILL
THE

SHOE

ST.

aug27

sum

Men’s
at

CONGRESS

Congress

small

Specialty.

Strap Shoes to close

C.D.B.Fisk&Co.
Under Preble House,

Difficult Feet can he properly fitted with fine
BOUTS and SHOES at Sign ot the Gold Boot,
431 CONGRESS ST BEEF.
I shall sell my stock at an enormous sacrifice for
the next thirty days in order to make room for Fall
goods. My goods are all new, fresh and nobby. No
old rusty, shop-worn goods to palm oft at any price.

&

€0.,

Under Preble llouse.

DEALER.

N. B.—Goods sent to any part of the conntry by
nail.
jy20deodti

eodlt

tj 20

Latest
FALL STALE Hats, 40c.
Hats, $1.00.

Broadway Knox

Silk Hats just
ceived lor

re-

!

I shall continue my 40 cent and

and your old Silk Hat in exchange.

Merry,
THE

HATTER,

hill and the boree ran away, throwing both
As Mr. Allen fell the horse kicked him,
splitting off a piece of the knee pan. He was
attended by Drs. Stockwell and Merrill of Alwho say it will be several months before

Greenback.
Gorham—William Guptill.

but

Cornish.

Democrats.

Bridgton—James P. Emerson.
Fryeburg—Mose3 Chandler.
Livermore-S F. Penley.
Beering—Samuel Jewett.

Wiudham—A. J. Morrill.
Kocklaiul—John Carr, James Adams.
Livermore—G. T. Piper.

At tlio caucus Saturday the Republicaus
nominated Freeman Hatch, Esq., for Representative for the eusuiDg year.
The shower of Sunday evening did much
damage in this vicinity. Several trees were
uprooted and a barn was struok by the lightning, completely destroying the same.

A Cowardly Act.—On tbe nigbt of August 2sth some scoundrels entered the orchard of
J. W. Kuight of Standish and cut down fifty
to
young apple trees. The trees had just begun
bear and wore very valuable. The only reason
assigned for such a cowardly trick is that Mr.
very promlueut temperance man
and some who hold opposite views are disposed
a

[

A son of J. H. S. Holbrook of Woolwich,
aged 12 years, was accidentally dangerously
shot last Friday while fooling with a pistol.
He is in a critical condition.

$1.00 department thin lall and sell
good $0 hats tor $1,00, also a nice
hat for a boy at the low price of 40
cents-usually sold tor TS cents.
All the fine Nobby Stiff Silk under
Derby Hats, and toft flange brims
for young men, selling very low,
New Broadway Silk Hats for $3 00
aud old silk hat.

F«&3teodtf

au23

LARGE STOCK

OF

Cheapest Book Store Trunks, Traveling Bags. Umbrellas, &c.
IN THE WORLD,

Still open in Portland, at No. 1IB Exchange St.
New books at costl
Great reductions in prices!
Shop worn books for almost nothing! Open day and
evening. Old books and magazines bought, sold or
Bible9 taken in exchange for new
exchanged. Old
ones.
Gall at store tor Catalogue.
ALBERT COLBY gk SONS'
Publishers and Booksellers.
jy27d3m*

GO EAST.

OXFORD.

Fryeburg—E. C. Farrington.
Simmer-Henry H. Hersey.

out.

to persecute him.

•

Pantaloons, cost to make

d2w

Castino—Alfrod E. Ives.

SAGADAHOC.

again.

33

HENRY W. HEltSBY,
Treasurer of the City of Portland.

sep3

237 Middle Street, Sign of Gold Hat.

Easton—Albert Whitcomb.

was

to make

siteu anu

Topsham—James Barron.

Allen

cost

$1.63, for $1.00.

(60)

ILadies’

Accident at North Alfred.—Sunday evening Mr. and Mrs. William Allen of Kennebunk depot started to drive home from North
Alfred, when the harness broke in going down

Mrs.

Wool Vests,

NOTICE

Centennial Seamless Button and Side Lace Boots

Parting Address—M. D. Libby.
Marshal—C. A. Morse.

fred,

All

Taxes lor 1878.

Everyone was* desirous of hear,
ing their old towLsman, A. A. Strout, Esq. of
Portland, on the financial question,and he was
It
given a most hearty and cordial welcome.

day evening.

Representative Nominations,

D. Cutter.
Treasurer—C. W. Gibbs.
Committee—D. A. Decrow, G. P.
W. E. Ferguson.
Orator—A. L. Moore.
Odist—G. O. Warren.
Prophet—F. D. Potter.
Poet—E. J. Blake.
Chaplain—W. F. Decker.

32
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Harrison.
Mr. Editor,—The Republicans of this town
had another large and enthusiastic honest
money meeting at the town house last Satur-

Secretary—J.

is

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
Barn of Howard Norton of China was strqok
by lightning and bnrned last week.

Sal«n*M<
V. 0. UIUI

tenement

Their ninth annual camp meeting in
this
state will be held in Waterville from Sept.
4th to the 9th.
Their yearly gatherings are

State College.—The annual meeting of
the Senior Class of State College, resulted in
the choice of the following officers:
President—J. W. Meserve.
Vioe President—S. P. Crosby.

Knight

sui-

Auctioneers and Commission ■orekani*.

at.nfo

abiding place.”

little injured.

Bov Drowned in Kennebunkport.—Eddie,
son of Mr. George 1. Goocb, was drowned
from JeSerd’3 wharf about 2 o’clock Monday
aftfcruoou, quite near men about the stage

not

and now a fourth mammoth building is soon to
be erected. The Detroit Tribune speaks of this
people in the following words:
‘•To their other enterprises they are about to
add the manufacture of school furniture and
are putting up large buildings for this purpose.
They are, indeed, a moral, healthy, thrifty
people and of course a great blessing to the
section in which they choose to make their

So. Bridgton, Aug. 31, 1878.

he will ho about

Rockport—Fuller

Buckfield, committed

cide Friday by hanging.

as

was

ion.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Alfred Cross of

they

issue have an aggregate monthly circulation of
40,000. Their evangelical works are not confined to the U. S. churches of Seventh Day

tract work and urges its members to scatter the
"silent messengers”
far and wide.
Their

talk

r. O. BAILBV * CO-

COUNTY.

The Boston Herald savs that the
preliminary
examination of Hiram P. Marston, formerly of
Lewiston, npon a charge of poisoning Edward
K. Higgins at Denver, Col., was concluded on
Thursday, having been begnn on the 21st inst.
The result of the examination was the
holding
of Marston to await the action of the grand
jary. The case will be remembered as befog of
peculiar oruelty, and the prosecuting officers
have succeeded in establishing a ohain of evidence of the most direct character, making the
criminality of the prisoner a very apparent fact.
Since the arrest of Marston an unsuccessful effort has been made to make way with one of
tbe important government witnesses, and several otber attempts to shield the prisoner hare
also failed.

wuo

several of tbe principal tents, and were well
attended and interesting.
Shortly after 10 o’clock the meeting at the

Failures

intelligent lad.

ib

JAmes Buell, Secretary.
paper which first published

ANDROSCOGGIN

AUCTION SALES

tion, under

While the above service was

on, Elder
Hastings was addressing a concourse of about
2000 on “'Lake avenue,” ne»r the depot, upon
‘‘Reading the Bible—Paradise Lost—Paradise

rv-_....

Springfield

The

it, aaya

dren’s meeting

taken in all churches next Sabbath for the
yellow fever sufferers in he South. I hope this
will not be done, for I know in my experience
if subscription papers are started ten times the
I hope some of our
amount can be raised.
business men will call a public meeting. It
A Citizen.
be
done
should
immediately.

day,

a

in the hrst

for

--—

and

8$ o’clock

principal

Aid for tbe Sufferers.
Mr. Editor.—I noticed a suggestion in yesterday morning’s Press that a collection be

_a.

blessing”

there were|social meetings. On
of the rain, the forenoon setvice at the
stand, at which elders Hemenway and Kramer
were to have preach, was omitted, and in its
stead there was preaching at several oi the
At

sufferers.
“Several of the Sisters of St. Mary went to
Memphis j >st before the last epidemic for the
purpose of founding a school, but before they
had even begunlto work the yellow fever broke
out, and they immediately abandoned their
plan and gave themselves up wholly to nursing
with energy and courage worthy of New England women. After the epidemic bad passed
they still remained in the city and established
an orphanage for the benefit of those who had
been deprived of parents by tbe yellow fever.
One of tbe chief workers is a Boston lady, the
Sister Constance alluded to in the letter.
Pour of our Sisters are in Memphis nursing
the yellow fever. They have besides an orphanage filled principally with those made orphans
during the last epidemic, and of course are
daily receiving new children. It has been hard
enough in common times to support the house,
which is largely helped, if not sustained, by
begging from the markets. TbeBe are now
closed, as well as the stores, and it is difficult
to get supplies, which are enormously dear.
Tbe Bisters write of the deserted city: The
streets covered with lime, the carts piled up
with boxes used for coffins, (no funerals are
allowed) the filthy buzzards adding to the
gloom. Three of the Bisters are going from
house to house, nursiDg; one is at the Home;
one, we hear this morning, has the fever, which
has broken out in tbe orphanage.
What I wish you to do is to try and get
people who are going to give to tbe South to
send some part to the Sisters. Making no distinctions of sects, they go everywhere, and
those who would Dot give to Bisters usually
would give for such a purpose. Any supplies
of clothing, stimulants, canned fruit will be
very gratefully received.
Direct supplies or money to
Sister Constance,
352 Poplar street, Memphis, Teno.”

excursion.___

the mai 1 matter collected and distributed
the month of August:

TTT

Mr. Dingley said he believed the document
would prove to be a forgery concocted out of
whole cloth by desperate politicians for the
purpose of creating unjust prejudice against
banks; for it was not reasonable to suppose
that any man with a thimble-full of brains,
who thought the national banking system useful to the community, would be so lost to all
sense of propriety as to issue so foolish,absurd,
untruthful and uncalled for circular as had
been read.
As soon as the circular caught tbe eye of a
Boston bank cashier, he at once sent it to Mr.
Buell, asking him if it was genuine, and Mr.
B. replied as follows:
New York, August 31st, 1878.

account

Mr. Editor:—I send you some extracts from
a member of
a letter recently received from
the Sisterhood of St. Mary, New York city
with regard to the yellow fever in Memphis)
They are given, not for the purpose of repeating the horrors of tbe plague now raging in
the South, but to give some direction to any
charities th at our people may extend to tho

A crowded house greeted Mr. aud Mrs. Geo.
S. Knight last evening at the Boston Musenm,
where they made their introductory appearance
in Otto, a new drama from the pen of Mr.
Yesterday morning W. J. Keelan tailed to
Frederick Marsden.
It is a character sketch
see Ford at the police station aud was quickly
written with a view of giving prominence to
locked up. It seems that Keelan was airested
Mr. Knight’s powers of re-producing the Gersome two years ago for robbing an old man,
man type of character, and as
snch it is well
and in the Superior Court sentence was suswritten, abounding in amusing aud pathetic
not
devoid
of
situations,
quaint humor, and on
pended. He gave bail and then cleared oat.
the whole interesting in spite of the conventional cast of its situations.
There are among its
Nomination at Representative*.
characters the customary villain, who seems to
The Republican delegates chosen to select
hold in his hand the fate of nearly all those
five candidates for Representatives to the Legaround him: the old man having done wroDg is
used by this scoundrel to further his nefarious
islature met at the headquarters yesterday afends; the romantic girl, the mischievous hoyternoon for that purpose. The meeting organden, and first of all importance the thoroughly
ized by the choice of Hod. George W. Woodhonest, somewhat eccentric and wholly imman as chairman, and W. K. Neal, Esq, as
probable lover of the latter, wbo cuts the tangles of the web of circumstances, setting free
secretary.
those wbo are enmeshed in them, and winning
Charles McLaughlin was re-uomirated by
the band of the girl for whom he has long
un me nrar
oaiion ior
icciamanon.
tne reMr. Koigbt plays tbe part of this
sighed.
For the
four
sighing swain, and plays it well.
maining
candidates,Isaac Jackson, Joseph
tbe
nonce he is tbe unsuspecting, unsophisti4. Locke and Beuel S. Maxey were selected,
cated young German, Otto Butger, laughing
jut fur the fourth man there was no choice.
With those who laugh at him, never losing his
4fter two ballots Lyman X. Kimball was
temper, yet half conscious that he is being
made tue butt of many a jest.
But his chief
ihosen. The list is therefore Charles Mcstrength is not shown in his humor! be reserves
Laughlin, Isaac Jacksoo, Joseph A. Locke,
that tor the pathos of the play.
That element
Renel S. Maxey and Lyman X. Kimball.
of its composition culminates with the third
act, when he nears the father of his beloved
A Friend to the Horse.—Yesterday afconfess tbe crimd which weighs him down and
Mrs. Knight (formerly
thwarts his desires.
ternoon one of the horses attached to a heavy
Sophie Worrell) appeared as Lisette, tbe rompload of ice fell down on Free street and was
ing girl, on whom Otto had fixed his affections.
A large crowd gathered and
unable to rise.
She gave a good interpretation of the rollickwitnessed the driver abuse the poor animal
ing humor of her lines, and was very cordially
received. She dressed with exquisite taste, and
Just at this point
trying to make him rise.
looked as pretty as she ever did.
Mr. Sawyer, the friend to the poor horses, happened along, and ordered the man desist. This
Grocers and Provisions Dealers Excurhe refused to do at first, but finally calmed
sion.—The Betail Grocers and Provision
after
and
the
horse
down
unharnessing
helped Dealers held their
adjourned meeting at the
him to arise. Mr. Sawyer then discovered that
Ward Boom at City Building last evening.
tTn horse had a lame shoulder, aud he insisted
Owing to the pressure of business the old comthat this should be fixed before the team movmittee was excused, and Messrs. Stoekwell,
ed.
Osgood and Morton were elected to plan and
Diocesan Convention.—The anoual conexcursion
carry oat the programme of the
vention of the Diocese of Marne meets to-day
which takes
plaoe at Little Chebeague on
at St. Luke’s Cathedral.
The convention orThe
Wednesday next.
procession will be
ganizes at 9 o’clock. At 11 the sermon will be formed at old City Ball at 11 a. m., headed by
preached and the Holy Communion celebrated. Chandler’s band will march dowm to tbe
During the afternoon the Bishop will deliver steamer Meta at Portland Pier, and will return
his annual address, aod in the evening at halfat (> p. m. The committee cordially extend an
past 7 there will be a public missionary meeting
invitation to all the friends of the above
On Wednesday there will
at the Cathedral.
organization, ladies included, to join with
he an early Celebration at 7 o’clock, business
Ali retail stores iu
them on this excursion.
meetings during the day, and iu the evening tbe retail grocery aud provision business will
and
11
Mrs.
from 9 to
Bishop
Xeely will rr. be closed at 10 a. m. ou the day of the excurceive their friends at their residence, Xo. 113
have gagreed to go on this
123 firms
sion.
State street.

New Fall

■

A

_

Bead W. F. Studley’s advertisement of exsept3 2i
tra bargaius in today’s paper.

street.

nr11,,

vatore, her hearty appreciation of their kindness and courtesy, and especially to Mr. W. H.
Dennett, wbo so generously gave his valuable
time for their instruction.

the
doctor got him by the throat and chocked him
until Officers Mclntire and Heath arrived on
the spot and took Ford into custody.

Clias. M. Ham,

nrwolfp.

orange is scarcely satisfactory.
Miss Cary desires to express to the ladies
and gentlemen who volunteered their talent in
the rendering of the second act of II Tro-

Furbish came upon the scene.
The doctor
asked Ford what he was about, aud Ford reThe
plied impertinently aud assaulted him.
doctor aud Mr. Furbish then seized Ford, who

WILL NPEAK AT

W.

apply

wpre a

an

CniMiNAL Notes.—Martin Ford, a notorious
rough, attempted to steal Dr. Green’s horse
from before his door, Snnday night, aud when
the doctor’s boy interfered he proceeded to beat
lad and a small companion. The boys called
oat for help, when Dr. Green and Mr. H. H.

Milton Mills, Acton, Tuesday, Sept. 3d, 7J p. m.
South Waterboro, Wednesday, Sept. 4th, 71 p, m.

Hon. Henry

go should

acts

asked for; but it may well be doubted if the
programme in that respect deserves repetition.
One bite of a cherry may be goad, but a bite of

The paragraph in the Argus of yesterday reflecting upon Mr. Charlos Adams, clork at the
Falmontb, was entirely uncalled for and unjust. The people who live at the hotel and all

Ex-Governor Perliam

oi

The onpratic

who have business there will bear cordial testimony to Mr. Adams’ unvarying pfiiteness,
efficiency and disposition to accommodate.

m.

Hon. Thomas B.

Rev. Mr. Pollard wishes us to state that on
oi the tide serviog so late in the day
the steamer cannot run to accommodate the
mauy people who wished to attend the campmeeting at Carter's Grove Yarmouth.
The steamer Forest City will take the Board
of Trade and their guests on their excursion
down the bay Thursday next, leaving Franklin
wharf at 10 o’clock a. m and return about!

expectations

account

in.

Hon. James G. Blaine

A.

The concert last night not only adjourned the
but called a crowd of several
hundred around the outside of City Hall.
In
tlie yard below the police station there were at
least 200 attentive listeners.

City Council,

promise,

with all her nsual skill. The chorus uuder the
direction of Mr. W. H. Dennett, fully met all

Wood-

might

must scratch his name from the ticket.
His political record through the rebe'lion Is
quite enough to prevent me from voting for
him
Bat if that were not enough his opinions
on the fiuancial question would be. I am a hard
money Democrat; and how can I consistently vote for a man to represent me whoatt9mpts
to ride two
horses at once when they are
galloping in opposite directions, a feat which
tho most skillful circus riders never yet performed, and if the General does that I can
assure him that
Barnum would give him a
more generous salary than
his pay would
amount to in Congress.
I remember meeting a brother Democrat the
next day after we
hoard about the battle of
Bull Ituu. Now this friend was not like Gen.
Anderson for he was sorrowful and expressed
much regret at our defeat.
He was afraid the
rebels would capture Washington, and told me
what Gen. Jackson once said, "By the Eternal
the Union it mast and shall be saved,” and it
was saved at that time, and the whole country
also
He
rejoiced.
repeated what Daniel
Webster said
about the dissolution of the
Union in his great speech in answer to Hayne
of South Carolina. There,sa’d he, "Who that
loves his country and this glorious Union can
be willing to see it severed. That,he continued
is the most eloquent appeal for the preservation
of our Union ever nttered by anv American
orator or writter.
What a future Webster has
drawn, and is it not passing strange that our
friend Anderson should
be willing to look
He
upon such a picture with composure."
alluded to Gan. Anderson because he was one
of the most outspoken and blatant opponents
of the war in our State.

ment, especially in the hands of so fine an
instrumentalist, should not be oftener heard.
The ingenuous, unaffected manner of Miss
Shaw measurably added to the favorable impression that her playing produced.
The accompaniments of Mr. Kotzschmar
were of course excellent, and Mr. Behrens was
a good conductor.
Miss May O’Brioa is an accomplished pianist, and last evening played

term.

went forward, for a “parting
“solid cementing love.”

tsoutnerners in

I have always been what
gress.
called a strong partisan, and once I

and seems to have been cultivated
with excellent judgment. A brilliant future is
before her. Miss Shaw’s harp solo was eminently pleasing. It is a pity that this instru.
rare

toe

a

was.

There was a goodly attendance in the midst
of the storm, at the “half-past five o’clock holiness meetings,” which was very interesting,
and at which the larger part of the audience

afraid to

But Miss Cary won her greatest triumph in
Sullivan’s “The Lost Chord.” That she Bang
with wonderful expression and correctness. It
was perhaps the finest thing with which she
has ever favored a Portland audience. The
rich melody of her voice in the lower register
was especially noticeable.
Her only other
appearance was in the qaartette, “Their sun
shall no longer go down,” with Misses Stone

mm

effect. Not satisfied with the ordinary methods
of disseminating such an outrageous device, a
man was sent into the Republican meeting at
Auburn Hall, Saturday evening, to read the
document on the plea that he wanted to ask a
question on the subject before the meeting.
As soon as it was read, ex-Gov. Dingley asked
the person who had produced the circular if
it was a genuine document, and he declared it

been an attendance of 10,000 today, which would have been increased several
thousand if the day had been pleasant.

Congress.

rich, sweet, dramatic contralto was first heard
in “The Clang of the Woodqn’Shoon,” and, in
response to an enthusiastic and importunate
encore, to greater advantage in “The Harp that
Once through Tara’s Halls.” Her voice is of

Superior Court.
Notice to Counsel.
Counsel are notified that the criminal appeal cases
will be taken and disposed ot at the opening of the

To tell the truth I am

place among
I fear it would be "hale fellows
well met.”
If the; were all like Stephens of
Georgia or a majority of them like him, the
risk might not be so great. But as it is I cannot give him m; vote to represent me in Congive

Kellogg aud Dodwell.
Two charming features of the concert were
the singing of Miss Dodwell and the harpplaying of Miss Hattie Shaw. Miss Dadwell’s

RE IN

ATTENDANCE.

legislation?

of working on the passions of men, and thus
make votes, was eagerly spread abroad by soft
money papers and speakers with the intended

there has

if he could have had bis own way or had bis
advice followed, we should now be a divided
country and four million of human beings
would be in bondage.
Do you suppose I can
consistently vote for a man of such feelings
and opinions to
represent me in the halls of

nis nne

in his

opened very rainy, it having rained, more or
but in the course of the
forenoon the sun came out and the remainder
of the day was quite pleasant, but very warm.
Notwithstanding the stormy weather the special train from Dover and Great Falls wnich arrived here quite early, brought nearly 3200 passengers, in addition to the many who came in
on the steamers and by team.
It is estimated
by those best in position to judge, that

lips both in private interviews and on
public occasions. Tbe truth is he was opposed
to the war from the beginning till its end. And

display
voice than in the selection from “Martha” or
the song “Sweetheart.” The chorns did admirably well, and deserve credit for the skill,
correctness and ease with which they carried
off their parts.
Ia “Martha” Miss Stone as
“Martha” and Mr. MacDonald as “Piumpket”
of coarse acquitted themselves with credit.
ior me

Amercan Bankers'
Association, calling on
bankers to give their patronage only to those
who are friendly to banks, aud to see that a
Congress was elected favorable to banking interests, etc., etc. This circular, which bore on
its face the indication that it was got up by
men of the Brick Pomeroy sort for the purpose

less, since midnight;

own

despair of the recital made a deep and even
Iu this act Mr. Tom
painful impression.
Carl was a handsome and pleasing “Manrico.’’
or

in one of the

the Union.
I know what he said on that occasion.
It is
not hearsay evidence, for I heard it from his

“Azucena” she tells to “Manrico” the story
of the terrible sacrifice, she showed dramatic
strength and rich vocalization, and the fierce

Judge Libbey in his answer denies all the material
allegations of the plaintiff and claims that Miss Gil-

Republican Rally I

gratification

A few days since a printed circular appeared
“private and suggestive,” purporting
to emanate from James Buell, Secretary of the

found in Acts, 20:32, alter which social services
occurred at several of the principal tents as
nsual.
SUNDAY.
The eleventh and last diy of the meeting

were compelled
to run for their
lives iu the battle of Bull Ruu?
Did he express any sorrow or regret at that time? Ear
He rather rejoiced and chuckled
from it.
over our defeat, for he bolieved we ought not
to fight for the old flag, but let the South have
its own way as they had a right, a legal and
constitutional one in his opinion, to go out of

seeing Maine’s greatest singer

Soft money mnnager*.

wf ihe

marked

peculiar way, npon this subject, “Acquaintance with God,” from the text

brave boys

sent were not minded to miss.
As entire acts from two favorite operas were
given in costume and with full support and

scope

discourse,

And while be was engaged
Southern prisons.
in these battles under the old dag an-’ risking
his life to preserve it, what was GeD. Anderson doing all that time?
What did be say
when the sad news reached Maine that our

as oould be expected with the thermometer at 90°. The operatic selections gave
along wished for opportunity to see Miss
Cary in opora, an opportunity which those pre-

Dtipcraiitu

At 3 o’clock social meetings, having various
occurred as usual. At 5 o’clock there
was a baptism at the lake.
Oae person from
Lawrence, Mass., and one from Warren, N.
H., were baptised by Elder I. Damman. At
six o’clock thero was service at the stand. Elder
Horace L. Hastings of Boston, Mass., editor of
the Christian, preached an able and interesting

among the Southern rebels in Congress who are
working hard to gain the power they once
exercised in our country? I sent one son to
the war for the Union and he was engaged in
several battles and'at last died

Meeting

interests,

And how can I do so and

character.

STATE NEWS.

SATURDAY AFTERNOON.

support Gen. Anderson as a candidate foi
representative? Shall 1 vote to give him a seat

perhaps,

uiu ueuer

General Camp
at Alloa Hay, N. II.

That is the question which agitates m; mind at
this time. I am anxious to prcseive a consistent

political

[From tbe Lewiston Journal.]
ANOVTRAGKOU8 FOKGEBV'

Second Advent

Democrat, and now how can I vote foi
Gen. Anderson, and give him a seat in our
House of Representatives at
Washington?

tedious “wait” after the rendition of the first act of “Martha.”
The atmosphere was close and stiffling and the
temperature a most unpleasant reminiscence of
the heated term. But the audience preserved
its patience admirably,and was as enthusiastic,

choruses the spectators had the

CAMP MEETINGS.

a war

inexpressibly

an

xio

did not meet and arrange with him to act as
her counsel until one year after the time she states;
that he served her professionally for seven years as

was

LUBRICATING
THE
USE
UNION
COMPANY’S MACHINERY. GEAR
AND AXLE MRUASE.
For sale everywhere.
The Best and Cheapest.

J. B. FICKETT

&

CO., Agent.

187 POKE STREET.
au20

eodiScwtf

LIME OS* CONSIGNMENT.
500 barrels No

1 White Lime,

Lincoluville, Hie., will

Iroin

be

sold low by

A. D. W1IIDDEN,
No. 112 Union Wliarl, Borland Hie.
d3m
jy22

Health

Lift

Rooms,
Street,

237

PORTLAND. ME.
J. H.
i&'JU

UACBERT,
proprietor.

A. HXIOE,
197

MIDDLE

STREET.
eodtt

ang31

GOAL.
MOOIETA MEANS,
No. 189 Commercial, corner Center Street,
have for sale Coal of all the best glades lor domestic
and other purposes, at the lawe.t market prices.
Also OAK, HlKtiH nod PINE WOOD
for kindling.

July 16, 1878.

_Jyl7dtf

“Tma
duijOBT.”
For Singing Schools and Choirs,

HV UAH *11ALI. and IIODUES.
Hr. Marshall has from long experientm as Choir
au
master (at Tremont Temple. «-«>“.> established
enviable reputation. Assisted by Mr. Hodges, the
the
know
want*
they
Dulcet,” just published proves
conThe Dulcet
of the people tor Church music.
the m.v.t
tains choice g-ms in great variety. being
book published. P K11 E
and
practkal
progressive
For sale by
gi l lie rut 011/1:3.

c. K. HAWES, Music Dealer,
177 H11DDLE
sea

ST.,

PORTLAND,

!

AGRICULTURAL.
Fall Plowing.
Now that the small grain crops are out of
the way, it is a quesliou what should be done
with the ground intended for Spring planting. This cannot be decided in a general
way. No other question in agricult ure deupon circumstauces than this,
and each case must be decided upon its mer-

pends

more

its and the contingencies affecting it. No
absolute rule can be given; but if it were possible, it would most frequently be that bare
stubbles should be Fall plowed, and sods left
until the Spring. Vet there would be so
many exceptions that the rule would be
about as much honored in the breach as in
the observance. For instance, the character
of the soil is of the greatest importance to be
considered; then, if it is a piece of sod ground,
the condition of the sod should be taken into
account; lastly, the Spring crop itself complicates the question.
Clay soils that break up in clods should, by
all means, be plowed in the Fall, and left as
rough as possible, that the frosts of winter
may break down and mellow it. If such soil
is full of weeds, early plowing and frequent
working with a cultivator would be very beneficial. Soils that are wet in the Spring
should be thoroughly plowed as soon as possible, while they are dry; and should be left
in condition to be sown with oats or barley
This may
as early as possible in the Spring.
be done by throwing the ground into ridges;
plowing narrow or wider lands; by making
deep back furrows and plowing to these in
such a manner as to form rounded beds with
open furrows between them. These open
furrows should be finished clean, so as to
give an easy passage to the surface water,
and, of course, should be plowed in such a
direction as to prevent this from remaiuing
upon the ground. If weeds spring up, the
ridges may be cultivated or harrowed; and,
if It is needed, a final shallow plowing may be
late as possible, again plowing to
the middle of the ridge. The ground, thus
treated, will be dry early in the Spring, and
may be sown to oats or Spring wheat, while
the sub-soil is still frozen hard. This
has been done successfully by farmers who
are forehanded, and therefore prepared to

given

*

as

9.00 P
at 2.20 a m. Close
Skowhegan intermediate offices and the nortli.
at 11.45 a. m.
Close
m.
Arrive at 1.10 p
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p m.via
G. T. R. ArCanada and intermediate offices,
rive at 12.45 p. m. Close at 12.45 p. m.
Close
Edward’s
Island.
Prince
Nova Scotia and
ai 11.45 a. m. and 9 p. m.
P. os
via
intermediate
and
offices,
Swanton, Yt.,
O. R, R. Arrive GAO p. m. Close 6.45 a. m.
&
P.
via
intermediate
and
offices,
Fryeburg, Me.,
O. R. R. Arrive 8.50 a. m. Close 12.05 p. m.
P.
via
intermediate
and
offices,
Worcester, Mass.,
& R. R. K. Arrive 1.20 p m. Close 12.30 p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P.
& li. K. R. Close 7 a. m.
Boston and the South and West, Sunday only.
Arrive 12.43 p. m. Close 2 p. m.
at

j

Stated Meetings.
Cm GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take
tirst
the
Monday evening of each month.
place
The School Committee meet the third Monday
evening of each month.

Logwood....
Campeacby..

YORK RITE.
Blue Lodge—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday ; Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

Wednesday.

Herring,
Shored bbl

Chapters—GreenleafR. A.C.,first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, R. A. G., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second
Monday.
Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Mon
day; St. Albans, second Thursday; Blanquefort, 3d

Scal’d,IS
No. 1.
13

session of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association, in answer to these questions by a
lady: “What is the best method of treating
the butter after it is churned ? Should water
be used either in the churn or after it is
taken from the churn ? How often should
batter be worked; it more than once, how
long a time should intervene between the
working of it over?” replied as follows:
“If it has been churned in some lightning
Improved fancy churn, and the grain of the
butter has been ruined by violent agitation,
use it for cooking at your earliest convenience;
no after manipulation will make it good butter. The old dasher churn will do good
work, but it will drive the boys from the
farm to become lawyers and presidents of
colleges, etc., if we are to believe their representations. I use the rectangular chum.
If the loregoing rules have been observed,
thirty to forty minutes of steady churning
will bring the butter; yes, all of it; no dead
or unchurned cream, and the work is nearly
done. If it Is June, and yon wish for long
keeping, after drawing off the buttermilk,
add good pure water; a few turns of the
churn is all that is necessary, but mind your
water is pure. Some wells, supposed good
and cleaD, that have not been examined for
some time, have a mass of uncleanness at
the bottom that makes it very objectionable,
ruinous. Add the salt carefully, without
drawing motions of the ladle, rework carefully in about twelve hours, not longer than
twenty-four hours under any circumstances,
and pack at once. Overworking or careless
drawing motions of butter worker or ladle,
injures the grain of the butter; a pressing
motion is desired. Butter standing twentyfour hours before reworking would mainly
dissolve the salt it contained, and too much
working, however carefully done, would expel the brine, making an undesirable dry butter. I have packed butter in June, for experiment, only once worked when the salt
It kept well; all the difference
was put in.
I discovered was, it appeared a little more
moist and briny.
We make our butter mostly from September to J une, the cows being
idle in the hot weather. We are very particular as to temperature, and as we make
our butter for some one to eat, aud not to
keep, we do not consider it necessary to wash
it to get oat the buttermilk: but, mind you,
even then the buttermilk must be got out;
without washing, we fancy it has a little more
of that Dotty Savor so toothsome to our city
customers.”

dead bodies of
to the
nrotra

our

loved ones to submit them
these only rob the

dissecting knife,

f/i vaafnra ftin litrtnrr ninfi

ma

nn*

l.nnrtn

and homes. Their names—Dr. Pierce’s Golden
Medical Discover; and
Pleasant Purgative
Pellots—are household wordB the world over.
The Golden Medical discover; cores consumption In its earl; stages, and all bronchial,throat
and lung affections; Pleasant IJurgativePellets
are the most valuable laxative and cathartic.
_
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PORTLAND POST OFFICE.
Office floors.
From 7.30 a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
from 9 to 10 a in., and 1.30 to 2.30 p. in.
FobtuAUD, Mb., July 1, 1978.
Arrival and Departure oi Flails.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.40
and T.40 p. m. Close at 8.13 a. m, and 12.30, 5.C0 and
9.00 p. m.
BostoR and the

West. Arrive at 5.20 p m.
intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Kailway. Arrive at 12.10 and 8.10 p in. Close at 8.15

a. m.

and 12.30 p.

m.

Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 12.40, 7.40
and 11.10 p.m. Close at s.15 a. m., 12.30,5.00 and
9.00 p. m.
Bangor and connecting routes. Arrive at 1.10 p.
m.
Closo at 11.45 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at S.50 a.
Close at 11.45 a. in. and 4.45 p.m.
m. and 1.10 p. m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. K. Arrive at 8.35
a m. Close at 7.15 a m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at. 2,20 and 8.50
a. m., and l.lo p. m.
Close at 5.45 and 11.45 a. m.
and 4.45 p.

m.

Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt,
Desert, Jonesport, Mathias, Machiasport, EartMachias, Mlllbridge and liar Harbor, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 a. in. Closo at 9 p. 111,
Kastport, via each steamer, Arrive at G.OC a m.
Close at 4,45 p. m.

@

IS17S

@15

2 25

Kalsius,
Layer,new
L. M.

new.

@

GJ

as

81
45

G.

8

9§

9

Syrups.
® 55
Eagle S ugar Itelinery,
C.
7
@
CO.
7
@

@

drain.

Green. 1 50 @ 2 00 Corn.mixed new55@ 56
5
Dri’d West’n
5 @
Yellow....
@57
do Eastern..
6 @
7
bag lots.
@ 58
Ashes.
Meal....
@ 56
It @
Pearl,
11J Rye.
@ 90
Pot.
6 @
7 Barley.
@ 1 00
Beans.
Oats.
40 @
Pea... 1 90 @ 2 00 Fine Feed...
@24 00
Mediums.... 1 80 @ 1 90 Shorts.
@19 00
Yellow Eyes. 2 25 @ 2 45
Hay.
Box Shooks.
00
00
@12
Pres’d,:ptonll
Pine.
50 @
55 Loose.12 00 @13 00
Bread.
Straw. 6 00 @ 8 00
8 00 @10 00
Pilot Sup
Iran.
do ex 100 lb. 6 00 @ 8 00 Common....
21
12@
Ship. 4 00 @ 4 50 Refined.
2|@ 2f
Crackers
Norway.
4|@ 5
100.
30 @
40 Cast Steel
15 @
18
Bailer.
German St’I
9 @
11
Family, $ lb 17 @ 20 Shoe Steel...
3|@ 4
Store. 10 @ 15 8pring Steel.
7 @
9$
dandles.
Sheet Iron
lb 17 @ 20
Common....
4
Mould,
34@
5 @
Sperm. 10 @ 15 H. C.
5*
dharcoal.
Russia.
12!@ 13
Pine.
@ 12 i Galv.
7“@ 10
Hard Wood,
Lard.
...

..

Oak.
Birch, Ma-

@

15

ple.

@

11

@

19

im

9
9

burned,
Maple.

Pit

Verm’t,

Kegs.Jplb....

lb

Maine.

8

fc)
7J@

N.Y.Factory
doal—(Retail.)

8i New York,

Light.
Mid.Weight.

Cumberland. G 00 @ 6 50

Pictou...

G 50
Chestnut.... 5 00

@

@

7 00
5 50

Heavy.
Slaughter....

Mfc6 50 ®700
Ash. 5 50

@

8J@

8J

8 @
^ ft.
Pail.
91@
Caddies...
10t@
Lead.
9 @
Sheet&Pipe.
8 @
Pig.
Leather.

Tierces

Gd.bam’g’d.
Am. Cair....

22
23
23
32
20
so

Lime.

G 00

Pi

8i

@ 25
@ 25
@ 25
@ 36J
@ 23
@ i oo

Rockland c’sk.
@ 90
Lumber.
@ 27
18
Clear Pine,
@
Nos. 1 & 2..40 00 @55 00
Cooperage.
Hhd.Shooks ami Heads. No. 3.30 00 @40 00
Mol. City.. 2 00 @ 2 10
Shipping. 15 00 @20 00
Sug. City..
@ 2 15 Spruce.10 00 @12 CO
Sug. C.... 1 05 @ 110 Hemlock..., 9 50 @11 00
Pine Sugar
Clapboards,
box shooks48 00 @50 GO
Spruce ex.24 00 @26 00
Hhd. Headings,
do No. 1.14 00 @17 CO
Clear... .22 00 @25 00
Spruce,35in.l8 00 @20 00
Pine.
Pine.30 00 @55 o0
@20 00
Hard Pine
@23 00 Shingles,
Hoops, 14 it.25 00 @!8 00
Ceder ex.. 3 00 @ 3 50
Short do 8 ft.12 00 @13 00
Cedar exNol 1 75 @ 2 25
7 ft. 8 00 @10 00
Spruce.... 1 50 @ 1 75
Pop’rStaves.lG 00 @17 GO Laths,spruce 1 50 @ 1 75
Pine.
Spruce, r’gh.
@14 00
@ 2 25
It. O. Staves
Match?*.
@40 00

Java.plb..

24
15

ltio.

Cop. Bolts...
Y.M.Sheath-

ing.

Bronze do
Y.M. Bolts.

30

@

11

Star,$>

lb

10
12
12

@
@
@

Kussia.
Manilla.
Manilla Bolt
fc Hope.@

11
13
13
14

Di'iigw nud Urea.
Oxalic.. 15 @ 20
tart@ 55
Alcohol $>gl. 2 20 @ 2 25
Alum........
4 @
5
Acid

Ammon ia
carb.
Ashes pot...

20
6
40
36

Bals copabia
Beeswax....
B1

cac

b

iug

@

23
7
45
40

30 @
Porgie. 35 @
Linseed.
57 @
Boiled do... 60 @
I Lard..
65 @
Castor. 1 00 @
Neatsfoot.... 1 00 @
52 @
Elaine.
Paint*.
Port. Load.. 8 00 @
PureGr’d do 8 10 @
Puro Dry do.
@
10 @
Am .Zinc...
Rochelle Yel.
2A@
Shore.

@

5
14
4
75
3
tj@
32 (a)
35
11 @
35
25 @
65
15 @
25
(q> 33
@ 45
@5 00
28 @
30
00 @ 1 25
5
@ 00
70 @ 1 80
15 @
20
34 @
40
3
12

powders...
Borax.»
Brimstone...
Cochineal...
Copperas....

@
@
70 @

Cream tartar
Ex Logwood

Cum Arabic.
Aloes cape.
Camphor

Myrrh....

Opium....
Shellac....

Indigo.

Iodine.

Ipecac.1
Licoricert...
Calcx.

Morphine....

@
@
@
@

gross 2 00

3

60@
@ 4 CO
125 @ 1 50
Lemon....
@3 00
Olive.1 25 @ 1 73
Peppt. 2 50 @ 3 25
Wlnterg’u.
@2 50
Potass bromide.
50 @ 55
Lblorate
28 @
30

Oil bergamot
Cod liver..

..

Iodide.,,. 3S5@

2 10

Molaases.
Porto Rico.. 38 @ 50
Cienfuegos.. 36 @ 39
Muscovado..
30 @
33
New Orleans
33 @
50
40 @
Barbadoes
41
Sagua. 35 @ 38
Nails.
Cask.
@ 2 60
Naval Stores.
Tar, P’bbl.
@3 50
Pitch (C.Tarl
@ 4 00
Wil. Pitch..
@ 3 75
Rosin... 4 00 @ 6 CO
Turp’tine,gl. 33 @ 37
Oil.
Kerosene....
@ 17
Port.Rcf.PTr
@ 12
Devoe Brill't
@ 21
Sperm.1 25 @ 1 30
Whale. 73 @ 75
Bank. 40 @ 50

@14
@ 20
32 @ 34

Cop.bottoms.
Cordage.
Amcr.n

@

|

Eng.Ven.red
Rod

Lead...

2A@

10
Plaster.

White,$>ton.

45
37
58
61
70
1 20
112
54

8 25
8 50
8 50
12
3
3

@
@3

00
2 75
9 00
3 00

Blue.
@
8 (0 @
Calcined,bis. 2 75 @
Produce.
Beef Side....
q
7@
I Veal.
@
j Mutton. 9 @ 11
Chickens...
lo @ 12
14 @
Turkeys....
ic
Eggs, ^doz. 13 @ 14
| Potatoes,new
@ 63
Onions, bbl.. 2 25 @2 50

Grou’d,in bis

AND

follows :

11.25
2.45 P. M.
4.50
7.00

ger. Custom House

STEAMSHIP

FOR

@ 2 00
@ 2 15

8J@

9
@ 9 00
@8 00
@15 00

Damar. 125
Coaob. 2 25
Furniture... 125
Wot I.
Fl’ce wash’d 25

@ 1 75
® 5 60
® 2 50

New York, Southampton,

7.15

do

®
®
®

an wash’d

Pull’d, Super
Bkius.

25
35

Lamb

@

The Steamers of the company will sail ever Saturday from Bremen Pier, foot of Third St„ Hoboken.
Hates of Passage— From New York to Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first cabin,
$100; Becond cabin, $Gi), gold; steerage, $30, currency. Apply to
OELKICHS & CO.,
2 Bowling Green, New York.

THEJtSLINDS.

_

Witt. ALLEN, ‘is Exchange St., Agent for
uo28
Portland.
dly

Steamer Tourist.

Semi-Weekly Llue to Sew York.
Steamers Eleanora & Franconia
Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wfcart
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with line accomo
dations tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route tor travellers between
New York and Maine, DuriDg the Summer months
these steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on
their passage to and from New York. Passage, including State Room, $4. Meals extra. Goods leaned beyond Portland or New York forwarded to
destination at once. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portlana.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. fct.. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Excb vnee street,
decl6tf

Great Redaction
IN RATES TO

oris.

3o
3u
40

A L L A
SHORTEST

Corrected weekly by Locke, Twitchell & Co.

—

Bags, good..., 18 ® 20
price. Prints,best.... BJ® 6
medium..
@ 7$
5 @ 5J
“
common.
41
6J@ 7“
B
Medium.36 in
6 @
Pink
and bull
5 (Vg
6
6J
Fine.36 in 6 @ 8
Woolens.
Shirting, 28 in 4£@ G Bv’rs U’ns 6 4.1 37}@2 2S
Flannels heavy 22|@ 30
“Moscow 6-4.2 75 @5 00
medium 12^ 20
Cassimere.blk.l 00 Coil 75
Bleached Colton.
fancy. 62 @1 50
Good.36 in 8$@ It Coatings 3-4.1 00 @1 75
Medium. 36 in 7 @ 8
3-4.1 50 @4 00
Light.36 in 5ta) 7 Doesk’s 111’ 3 4.1 00 @4 00
Sheetings.. 9-8 10 @ 13i Jeans,'Kent’y. 121ro> 35
5-4 11 @ 15 Kejiellants.... 75 @1 00
10-4 20 C<$ 25 Satinets. 23
37
J?I i set* 11 ane o ns.
Klanbeis
Denims, good.. 13 @ 15 Camp, 7 ft....100 @120
medium 11 @ 14 Colored t> pr..l 75 @3 00
Corset Jean,
White 10-4... .2 00 @6 50
Bleached and
VslMn Baiting.
9 501b bales, 1 lb
elate
7 @
Brown. 7 @ 9
8 @ 13
rolls.
Sateens,
Warp Tarn... 19 @ 20
Bleached and
Twine. 19 @ 22
brown.
9 @ 10 WicklDg. 22 @ 25
Medium...... 8® 9
(truckings.
Cambric.
5 All Wool 3-4.. 45 @ 50
7-8... 55 @ 60
Delaines,cotton
and wool.... 12 @ 15
7-8ex 65 @ 70
All wool. 32 @ 40
Crash.
Spot wool.... 27i@ 30 Heavy. 121® 10
Ginghams,good 8£@ 9£ Medium. 61® 10
Mediums. 8 @ 8j
Drills.
Ticking, good. 15 @ 16 Brown heavySO, 81® 91
Medium. 11 @ 14
Medium.. ..39. 7J@ 8J

VIA

—

BOSTON & MAINE

7

—

OR

—

EASTERN RAILROAD
For Eleven Dollars,
Including Transfers

8^

TO SEW YORK

SIX DOLLARS !
including Transfer across Boston.
Trains leaving Portland at 1.10 p. m. connect wir*i
(he Nnund Lines lor flew York.
Passengers by this route are landed on hoard
Sound Steamers in season for Sapper, and
enjoy

|

I,isi,

Par

Value.

New York

$8

VIA ALL

Staterooms

Offered. Asked.

..,

....

...

Parlor

in

cars

FRANKLIN

Steamer
Will

W

night.

at

ES^*Ticketa and State Booms for
YOUNG’S, 266 Middle Street.

connection

10.30
2.00 P.
3.30
6.15

hitehead,

M.

10.50
2 30 P.
5.30

M.

7.00

11.30
3.00 P.
5.00
6.45

Fare down and back 25 cents., 5 tickets §1.00.
Children 10 cents.
On and after Sept. 3d, 1878, the morning and evening trips by steamer Express will be discontinued.
Arrangements can be made for picnics and excursions, and she will be held in reserve for this business
until further notice.
au31
dtf

General

0rk.

AGENTS,

Street,

Cincinnati, O

Se d for

a

Clrrular.

s. HI. PETTESCILL A CO.’S
ADVERTISING AGENCY
No. 10 State St., Bostor, and 37 Park Row, New York
Estimatesfurnishodgratis for Advertising in a!
Newspapers in tho Uniied States and British Profanes.

DODD’S

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheorftilly given
and estimates promptly faurnlshed.
HORACE DODD.

T. C.EVANS,
ADVERTISING

AGENCY &

PRINT

EKS’ WAREHOUSE,
105 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds o
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
paper in tho United States or Canadas at publishorr’
west prices. Send for estimates.

and 1.00 p. m
From Vermont and

Old

the West 6.30 p. m.
J. HAMILTON, SupL
dtf

Portland June 28,1878.

TO

Railroad,

Eastern

IS? 8.

JULYJL

Return
VIA

Boston & Maine R. R.
Gen. Supt.

ant foil f

PAKBENOKR TRAINS leait Portland
for *carboro’« *aco, Biddeford, Beane bunk, Wells, North Berwick, Month
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Portsmouth, New bury port,
■Littery,
Malem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
*.43 a. m.
Waco, Biddeford, Kensrbsnk, Blurry,

Maine

Central

Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newbaryport,
Malem. Cyan, Chelsea and Boston at

RAILROAD.

3.30 p. m.
Express with Bleeping Cur, for
nt 4.40 a, an., every lay (except
Mondays.)
Sunday Ex press Train will leave Portland at
2.15 p. m. arriving in Boston at 6. JO, connecting
with All Rail and Sound Steamers tor New
York.
Passengers by this train will arrive »n
New York early Monday morning.
1.10.

Night

KoMtou

12.50, 12.55 and 11.15 p. m.
For fekowhcgua at 12.50, 12.55,11.15 p. m.
For Augusta, flallowell. Gardiue.* and
Brunswick at 6.15 a. m., 12.55, 5,15, 11.15 p. m.

RETURN ING,

For ttocklaad ana all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for Lewiston via Brunswick at
6.15 a. m. and 12.55 p. m.
For Bath at 6.15 a. m., 12.55 and 5.15 p. m.
For Farmington, Uonmoutfa, li iathrop,
Readfleld, West Wafervilir and Waterville via Lewiston at 12.50 p. iu.

Crave Boston

at *.30 a. m., 14.50, 3.13
and 7.00 p. as., connecting with llslsc
Central and E. Be N, A. liailwny lor Mt.
John and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car

attached.

Tbrongh Tickets

to all Points South and West at
ljweat rates. Pullman Car Tickets for St ats and
Berth* at Ticket OlHce.
A. P. ROCKWELL. President.
my27df*

For Lewiston and Auburn.
Passenger Traino leave at 12.50 p.m. and 5.10
p. m. The train leaving at 11.15 p. m, also has a
passenger fiar attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Le vision, Auburn, Wintbrop and Waterville. The 12.55
p. m. tram is the day train aud the 11.15 p. m.
train is the Night Express Train with Pullman
Sleeping Car attached; both make close connection
at Baagor for all stations on the E. & N. A.
Railway, and for Hi. John aud Halifax. The

Advertisers will find it cheaper to
et their JOB
PRINTING done where they get their Advertising.

11.15 p. m. train makes close connection at Bangor for all stations on Bangor A Piscataquis R. R., lloaltou, Woodstock, Ht Andrews, St. Mtcphen,
Fredericton. Fort
Fairfield and Laribou.
The 6.15 a. in. train
from Portland connects at Rockland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Naturdays with Mtr.
Cbas. lloughton, forming a day line to Ml.

Joii

Desert.
Passenger Train* arrive in Portland aa
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains from Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. K. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 12.56 and 12.58 p.
m. The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K, &
L. R. K. at 5.25 p. m. The night Pullman Exprcao
train at 2.10 a. m.
PAYHUN TUCKER, Snp’t.
Portland July 1, 1878
jc28Jtf

Printing.

Fnliy appreciating the very liberal patronage which
has been bestowed by the public upon this department of oar office, we woala solicit a continuance ot
the same, and will spare no pains to make such patrouagd deserved. We gu irautoe satisfaction in every respect.

COMPETENT WORKMEN
Are

employed,

and their

highest

aim is to giro

fect satisfaction by

per-

TO NEW TORE!
Excel lence of Work.

VIA.

FORM) & WORCESTER

Newspapers

The Job Department is thorough!, stocked with
ype end other materiel tur the

AND

NorwlotL

FOR

Wharf, Portland,
Traniraa^every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday Evening, at lu o’clock, lor
Hangor, touching at Kocklaud, Camden,

Tincolu ville, Belfast, Mearaport, Gandy
Point, Bncksport, tt interpori and HampArriving in Bangor about 10.30 next morning.
Returning, leave Hangor every Monday
Wednesday and Friday morning at G
o’clock, arriving in Portland at 5 p. m., connecting
with 5.30 and 6.30 p. m. Express Trains, arriving in
Boston at 9.30 and 10.30. Also with Portland and
Boston steamers.

WRAPPERS!

or

thereby avoiding

LEWISTON
House, Quiuby A March, Pro-

LIMERICK.
f.irn rick House,—D. S. Eogg, Proprietor
MILL BRIDGE.
Atlnntte House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Pro-

prietor.

for 50 cents

a

Steamer LEWISTON,
Capt. Chas. Deering, will
leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State St., every Tueada

hundred

three hundred

or

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor
PHILLIPS.

of

Taxes
the
following
THE
owners of real estate, in the town
for the
in bills
List

Blouse, Samuel Parmer, Propri-

on

1UKTLMD,
Ancricsn House, corner of Middle and
D. Kandail & Son.
Perry’s Hotel, II T Federal St. J.G.Perry.

Proprietor.

City Hotel, Cor. Congress and t-reeo St.
I. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, O. M. Shave & Son, pro-

prietors.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson &Co.,
Proprietors.
•'•"Congress nnd Fed
eral Sts. McDonald & Ncvvbcgiu.Propri-

HUMMER

Non-resident

THREE

jy1

of the road

UKOWHEGH.
Corner House, W. G. Hesclton, Pronrl.

li.

M.

PRESS JOB OFFICE

Portland,

prietor,

WEST .HEWFIELD.
West Nevvilcld House, H,G. Holmes,Proprietor,

...

in

n’nlnn.k

side

Leave Canton at 9.25 a. m., arrive at Mechanic
Falls at 10.55 a. m., Lewiston at 12.10 p. m., aud
m.
Returning, leave Portland
at 1.30 p. mM Lewiston 2.30 p. m Mechanic Falls
at 3.15 p. m., arrive at Canton at 4.45 p. m.
Arrive at and leave Grand Trunk Railway Station
in Lewiston and Portland. Passongt^rs by morning
train from Canton may spend G hours in Lewiston or
5 hours in Portland and return the same day.
Close stage connections for W. Sumner, Peru, Dix-

TRIPS*"PER

WEEK.

—

Patent Business with greater promptness and despatch
nrC. less cost, than other patent attorneys, who arc at a
stance from Washington, and who have, therefore,
to employ
associate attorneys.'* We make prtlim'vaary examinations and furnish opinions as to patentability, free of charge, and all who are interested
in new inventions and Patents are invited to send for
a copy of our
Guide for obtaining Patents," which
is sent free to any address, and contains complete instructions how to obtain Patents, and other valuable
matter.
We refer to the German-American National
Bank, Washington, 1h C.: the lloyal Swedish, Norat Washington; Hon.
wegian, and Vanish
Joseph Casey, late ChiefJustice U. S. Courtvf Claims;
to the Officials of the U. S. Patent Office, and to tienateand Members of Congress from every State.

Legations,

Audress: LOUIS UAGGEIl ACo.9 Solicitor*
of Patents and Attorneys at Law, Le Droit Building%
Wasliia&ton, 1). C.
T\

I

rn

1 IT nRA°blainetl ,or mechanical deTV vices, medical, or other

ll A T |

I

\\

Caveats, Assignments, Interlerences, eu*
n volitions that have been

A»B

SlcaiRsiiip

RANDALL

A

opposite the Patent of-

JWcALLSSTER’S

©ISlce, No. 78 Exchange st„
opposite the Post Oilicc.
new

j

0019

dti

SatM'y

Wharfage,
"bong Wharf, Boston, 3 j..m
flue Street Wharf, Pbijit.
k, at, 20 a. m.
ranee one ha!

TeKulr.

j
I

the rsie r.t

freight for the West 2>y the Penn. K. It., and jontt
connecting linos forwarded tree of Commission
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS,
?or S’retght or Passage apply to
E. B, SAMPSON, Agcai
to IiOHK Whnrf Beilli
is23-Iy

nj

bjr the Patent Office may
still, in most cases, be
secured by us.
Being

LSise.

kea?e each pert every ’.fetTs’y &

your Coal is at

nml
ill

Style

COLORS

or

BRONZE

»1

In fine, we are prepared to print everythin*
be printed in this State, trom the

w

can

V

Portland & Rochester k. B.

ornamental
il I 111 \ omp junds,trade-marks,
and
I ii
IIIi Liil
iilil
A
Iw labels,

BO STO 3ST

The most convenient place in the

Work

Every Variety

field, Mexico, Ac.
I. WASHBURN, JR., President.
jy23dtf

in

$©

On and after MONDAY. JULY
will be run as

ARRANGEMENT.

For Circulars, with maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information apply at the
Company's Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean Insurance Co.,) or of
mh21dtf A. R. STUBBS, Agent, K. R. Wharf.

..,n,uT,rl?„5uter0t'Ia.r“0''tb.

purchase

&c-, &e.

Portland at 12.35 p.

M. for Boston.

ROOMS,
to

TICKETS,

dtf

m.

Pam ILABELPllIA

city

CARDS,

Leave Canton at 5 a. m., arrive at
a. in., Lewiston at 7.50 a. m.
and Portland at 8.30 a. in. Returning, leave Mechanic Falls at 7.15 a. m., arrive at Canton at 8.55 a.

Connections made at Eastpart for Robblnston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shcdiac, Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E,
I., Fredericktown, N. B., and all stations on the Intercolonial Railway.
CS’-Freight received on day of sailing until 4

---,-o-->-■

(FORMERLY JOHNSON’S.)
This popular saloon
having been
relifted and painted, is again open
to the public.
The preseut proprietors will endeavor to aierit the
liberal patronage heretofore bestowed and propose to increase its

FLYERS.

Mechanic Falls at 6.40

of State street, every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, at 6 P. M., for Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Kastpirt on
same days, and Portland the next morning at 5
A,

in Dist* No. 3.... 650
6.96
xv
« MsJln
York Granite
New
Co....Wharf and 3
acres of land on the east
branch of Cousin’s river, in
Diet. No. 8......
400
4'>8
CARLES HUMPHREY,

WEST HAKFSWELL.
limps,veil House—A. J. Mcrrymau Pro-

PROGRAMMES,

passenger trams
*^!^‘I'ld,
follows:

national
Steamship
Cnmuanv
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot

Dist. No. ..§100 $1,07

Northeasterly

printing

POSTERS,

RECEIVER.
__

and after Monday, Juue
tbe Steamers of the Inter-

barn and
Bearcc..House,
•o'on
the

ctor.

to

and for

Rmuford Falls and Bncktield B, B.

HpnOn
S 3d.

Name.
Description of Property.
Value. Ta
W. L. Vanalstyne.16 Acres of land,
situated on the westerly side

etots,

a

there connecting early same evening with tbe Fast
and Reliable Steamers of the Norwich line,
arriving at New York next morning at 0.00 a. ni., alrest and making
lowing passengers a whole
sure connections South and West.
State ltooms secured in advance at 28 Exchange
Street and at Grand Trunk Depot.
J. M. LUNT, Supt.,

J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.

Eastpori, Calais, St. John, ft. B., Annapolis, Windsor nnd Halifax, ft. ».,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

of Yarmouth
committed to D. L. Mitchyear 1877,
ell, Collector of said town, on the first day of dune
1877, has been returned by him to me, as remaining
unpaid on the 20th day of May, 1878, by his certificate of that date, and now remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given, that if said taxes, interest and
charges are not paid into the treasury of said town
within eighteen months from the date of the commitment of said bills, so much of the Real Estate taxed
as will be sufficient to pay the amount due
thereon,
including interest and charges, will without further
notice be sold at public auction at my dweliing house
in Yarmouth aforesaid, on the 14th day of December, 1878, at 10 o’clock A. M.

India streets.

of

The

Non-Resident Taxes in the Town
ol Yarmouth, County of Cumberland, for the year A. D. 1877.

HILI,.

annovance

night’s

for $1.00 at the

Richarflson, Boynton & Co,, Manufacturers.

NORRIDGEWOCK.
House, D.Danfortb. Proprietor

the expense and

dent to all other routes.
Steamboat Express Train with superb Drawing
Room Car attached, leaves Grand Trunk
K. R. Depot, Portland, at 1.00 p. m., and
runs directly through via Naxhua and Worcester to New London

WITHOUT CHANGE OF CARS,

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK,

Wood

Are Powerful Heaters; Remarkably durable; economical in fuel; gives univemal
and Friday evening*, at
satisfaction; have no bolted joints, are tree
from gases.
11.15 o’clock, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Thousands have bad constant and severe use for ! 8edgwick, South West Harbor, Bar Harbor, (Mt.
over 18 years, and in good condition
to-day, Desert,) Mill bridge, Jonesport and IVlachiaapori.
without repairs or expense.
Returning, will leave Machiaaport every
The most durable Furnace, the cheapest to | Monday and Thuraday moruingR at 4.30
buy. Fitted with cliaker-clcaniug anti-friction o’clock) touching as above, arriving in Portland
same night, usually connecting with Pullman train
grates; a»h»shifting grates and ash-pans;
lined leed doors, draft regulator, etc.
and early morning trains for Boston and the West.
Have
The Steamer Lewiston has a large capacity for
attractive
and
many
practical improvements
never before adopted.
Freight and Passengers, has also 75 large airy State
RANfSJES
for
or
hotel use;
Also,
Rooms, including 10 Family Rooms.
family
For farther particulars inquire of
Fireplace Heaters etc.
Send for circulars before purchasing others.
GKO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent.
Railroad Wharf.
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manger.
Portland. May 15,1878.
mylrtdtf
234 Water Street* New Fork.
IJiTERMTIOHAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Apply direct to the Manufacturers. aul0eod3m

prietor

bay the®

Yon can

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

FURNACES.

Cast or Wrought Iron —Suitable lor Co&l

PUBLICATION OF BOOKS

hurried and vexatious transfer through Boston inci-

For M.t. Desert and Machias.
BOYNTONS

Lines !

The ONLY LINE running THROUGH
( IKI from Portland to Mound Mteaiuem

den.

HIRAM.
Mt, Cutler House, -Hiram Dsnitri, Pts

c!tf

dtf

Only Two Dollars

WOI) WANT

m

dtf

Passenger trains leave Portland for
Fabyan’s and liter media»e srati us,
a. iu., 14.43, and 3.33 p

::*^f--7 §5

7.13 a. iu runs through to Burlington and Swan
tou, connecting at Wing Hoad, tor all poiuts on
B. C. & M. K. It.; at St. John>bury with Paw.
R. R. for Newport and Montreal; at East Swanton with Cen. Vt. K. R. for St. John and Montreal; at Swauton with Ceut’L Vt. for Odgensburg via O. & L. C. R. R.
14.43 p. iu. runs through to Fabyan’s, connecting
at Glen Station with stages f >r Jackson and Glen
House, and arrives at Crawiord’s 4.1*, Fabyan’s 3.00 p. ui.
3.33 p. iu. runs through to Fabyan’s, connecting
at that point with through train via Montpelier
and St. Albans for 1H on treat, Ogdruwburg,
Watertown, Myracune, Huff lo, Chicago, an! all points W est. Sleeping lars
from Fabyan’s.
Trains Arrive in Portland:
From Fabyan’s and intermediate stations 8.40 a. m.

Only Six Dollars

Capt. Kilby, will
»^illd^i'L^_Jl‘KICUMOND,
i.'jaWS»saSa leave Railroad

Co.,

popularity by generally reducing
the cost ol food, while fully maintaining the quality and quantity.
49 EXCHANGE STREET,

.j

rw

Passenger Train leave Portland (or Bangor, Dexter, B^Masi azsd Waterville at

three: trips per week.

field.

A

t'omuicncing .TIONDAY, Jaly 1,1*7*.

RIONDAY, JUI.A' I, 1878.

voided.

STEAMBOAT CO.

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG U.H

Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Cxcter ten minutes tor refreshFirst class
Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
8. H, STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

JAS T. FURBER,
S. H. STEVENS. Gen. Audit.

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

Managers, Philadelphia*

BRICK SET AND PORTABLE.

EXiffiE DIM

IV. Fourth

Estimates famished free.

ui.

J. M. LUST, Snpt.
J. W. PETERS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
ly.'Odll

p. m. train from Portlaml connects at Boston with
all Sound Line Steamers for New York, ami all Kail
Lines for New York and the Sooth and West.
Through Tickets to ail Points South
and West at lowest rates.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with
all steamers running between Portland and Bangor, Rockland, Mt. Desert, Mac ias, Eastport,
Calais, St. John and Halifax. Also, conaect with
Grand Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and
Maine Central and Portland Sc Qgdensburg trains at

Building,

ADVERTISING

and 11.00 p.

Tickets good from Aug. loth to Sopt. 3d Inclusive.

Printing Materials of every (inscription
Type, Presses, etc.
Bow, New

m.

TRY THE NEW ROt'TC !

8.

And.

Dealers in

Frequent De-

land at 1.20 p.

ALTON BAY CAMP-MBETLNIi

i» «■ ■

Passamnquoddy House,—A, Pike

mara

with OLD COLONY RAILROAD.

RETURNING,

THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS,

FOR ALL

MS

in Boson at

Leave Bostou, Lowell and Nashua K. H. Stati* a,
Boston, at 8.10 a. in. and 5.35 p in., arriving in Port-

Andover, Havrrence,
Andover and Howell at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.10,
6.30 p.m. For Rochester, Farmington, Al
ton Bay and Wolf borough at 8.45 a. iu., 1.10
For Heater Harbor at 8.45 a. m. For
m.
Manchester anil I'oocord (Via Newmarket
Junction,) at 6.15 a. in., 1.10 p. m. (via Lawrence) at
8.45 a. m, /Morning Trains will leave KrnTbe 1.10
nebmak for Portland at 7.20 a. m

ROW, NEW YORE,

arriving

North

Haverhill,

GEOtCUE P. ItWIVlil.L A CO.,

IS6

7.30 a. in. and 1.(0 p. in.,
p. in. and 6.33 p. m.

On and After Monday. July
I, IS7N, trains will LEAVE
PORTLAND FOR RONTON
-at 6.15, 8.45 a. in.. 1.10, 6.30 p. m., ar
riving at Boston 10.45 a. m., 1.30, 5.10, 10.30 p. in.
Returnine, leave Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12.30 3.30, 6 CO
p. m., arriving at Portlaml 12.30,5.00, 8.C0,10.00 p. m.
For Nrarhorouifb Bench nud Pine Pointy
6.15, 8 45, 1.-.00, a. in., 2.00, 5.30, 6.30 p.m. Old
Orchard Hcacfa, **aco ami (Siddeford 6.13,
8.45,10.00 a. m„ 1.10, 2 00, 5.30,6.30 p. id. For Ken
nebunk, Writs, Nu Berwick, Nnlmon Falls
Great Foils, Dover, Newmarket, Exeter,

AGENTS.

accommodation of Advertisers.

Through Trains etch Way
Daily.

Two

RAILROAD.

je29

Advertisemen s writ cn, appropriately displayed,
and proofs giver tree o, charge.
The leading II illy and Weekly Newspapers of the
United States and Canada, kept on tilo tor the

BOSTON.

Leaving Grand Trunk R. U. Station, Portland, at

BOSTON A MAINE

W, W. SHARPE & no.,
ADVERTISING

AND

PORTLAND
Southwest

AGENT.

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapt.o
all cities and towns ol the United States, Canaa
and British ProvincesOffice No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

PARK

BETWEEN

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

EASTPORT.

Barden
etor.

—

FOR BANGOR.

DEXTER,
Merchants’ Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
W. G. Morrill, Proprietor.

PARIS

_

8, It, fULES,

2

NO CHANGE OF CARS

JOSEPH HICKSON. General Hanaftr
W. J. SPICES, Superintendent.
lulSltf

PORTLAND, BANGOR & MACBliS

DANVILLE JUNCTION.

llsnlctta

AGENCIES.
ADVERTISING

83.00 !

ments.

C., and all rail and water lines.

janll

Clark’s Dining Hall, Graud Trunk K«ilavay Depot, FI. W. Clark, Proprietor

prietor.

to Norfolk .Haiti more, Washother information apply to
E.SAMP30N, Agent,
nov2dtt
B3 Central Wharf, Boston,
or

Boston and Return

point* in the

Northwest. West aud

D. D. C. MINK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street, Boston.
Will. P. CLYDR & CO.,

DAF1ARISCOTTA MILLS.
Samoset House, Trask Rros. Proprietors

OeWiti

anise

to

CORNISH.
Cornish House,M. B. Davis, Proprietor

Proprietors.

n

Insurance at lowest rates.
For Rates of Freight, or other information, apply

M.

St.-Chapln,

H.

FBOM

Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod

Co., Proprietors.

BRUNSWICK, FIE.
F. A K. Dining Rooms, W.
Proprietor.

above

Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington, D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,

D.

St. James Hotel—J. R. Crocker, Propri
Tremont

tb

Passage $12.50.
For freight or passage

121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON,

Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, and forwarded dally to FALL RIVER, there
connecting with the Clyde Steamers, uni line
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C.,

no-

BOSTON.
Parker House. School Si. H. D. Parker A

Co. Proprietors.

Through bills of lading givsa by

Agents.

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH.

Leave Peaks’ Island,
Leaves
Scott’s Landing.
Evergreen.
9.00 A. M.
9.20 A. M.
9.40 A. M.

BOLSTER’S MILLS.
Hancock Honor, UK, Hancock, Proprie-

House,

Boston,

ADVERTISING AGENCY,

BOSTON,

Leaves
Portland.

loutg

D. H,

PMMelpliia & New England SteamsMp Lina

Leaves Custom House wharf as follows:

BATH.
Hotel, C. M, Ptnmnjer, Proprietor

etor.
Tremont
Gurney A

South, C. P. Gaither, Agent, 240
ashington St.,
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Lins
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
H. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Watniugton street,

CLYDE’S

Quick Time, Low Rates,
partures.

on

sale at

Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usnal.
do30-76dtf
J. K. COYi.il, jr„ Qen’l Agt,

Gazelle,

and after June 27, 1878, until further
tice, make four trips daily to

AUGUSTA.

Augusta Uouse, Slate St., HI,
Proprietor.

Boston direct every TUESDAY
and SATURDAY.

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake,
Freight
forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg ano Rich
mend, and Va. and Term. R. K. to all place? in tho

WHARF, Portland,

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex,
peuse and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

PEAKS’ ISLAND & EVERGREEN LANDING

Proprietors.

WM. CKANE.
GEORGE APPOLD.

WM. LAWRENCE.
From

INDIA WHARF, BOSTOIV, cnrr
evening ni 7 o’clock (Sunday excepted.)

CAPT. A. S. OLIVER,

at which

Proprietor.
A.

un

First Class Nteamships
JOHNS HOPKINS.

and

in

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

Bath

and chairs

Peak’s Island Steamboat Co.

95"

1

AUBURN*
Sim House, Court. Si. W.

STKIUIS1UP

and all

PROVIDENCE, R. 1

—

Portland & Ken. K. R. Bonds... .100...... 994.... 1C04
t Consolidated.

ALFRED.
Alfred House, R. II. Coding,

nasnmgioa

norms., juanmssrc «

E. N. FRESHMAN A: BROS.,

For The Islands.

....

Embracing the leading Hotels in the State,
the Daily Peess mav always t e found,

To CamuVn, Oetroft, Chicago, 17111 waa
fere, Cincinnati, St. liouis, Omaha.
Sugiuaw, Sit. Filial, Halt Lake Citv.
Dearer, Sao Franeiaco,

No, B Washingto

Will leave Portland Pier every
week-day, for Jones’ Landing,
Peaks’ Island, at 6, 8.45, 10.15,
11.30, a. m. and 1.45,3.15. 4.45,7.20 p.m. Sundays, will leave Portland Pier at 10.30 a.
in. and 2 p. m. Arrangmenls for Picnics and Excursions can be made with Capt. Curtis, ou board
Steamer
Fare Down and Back 10 cent*. jc28dti

....

...

on steamers

IXTASHUA 2

—

Arrivng in New York at 6 A. M. This is the only
line attording a delightful sail through Narrugansett Bay by daylight.
Beluruing leave Pier 29, North River, at 5 P.
M., arriving in Boston at 7 A. SI.
No intermediate landings between Providence and New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be secured at Company’s office, 2H Washington, corner State street,
and at Boston tis Providence Railroad Station.
J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent, Boston.
A. A. FOLSOM, Snp’t B. & P. R. R.
apr2
T.Th&SCm

$8
On and after Monday, April 1st, the steamers
John Brooks and Forest City will run alternately
as follows: Leave

A«C

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates 1

jdusiuui

uvivss

VIA

STEAMER RHODE ISLAND.

RAIL,

(.luusica

Lowell and Boston

and the well known and popular

C. A. WHEELED,

SrCAJlEIUlAOlVET

....

93

ARRANGRMKNT.

TO

74 EXCHANGE ST.,
—

Safely Combined.

_STEAMEitS.

$2.50 $2.50 $2.50

Offices

IPassenrrer

MASSACHUSETTS

Office No. 41 Park

Jydtf_
For the Islands.

Government 5-20’s, July, 1867.ll)4jj. ...105
Government 5-20’s, July, 1868.107 _1074
Government 10-40’s.109 ..,.1094
State of Maine Bonds.H14.... II24
Portland City Bonds, Municipal.105 ....109
Portland City Bonds, aid It. K.1034... .1044
Bath City Bonds.104
105
106
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years.105
Calais City Bonds...102
,1034
Cumberland National Bank. 40. 52
54
Canal National Bank.ICO.148 ..,.150
First National Bank.100.129 ....131
Casco National Bank.'.10U.138
.140
Merchant’s National Bank. 75 .105 .,..106
National Traders’ Bank. 100 .130 _131)
Portland Company.
70_80
Portland Gas Company.50
73
75
Ocean Insurance Company.100.100 ....101
A. & K. R. R. Bonds. 994_IC04
Maine Central R. R. Stock_100. 14.... 15
Maine Centra! R. R. Bonds 7’st. 88_90

Farmington R.K.Bonds,100

SPRING

secured in advance at Boston & Maine or Eastern R.
R. Offices, Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. R.
J. T. FCRBER. General Sup’t. B. & M. R. R,

Gold.1004....100|
Government 6’s. 1881.107§. ...1074
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865.102|.,..102

Leeds &

I

ADVERTISING AGENTS

BOSTON

Tickets to all points West at Lowest Rates

Corrected by Woodbuey & Moulton, Investment
Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

Descriptions.

KAIL.

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

tuviuuaug

Slock

OF

ONLY

8.30 a. m. from Lewi'ton and Auburn.
10.10 a. in. from Gorham (Mixed).
12.35 p. in. from Montreal, Quel>ec and West.
12.50 p. m. from Lewisiou and Auburn.
h.0,5 p. m. from Lewiston, and Auburn.
6.20 p. in. from Montreal aud West.

8EPOT AT FOOT Of INDIA ST

~

A whole Night’s rest going and
coming, and avoid contusing
night changes incident to
other lines.

12

Daily Press

and

mail Line sails-from Halifax every alternate Tueaday lor Liverpool via
Queenatowu.
Cabin Passengers $80 and $70 gold; Intermediate
$40, or its equivalent. Steerage $28 currency. Return and Prepaid Tickets at reduced rates to and
from all parts of Europe.
Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for New
England, No. 3 India 8treet, Portland, Me,
Might Sterling Checks iaemed in anmi
t<> emit for £1 and upwards.
febl?
dl y

ton both ways.

—

Portland

STEAMER

|

mail steamers.
The Baltimore

across Hus-

..

Light.

MILES

Fare Reduced!!

ARRIVALS.

cem

VOYAGE.

The first-class iron mail steamers of this line sail from Quebec
every Saturday A. JTi. for
Liverpool via Londonderry
The Mummer Route through
Kelle isle is amidst the magnificent scenery of the
Gull of St. Lawrence. One-third the passage being
inland navigation, it shortens the actual sea passage
to about five days from land to laud.
Passengers leave on Grand Trunk 1.30 p. m. train
Fridays to connect. Cattle are not carried on the

Brown Cottons.

Standard, 36in
Heavy. ..36 in

#

I IN E.

OCEAN

Speed, Comfort

New York & Return

JS_ L

YOEK,

Steamboat Express Train will leave Boston &
Providence Railroad Station daily (Sundays excepted) at 6 P. M. Connect at Fox Point wharf. Providence, with the Entirely New and Magnifl-

agton,

—TO—

»nd alter MONDAY, July 1, 1873
passenger train* will run a* follow*:
loi
and Lewiston,
a.
Auburn
7.00
m.
8 a. m for Montreal find West.
12.ro p. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
1.30 p. m. for Islaud Pond, Quebec and MontreaL
5.20 p, m. for Auburn, Lewiston and Gorham.

Opens April 29, for Hie Season or 1878.
ONLY «

PORTLAND & ROCilBSTfiR It. R

fMHs; On

PROVIDENCE.

Maine Steamship Company

ON and alter June 25th, will leave the
.H-— ^ East side of Custom House Wharf lor
tfaSSStiSSE Jones and Trefetben’s aud Hog Islaml
Landings at 5.30, 7.00 8.40,10.20 a. m., 12 m., and 1.45,
315, 4.30 and 6.10 p. in., and will make an Eveniug
Trip for Jones and Trelethen’s at 7.30 p. m. Leaving
the Islands at 9.30.
Fare far the Round Trip £3 cents: thildren 10 cents,
je25dtt
C. H. KNOWLTON.
*

Dry Goods Wholesale Market.

Sheetings, width,

London,

Havre and Bremen.

whart.jeSSdtf

IV ew

TINE.

BETWEEN

11.40
2.35 P. M.
4.30

S

Souchong....

VIA

NORTH GERM1N LLOl'fi

Varnish.

81

10|
11J

—

Fare down and back, 25 cents; 5 tickets for $1.00.
Children, 10 cents.
Arrangements tor picnics and excursions can be
made with Captain on board or J. I. LIBBY, Mana-

8J

8 ®

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 £xChange bt and W. D. Little,& Co.’s,49* Exchange^*
L. W. FILEINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen, Passenger Ag\t, New York,
President,
ocl T?
jtf

Leaves Leaves Cushing's,
Leaves
Portland. Peak’sls’d. White Head. Ottawa Landing.
7.00 A.M.
7.15A.M.
6.30 A.M. 6.50 A. M
9.50
9.35
10.05
9.15
11.(5
10.45
2.15 P. M. 3.00 P. M.
5.00
3.45
7.30
6.30

TO NEW

Judith.

RAILROADS.

Grand Trunk It. R. Co. of Canada

]Cout«

Swit

Leaves

Mace.1 15 (a) 120
Nutmegs.... 90® *J5
Pepper. 20 ® 22

the Only Inside

RAILROADS.

PROVIDENCE LINE

OTHERS.

Steamboa t Expncs train* leave Boston from Bo
ton & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely newand superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with trie ele*
popular steamer Stonington every Tuesay, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other lines, Bag-

and after August 19tb, 1878, make

TO

OF AI.L.

Avoiding Paint

LOWELL,

PEAKS’
WHITE HEAD,
CUSHING’S ISLAND,

8
7

(oj
No. 1........
@
Mplces.
Cassia, pure, 20 @
Cloves.
43 @

on

—

Moap.

Family.

AHEAD

This is

Trips Daily, Sundays Excepted,

Six

tor.

the Pbess to August 29, 1878.

Apples.

FOR NEW YORK.

OF THE POPULAR

Will

newspapers 2 cents.

Corrected tor

RE-OEENING

1 50 @ 1 871
In bond... 1 37;a) i 75
Gr’nd butter
17 p box
Liv.linc sack 1 75 @ 2 (JO

Starch.

(suupawtler.
Blasting.... 3 50 @ 4 00
Sporting_ 5 50 @ 6 50

newspapers for tour

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

STONINGTON-' LINE

On and After Sept, id, 1S7S,
anw
Steamer Henrietta will leave
l» the East side ot Custom House
wharf, for Long Island and l.ir.
■SSS=SUS5E5fatIe Chebeague at 10.30 a. m.
Leave Little Chebeague at 3 3j p. m. Leave Portlaud at 5 p. m. for Harpswell.
au31-lw

Liverpool,
Duty paid.

ExC.

1 85
2 05

New Val.
^ lb....
Lemons fc>bx
Oranges P’b.
Oranges Val.

ounces or

For Asiatic countries, the half-ounce limit for
letters, and the four ounces for newspapers, still
holding good, the rates are :—
To Australia, letters, via San Francisco (except to
New South Wales) 5 cents,via Southampton 15 cents,
via Brindisi 19 cents, newspapers, via San Franciscc
2 cents,via Southampton 4 cents,via Brindisi 6 cents,
China, letters, via San Francisco 10 cents, via Southampton 15 cents, via Brindisi 19 cents, newspapers
2,4 and 8 cents, by the respective routes; British
India, Italian mail, letters, 10 cents, newspapers 4
eents; Japan, letters, via San Francisoo 5 cents, via
England, 10 cents, via Brindisi 31 cents, newspapers,
via San Francisco 2 cents, via Southampton 4 cents,
Ti& Brindisi 8 cents.

Portland, Little Chebeague & Harpswell
Steamboat Co.

CAPT. C.

Teas.
25® 45
25 @
30
Oolong.
Pat’t Spring
do choice.
35 @
45
wheats.... 7 00 @ 8 00 Japan. 25 ® 30
Mich’n Windo choice. 30 @ 45
ter best.... 5 75 @ 6 00
Tin.
Low Grade
Straits.
16 @ 18
: Michigan,. 4 50 @ 5 00 English.
17 (g| 21
St.Louis winChar. 1. C... 5 75 @ 7 00
ter lair.... 5 50 @ 6 25 Char. I. X... 8 75 M 9 00
Win’r good 6 00 @ 6 25 rerue. 6 75 @ 7 25
*•
bast.. 0 50 @ 7 23 Coke. 6 25 ® 7 25
Fruit.
@ 20
Antimony...
Zinc. 7 00 @ 7 50
Almonds,
19 @ 20
Soft shall..
Tobacco.
Shelled...
35 @
42 Fives and tenB,
Peanuts.1 50 @ 2 00
Best’brands 65 @ 75
Citron. 16 @ 20
Medium... 55® 60
Currants....
7J@
8j ..Common.. 48® 52
Dates.
7 Half lb.
9J@
50® 55
Figs. 12.@ 18 Nat’lLeaf... 90 @ 1 00
Prunes...... 10 @ 15 Navy lbs_ 65 ® 62

I. 0. 0. F.

STEAMEHS.

Cadiz inb’nd 1 37J@ 1 75

ExSt’mRTd.
4 00
4 50
3 50
1 75
175
1 37J

Flour.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first
Friday.
Council—Portland Council P. of J. second Friday.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H.
Third Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S,P. R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.

Coffee.

TWO NOTED GRAVE ROBBERS.
Oar readers will remember the accoant given
in these columns of the robbing of the grave of
the Hon. Scott Harrison, in Ohio, last May, the
body being foand in the dissecting room of the
Ohio Medical College.
Public indignation
justly brands any man as a scoundrel who will
rob the grave of the dead.
Bat there are two
aoted grave robbers in the country, so far from
being the subjects of the people’s wrath, are
The reauniversally landed for tbeir virtues.
son is plain.
While the former class steal the

...

2 00

STEAMERS.

Str. Mary W. Libby,

Malt.
Turk’s isd.p1
bush, (bd.) 2 00 @ 2 37J
Bonaire..

I

Superfine.... 3 50 @ 4 00
Ex-Spring... 4 75 @ 5 25
xxSpring.... 5 23 @ 5 75

RITE.

papers 2 cents; Sweden, letters 5 cents, newspapres
2 cents; Turkey. European and Asiatic, letters 5
cents, newspapers 2 cents; Egypt, letters 5 cents,

Backs.1150 @14 75
Clear.13 75 @14 00
Mess.12 50 @13 00
Hams. 11 @ 14
Bice.
8
Rice
lb....
7@
Maleratus.
0
7
@
Salerat’spib

Meeds.
13 Clover,lb....
81
8@
lted
5}
Top bag 2 00 (n) 2 25
2I H. Grass, bu. 1 55 @ t go

Shore No. 1.15 00 @16 50
No. 2.10 00 @11 05
No. 3.- 5 00 @ 5 75
Small. 3 00 @ 3 50
Clam Bait.
none.

Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, tirst Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 2 p. m.; Grand Commaudery, Wednesday evening.
Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesday of each month.

To Great Britain and Ireland, letters 5 cent;
newspapers 2 cents; France, letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents; Spain, letters 5 cents, newspapers 2
certs; all parts of Germany, including Austria,
letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents; Denmark,
letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents: Switzerland,
letters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents; Italy, letters 5
cents, newspapers 2 cents; Russia, letters 5 cents,
newspapers 2 cents; Norway, letters 5 cents, news

00
50
50
00

Pork,

Cadiz,du.pd.

EXCURSIONS.

tij

6 @
Mackerel, p'bbl.
Pearl.
Hay No. 1..15 00 @17 50
Sugar.
Bay No. 2..11 50 @13 00 Granulated..
@
Large 3.... 8 00 @ 9 00 Extra C.
®

Thursday.

tion thereof, and those for
fraction thereof:—

90

2

ij"d>

®
RedWood...
©
Fish.
Cod, per qtl„
L’ge Shore 3 75 @
l.’ge Bank. 4 25 ©
Small. 3 25 @
Pollock.1 50 @
Haddock.... 1 50 ©
Hake.1 12J®

take advantage of favorable accidents of.
At Odd Fellows’ Hall, Farrington Block, Congres
weather and season.
Street.
Sod ground, as a rule, should be Fall
Relief Association—Third Tuesday In the
plowed if the growth is heavy and the land month.
at all clayey.
in cold ciay sous me vegetable
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Aneieny
matter does not decompose so rapidly as in
Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Unity, No.
warmer loams and sandy soils, and for early
3, on Wednesday evening; Ivy, I>. oflt., second and
pototoes especially heavy sod ground should fourth Saturday of each month.
be Fall plowed. For corn it is not so needEncampment—Machigonne, first and third Wedful, but it is well that it should be done, for nesday ; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesthe reason mentioned, as well as that the
day ; Portland, first and third Friday; Falmouth,
No. 11, first and third Tuesdays.
work may not be delayed by wet weather in
Benefit association—Board of Directors meet
the Spring. Thousands of acres of corn
first Monday evening of each month. Association
would have been advanced the present seameetbfirst Monday evening of January, April, July
son two or three weeks had the ground been
and October.
Fall plowed and ridged as above mentioned.
TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
So with corn-stubbles intended for oats.
These may be plowed in the Fall with beneAt Templars’ Ball, No. 100 Exchange Street,
and
For
is
dry.
Council—Maine, first and third Monday In each
fit, unless the soil very light
early potatoes upon stubbles the land should month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday
not only be plowed in the Fall, but should
evening.
also be manured on the surface after the
plowing. No other treatment will give so
Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
good a crop or will bring such large and 1 and 3 convene at P. O. S. of A. Hall, Plum
smooth potatoes.
street. No. 1 on Tuesday evening; No. 3 on Monevening of each week; No. 2 at School House,
Spring plowing should be practiced upon day
Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth Friday Evening.
all light soils, except those which are infested
Forist
City Commandery No. 10 convenes at
with weeds and need Fall fallowing. In that
P. O. S. of A. Hall, Plum St., on first Thursday of
case the land should be again plowed in the
each month.
Spring, unless it has been finally plowed in
Bosworth Post G A. R.—Meeting every Friday
rough ridges, which can be worked down evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congress and
Casco streets.
with the harrow. Sod upon light soil should
Portland Typographical Union, No. 76In any case be Spring plowed. Fresh green
Second Saturday of each month.
matter, in an open, warm soil, will decay in
Portland Society of Natural Hist y—
a very short time, and a light sod plowed now
At their library room, City Hall, on the first and
will leave no trace ot it in the spring. Sod
third Monday evenings ot each month.
ground for potatoes or corn should, if possiSovereigns of Industry—Dirigo Connell, No.
ble, be top-dressed now, and left in the spring meets every Friday evening, at Arcana Hall, at 7}
o’clock.
as long as possible for a good growth of clover
to appear. This should be plowed under,
Mercantile Library Association—Farrington
Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivery
the ground harrowed, aud planting done at
of books daily, 2 to 9, day and evening.
To hasten the
once upon the mellow soil.
Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headwork and insure quick planting, it is well to
corner of Congress and Temple streets,
and
use
a
swivel
plow, with which Suarters
procure
Business meeting Tuespen day and evening.
all the furrows can be laid the same way, beiay evenings at 74 o’clock.
of
the
field
and
at
one
side
Payson
Literary
proceedSociety—Meetings every
ginning
Block, cor. Brown and
ing to the other side. The first day’s plow- Monday evening,atBrown’s
o’clock.
ing may then be harrowed, marked out, and Congress streets, 74
planted, the harrowing and planting keeping
The Rates ol Postage.
up close to the plowing. Growth begins at
once and continues rapidly when this is done.
Postal cards, one cent each, go without
lurther
As a means for destroying weeds, Fall
or
Fall
be
fallowing may
profitably with an additional one-cent stamp they goto all parts
plowing
used. The fields are now green with the
of Europe.
ever present ragweed, the persistent golden
All letters, to all parts of the United
States and
indestructible
the
its
almost
with
root;
rod,
Canada, three cents per half-ounce.
wild carrot, and scores of others which disUocal, or “drop’* letters, that is, for the city or
figure the farm, and if permitted to seed will town
where deposited, 2 cents if delivered by carfurnish work for years to come.
These
and 1 cent where there is no carrier system.
plants should be plowed down, and the stub- riers,
Newspapers, daily, semi weekly, tri weekly and
bles cleaned before the seed is lormed. There weeklies,
regularly issued and sent to regular subwill not then be time for them to mature seed scribers, 2 cents per pound, payable at the office ol
publication,
newspapers and magazines published
and
the present crop, with
again this year,
less frequently than once a week, 3 cents per pound.
ail its power for harm, will be vanquished.
Transient newspapers, magaziues, pamphlets, books
Year by year farms grow weedy, and as the and handbills, l cent lor each two ounces or fraction
thereof. All other miscellaneous matter, including
old-fashioned summer fallow has become obbook manuscripts, proof-sheets,
solete, these parasites of the soil are doing unsealed circulars,
photographs, &c., and also seeds, cuttings, bulbs and
infinite damage. Fall fallowing may be made
roots, and merchandise not exceeding four pounds in
very effective in destroying them, but to be
weight, 1 cent for each ounce or fraction thereof.
useful the first plowing must be done without
The following are the postal rates with Europe;
loss of time.— IV. Y. Times.
The rates for letters are for the half-ounce or fracTreatment oI Balter after Churniug.
Mr. T. C. Curtis, Wisconsin, at the last

@

13©

St. Domingo
Peach Wood.

MASONIC.
At Masonic Rail, No. 95 Exchange Street.

ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH

Bermuda ci’te 80 @
Round hogs..
6@
Provisions.
Mess Beef. ..10 50 @11
Ex Moss...U 50 @12
Plate.12 00 @12
Ex Plate. .12 50 @13

@ G5
Quinine. 4 00 ©
Kt. Rhubarb
75 © 1 50
Rt. Snake...
35©
Saltpetre.... 10©
Senna.
15 ©
25
Seed canary. 2 40 © 2 75
Cardamons 1 95 @ 2 50
4 ©
Soda.bi-carb
7£
Sal.
2J© 3
4 ©
Sulphur.
4}
22 @
25
Sugar lead..
White wax..
55© 00
Vanillabean.il 00 ©15 00
Vitrol blue..
10 ©
Duck.
No. 1.
@ 29
No. 3.
@ 27
No. 10.
@ 19
9 ox.
© 15
10 oz.
© 19
Djewoodt.
Barwood_
@ 3
Brazil wood.
6 ©
7
Camwood...
6 @
7
Fustic.
3
2J©
Quicksilver..

Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to saila
ing ot steamers. Close at 8.15and
the East. Arrive
Express, Augusta, Bangor
m.

fice, we can make closer
searches, and secure Pat-

ients

rnora

those who

promptly and'with broader claims than

are

remote from

Washington.

! PElT0iS=«K^»
Uil 1

h/ and advise aa to patentability. All correspondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
NO (AlAKUlu ONliKSS PATENT
IN
HECEBED.
We refer to officials to the Patent Office, an l to
ioYCntois'to every State n the Union.
C. A. SNOW JS CO.,
Oppoiitt Patent Office fftwAinfften, A C.
4U
ao21
A AI

I

U At

JULY i,

1878.

TrvJtt# will

ran a*

follow*

TO

THE

STIALLES'l

LABEL.

Leave 14ruml Trunk Depot,
PtrUend a 7.30 a. o, ami

1-00 p. in.
Leave Preble St. Station at 7.40
m.

a.

m., 1.12

and 6.15 p.

OUR PRICES FOR WORK

7.30 A. HI.

Accommodation for Worcester, with
through car tor Boston via Nashua aud Lowell
Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with Eastern aud Boston & Maine Railroads.) At Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell
12.1' p. m., Ko>iou 1.15 p. m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p. in., Fitchburg 1.25 p, m., and
Worcester at 2.10 p. m,, connecting with
trains Sonth and West.
1,00 P. in. Oteamhoai Repress with Drawing
Room Car attached, through to New Loudon without change aud through Car
tor Lowell nuil Hovtou. Connects at
Rochester for Dover aud (-rent Falls,
at £pping tor
Hlanchcster aud L'ouat
Nashua tor
Lowell and
cord
Rosiou, at Aver Junction tor Fitchburg and the West via lloonae Tunnel
lour, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Kail road lor New V orU, at Putunm with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line** for
Philadelphia, Rnltimore and Wnnhli*S<ou, at New Lomtou with Norwich
Lino Steamers, duo at Pier No, 40, Norch
Uiror New York, at 6.90 a. in
0.15 p. in.—Prom Preble Street. Mixed for Rochester aud Way Stations.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00,11.00 a. in., Drawing

vrill.bo leund

as low (or lower) aa can be drained (•
thst-dass work iu anv Kkoulah Job
i’rmting OtMco.

f Ic.ue give

as a

call,

or

bind your order to

HMH FB JOB FKINTINti HOUSE
j
1C9

attached, ami 8.50 p. m arrivin'* in
Portland at 9.35 a. m., 1.15 and 11.C0 p. i°
connections made at tVesibrook Juucilou
with through trains of Mo. Central R.R, and at
Grand Trunk Depot, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk U. R.

Exchange

Street

Room Car

Close

8S7HTDAV TRAINS—Leave Preble Street Stationat'J.OO P. ML, arriviug at Rochester at
4.00 p. m. and at Worcester 7,25 p. ru., connecting w ith Boston & Albany R. R. for New York
aud the West. Leave Worcester at 1 00 a. iu.,
Rochester 10.30 and arriving at Preble Street
12.20 p. iu.
J. M. LUNT, Bupt.
jtfOdtf

PORTLAND.
1

•

5! UNE.

